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The Long and Short of It. 
The long Roundback is the new Ovation LongNeck—a 28 1/3" scale acoustic that tunes 

a full step lower than a normal 6-string. The short Roundback is the 

new Ovation Mandolin—the very first mandolin designed from scratch 

as an acoustic/electric. 

The LongNeck is strung at normal tension, 

but the longer scale gives it a depth 

unheard on a 

SPECIALLY DESIGNED 

OVATION MANDOLIN 

PICKUP. 

FROM BLUEGRASS TO ROCK - 

THE OVATION MANDOLIN HAS WHAT 

IT TAKES FOR ANY STYLE. 

THE OVATION 

MANDOLIN 

At just less than half the 

scale length of the 

LongNeck, the Ovation 

Mandolin is no less a 

revolution. Acoustically, it has 

more volume and cutting power than a high 

priced flatback. Plug it in and you've got more 

volume, clarity and tonal control than you've ever 

had in any mandolin. 

CAPO THE 2ND FRET 

standard acoustic. AND YOU'VE GOTA 

STANDARD rtiNED 
Chords are fuller ACOUSTIC. TAKE OFF THE 

and "chunkier". CAPO AND YOU'VE 
GOT A WHOLE NEW 

Bass notes are INSTRUMENT. 

stronger with 

piano- like sustain. Solo lines are thicker with 

more presence. Plus, if you're into alternate 

tunings, the LongNeck opens up a whole 

new world of possibilities. 

Both the LongNeck and Mandolin have special 

versions of the tried and proven Ovation pickup 

and OP-24 electronics. So you know they'll sound 

true and even in any venue from a club to a 

coliseum. Get the long and short of it at your 

authorized Ovation dealer. 

101 
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THE OVATION 

LONGNECK 

Ovation® 
Ovation Instruments, PO Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 06002 
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01 forforuce 
Our now KT (Mims true piano performance, with our acclaimed 76 key weieled action all 61 YO1COS. 
P111S, yoll et all the benefits of a state of the- art MIDI synthesizer. 

For more mformdtmu 
call 800 553 5151 
Or, call 800 57 1439 
to try our new automatic 
fax system 

Yes, show me 
something grand! 
Please send me more 
on the KT.76 

Please send me free 

1:1 TS Series El AS110 

El SQ Series D KS-32 0 DP74- \ 

Name  

Addrro  

Ca,  

State  Zip 

Phone I - 

L- Nail ht 
ENSON1Q Corp. Dept M I rn a. 
PO. Box 3095, Malvern, l'a 19.161-91,15  

01994 ENSON1Q Corp 

Sounds for every need. Over 300 sounds 

(and 13 stunning effects algorithms) for 
performing any style of music. Even more 

sounds are available with our KTC series 

sound cards. 

Easy-to-use performance controls. 

Perfect for stand-alone playing or 

controlling other MIDI gear. The KT's 

versatile features will perform for you (like 

our new Transpose Keyboard function). 

ENSONi« 

Onboard Sequencer. 16 tracks to 

capture your musical ideas, from first 

inspiration to complete orchestration. 

Use convenient industry standard 

PCMCIA RAM cards for increased 

memory and storage. 

General MIDI Compatibility. 

No-compromise GM sounds make the 

KT-76 the best sound source for General 

MIDI playback. 

The KT-76 is the only keyboard with 
64 voices, great sounds, sequencing, and 

true piano feel. Visit your Authorized 

ENSONIQ Dealer to experience its grand 

performance. 



FRONTMAN: BILL MONROE 
To the father of bluegrass, the Grand Ole Opry is just 
another gig. BY DAVE MARSH 

HE REG CHANGEy . IFE 
Imilftl-seven musicians tell amazin Mort stone 

%le 

ARE GUITARISTS D ! I: RAIN 
Tropical ods by guitar 
disap oneP MAC RAMJ 

Promos orki an's bai combo, Gmild's Brian 
May g r, Nawireless s,ystems,IA*-111traProteus 
sound module and the Carver GA250 Mir head. 

A.COUSTICIELECTRIC GUITI1 POUF IMP 
Six acoustic/electrics that sound like sitting Irould the 
campfire—only louder. BY BRENT HURTIG 

From Nigerian drum ensembles to the top of the charts 
with lower Manhattan's princess oi pop 
BY TED GREENWALD 

REVIEWS 
Liz Phair's sophomore slink. PIus picks and pans of new 
stuff from Walter Becker, Sin9ad, Grant Lee Buffalo, 
Steve Swallow and the artist temp earily known as Prince. 

BACKSIDE 
The records that did change our lives--NOT! 
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It's nice to know an AKG studio standard isn't over anyone's head anymore. 

Even among pros, there are times when your 

talent exceeds your budget. That's why we 

created the new AKG C3000. It has the 

warmth, clarity and character of the 

most popular AKG studio mic in 

the world— at about half the 

price. In fact, when you 

hear it you'll be amazed 

whal a large, gold-coated 

diaphragm will do for 

your sound. The C3000 

gives you all the quality 

of an AKG without 

having to pretend it's 

an AKG. It is. 

Bean, from D'Cirdne whose new " Umora" 
CD is on RGB Records. 

H A Harman International Company 
AKG Acousbcs, Inc 1525 Alvarado St 

San Leandro, CA 94577 USA 
'hone 1 ( 510) 351-3500 

Fax 1 15101 351-0500 



MAN 
It's not every day that I get to talk to somebody who 

invented a whole style of music. When you developed 
what became bluegrass, was it something that hap-

pened out of musical necessity, or just a new way of 

using the elements you heard around you? 

It was just different sounds and ideas that I had, a lot 

of 'em, and melodies that I wanted to try out and see 

how the words would go with 'em. So I taken a lot of 

time gettin' the music the way that I wanted it. But it's a 
different sound altogether now from other people's 
music. 

I was just searchin' for somebody who could play a 

good guitar and could do the lead singin' for me, and 

get a good man on the banjo. But I always wanted a 

good fiddle out there leadin', headin' the show, you 

know? So Stringbean, you know, was my first banjo 

player and that give me the sound of the banjo there, 

and I wanted to add that in there. 

I wonder who you think, in addition to yourself, 
carried the tradition 

forward most effec-

tively. Whether it 

would be Flatt and 
Scruggs, the Stanley 

Brothers, Doc Wat-

son, whoever. 

Well, some of them 

fellers didn't know 

too much to start 
with, they were just 

"Well, some 

fellers 
didn't know 

BILL MONROE starntiuwciltiht.  
tryin' to learn how to play guitar, you know, things like that. You gotta be 

a pretty good man to play the guitar for bluegrass, and I guess they 
learned. 

The young musicians you trained, even as late as the late '50s, came out 

of a culture very similar to the culture in which you grew up. That culture 

has new almost disappeared. How does that make working with today's 
musicians different? 

Well, you can play with 'em today and they'll still try to play it just exactly 
the way that you played it down through the years. Keep the time of the 

music right. Play the guitar right. So it works out good. 

In a lot of circles in the music world today, this is regarded as a young 

man's game. When you began to create music, was that even an issue? 

Yessir, it goes way on back to the sound of the music and everything. 

The kind of music they were playing on the guitar or the banjo. Some of 

'em played it the old-time way, the banjo, you know, go way on back. But 
see, that didn't fit in with bluegrass music too good because bluegrass is 
more popular than that. 

Did you ever dream it would sustain itself for this long? 

Well, back when we first started, I had hopes that it would be played 

good and well enough that we could just continue on with it. And with a 

lona young people growin' up and the old-timers growin' older, they'd 
want to hear the music and I wanted to do it the best way that I could for 
them. So a lot of it worked out good. 

Was there any resistance from people trained in the old ways who 

thought that you were doing something that shouldn't be tampered 
with? 

PHOTOGRAPH BY JEFF FRAZIER 

That's right. 

What were the objections? 

Well, I don't know. They didn't hear a lot of it, it don't seem like, what 

we was tryin' to play, you know. A Iona them old-timers, you know, they 

clidn't know much about any instrument. They'd just play the guitar and 

not put nothin' on it at all hardly. The banjo was really country, the way 

they used to play it years and years ago. And the fiddle player, he didn't 
put too much on his fiddle, either, years and years ago. 

What did you think the first time you heard Elvis sing "Blue Moon of 
Kentucky"? 

That gave me a thrill that he recorded "Blue Moon of Kentucky" first. 
And he apologized to me one time when he was here, on Grand Ole Opry 

on Saturday night. I told him if it helped him get his start and everything, 
and give him the style of music he wanted to do, I was for him a hundred 
percent. It was all right. 

When Elvis did your song, he was working in a trio with no percussion 
in it. You've never worked with a drummer. What happens musically 
when you add drums to bluegrass? 

You can put drums in there and play 'em a little bit loud and every-
thing, and they kinda take over. I don't think they should play that kind of 
a part in my kind of music, bluegrass music. You don't need that timing 

too much because bluegrass music has got that timing anyway, you see. 

You've been playing for more than 60 years. You still play in Nashville 
every Wednesday night when you're in town. Is that out of sustained 
enthusiasm or is it more like a job these days? 

More like a joh, I guess. DAVE MARSH 
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Bill Bruford s Earthworks Slumping Ground Live 

The world's most agile 'e 

improvisational combo, 

captured live at a / 

creative peak in 

New York, Boston 

and Cambridge, 

England. 

"The overall sense 

you set here is 

that LIVE! is where 

it all finally hangs 

together: that seeing 

is believing. Fortunately 

you didn't have to be there." fr 

- Q magazine 
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Introducing The Vocal Artist'. Shure's new affordable wireless system with the profes-
sional sound Shure mies are famous for. Now you can get the same legendary sound 

quality as Shure's cabled microphones without the cables. The 
 VocalArtist gives you a full 18 hours of attery life. And with 

Shure's exclusive MARCAD® intelligent circuitry, you get unsur ssed freedom from 
dropout. Plus you get the reliability of Shure. All at a price that 
will actually leave cash in your pocket. So raise your voice to the \ 
next level. Call 1-800-25-SI-JURE for the dealer nearest you. 

THE VOCAL ARTIST' 

SH1IgeWIRELESS SYSTEMS 



DEVIL'S ADVOCATE 

The August 1994 issue of Musician is the first 

I've ever bought. You may have lost some 

advertisers by putting Glenn on the cover but 

you gained a permanent reader! 

Tracy Beales 

Baltimore, MD 

While processing Musician magazine returns I 

turned to my co-worker and muttered how 

disappointed I was that Musician magazine 

covers had been kind of boring over the past 

year. Within minutes of my remark the post-

man delivered the August issue. 

Peeling back the plastic wrap I 

found Glenn Danzig staring back 

at me. 

Congrats to you for the acknowl-

edgement of one of rock's hardest-

working bands. We sold out in one 

day! 

Jim Cummer 

Manager/Buyer 

Madhatter Music 

Bowling Green, OH 

As far as I'm concerned Glenn is 

about the only one who knows 

what the hell is going on in this 

world. I'm happy for Danzig's new 

fame but I would just like to ask 

this question: What the hell took 

everyone so long!? 

Keith T Grey 

Junction, TX 

Glenn Danzig is a worthy singer/songwriter. 

He may have a genius for self-promotion. As a 

deep-thinker, he's in a league with any metal fan 

who's read a few books on the occult arts. What 

he isn't is mysterious or dangerous. 

If you had genuinely wanted to scare your 

conservative advertisers and impress your 

sophisticated readers, you would've put the 

beautiful, subversive Me'Shell NdegéOcello on 

your cover. Shame on you for playing it safe 

with Danzig. 

Mary Sanchez 

Albuquerque, NM 

nicknames for folks much larger than himself. 

Jim Sauvé 

Phoenix, AZ 

Predictable tub-pounding? Uniform to the 

point of distraction? Hey, critic DiMartino, can 

you remember when it was the drummer's job 

to " lay down a bottom"? No one does it better 

than Charlie Watts. Next time you're at a con-

cert and the drummer is wrapped in a million 

pieces of equipment, watch closely. His sticks 

never touch half of that shit! Sure looks im-

pressive, though. 

I first wanted to say thanks to Vic Garbarini for his intelli-

gent and very interesting article on Branford Marsalis 

(July ' 94). It is especially gratifying to read opinions from 

a musician who, until now, I assumed I had nothing in 

common with. I stand correct-

ed and will value Mr. Mar-

salis' opinion and pay atten-

tion a bit more closely in the 

future. 

I would also like to thank 

Jon Young for finally writing 

an article that paints the 

band Danzig in an accurate 

light, in my opinion. And 

thanks for mentioning m%. 

Uncle Tony. 

Eerie Von 

Bass Player 4 Danzig 

Danzig on the cover of Musician magazine? 

Isn't that an oxymoron? 

"Rock's last mystery man" sounds more 

like a pretentious pink poodle with a plastic 

wolf's mask on and his tail quivering between 

his legs, not even able to stand up to your trivial 

questions, or for what he believes in. This wee-

nie of an article was quite a contrast to July's 

challenging cover story on Branford Marsalis, 

probably the best interview I have ever read in 

your rag. 

Pseudo Satanic Cartoon Metalheads take 

note: Branford Marsalis is much, much more 

rebellious than Glenn Danzig. Not only is 

Branford severely pushing the envelope of 

modern music, he has a hell of a lot more to say 

than Glenn Danzig, and Mr. Marsalis is not fear-

ful of whom he might offend. 

Evan Schiller 

Sadhappy 

Seattle, WA 

Long live Danzig! 
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Midge 

Fargo, ND 

STONES AGAIN 

Hurray for Dave DiMartino's excellent of the 

Stones' new album (Aug. '94)! Finally, someone 

wrote what needed to be said! No one can be 

around for 30 years and not put out some new 

stuff! Thank goodness Don Was was there. 

Even after the review, though, I'm still skeptical. 

Well, I agreed with everything else Dave wrote, 

so maybe... Thanks for a terrific mag! 

Lauren Pearl 

Key West, FL 

Obviously Dave "Joker" DiMartino is in the 

dark concerning Keith Richards' singing capa-

bilities. Aside from perfect harmonies and 

strong backup vocals, give a serious listen to 

Keith's solo efforts. DiMartino should under-

stand history before coming up with creative 

RVICFS 

Dave Farrell 

Ephrata, PA 

PRODUCTION VALUED 

Mark Rowland's piece on Don Was 

and Glyn Johns (Aug. '94) was bril-

liant. While most modem 

mags are focusing 

NJ on fashion layouts and 
perfume ads, Musician's 

dedication to professional 

journalism is a true gem. 

Bud Phi/brick 

Carrabassett Valley, ME 

Don Was' "Beatle connec-

tion" to Glyn Johns goes 
beyond his work on the 

soundtrack for the movie 

Backbeat. I was fortunate 

and honored to have Don 

produce a song I wrote for 

Ringo Starr's last album, Time 

Takes Time. Just as he brings to 

a session a vast knowledge of rock history and 

the awareness of each artist's influences as he 

shapes their performance, so will the next gener-

ation treasure the recordings produced today by 

Don Was. 

Rick Suchow 

Greenlawn, NY 

ERATA 

The following bands were accidentally omitted 

from the list of semi-finalists in Musician's Best 

Unsigned Band Competition: Monica Pasqual 

& the Planet Ranch, 2nd Skin, Fetish Ensemble, 

Inch Blue, New Jazz Ensemble. 

Celebrity judges David Byrne, Butch Vig, 

Sonny Rollins, Rosanne Cash and Flea will 

announce the winners in the November issue. 

Send letters to: Musician, 1515 Broadway, New 

York, NY 10036. 
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HEY CREATE A SENSATION EVERYWHERE 
THEY PERFORM, AS LISTENERS OF ALL MUSICAL 

FAITHS GATHER IN THE PRESENCE OF SOUNDS 
MORE STRANGELY WONDERFUL THAN ALMOST ANY THEY HAVE HEARD 

BEFORE ... EVERYONE COULD CONSIDER HIMSELF RICHER FOR HAVING 
HEARD THE BULGARIAN VOICES.N 

_ cisu nco "Ipilo, 

LE MYSTÈRE DES VOIX BULGARES 

The original Grammy-winning choir that won the hearts of 
music fans around the world, returns with an all- new album 

and their first national tour in two years. 

"Ritual" features songs for feast days, Christmas, and harvest 
time, plus traditional Sephardic melodies, all performed with 
the dazzling virtuosity and rustic spirit that have made the 

choir an international treasure. 

THE " RITUAL" TOUR 

9/29-30 SAN FRANCISCO CA s . Msmsoni WI 

I 0/I . . PORTLAND OR 10 . cuicAco FL 
1 SEATTLE WA I 4 . NEW YORK NY 

4 M OORHEAD MN I 5 . TARRYTOWN NY 

6  MARQUETTE MI I 8 . A.usxm Tx 

7  'GREEN BAY WI 20 . FiAMMOND LA 

LC mrSTCRE DES 

volx BuLGARES 

ON ELEKTRA NONESUCH COMPACT DISCS AND CASSETTES¡ e 
0 1994 Elektra Entenainment.. a dmsion cl Warner Commumcatms Inc. O a Time Warner Company. For coedit cas orders call 800.648.4844 



Maybe people will tire of all 

this electronic wizardry and 

start going out again to hear 

live bands. That probably 

won't happen until a few peo-

ple get fried by plugging the 

wrong cable into the wrong 

receiver while wearing their 

Walkman and operating the 

hair dryer at the same time. 

But let's be patient and just 

keep hoping!" 

—Mark Tully Massagli, 

president of the American 

Federation of Musicians, 

in the June issue of the 

Federation newsletter, 

International Musician 

WHO IS THIS MASKED MAN? 

No, it's not Adam West, 

Michael Keaton or Val Kilmer. 

Give up? Don't do that. The 

first five correct entries sent to 

Masked Man, c/o Musician, 

1515 Broadway, New York, NY 

10036, will win a one-year sub-

scription. Answer in next issue. 

Baseball: What's the Score? 
by Ken Burns Music is the foundation of my films. I usually 

record before I start editing, which is the opposite 

of everyone I know. In my field, music is some-

thing you add on after the fact. I score the film to the music; 
I time the cutting of the shot to the sound. 

For Baseball I went into the Baseball 
Hall of Fame, and got all the sheet music 
possible. I had someone play each tune on 
a piano, and anything whose theme struck 
my heart, I saved. I've got an emotional 
relationship with melody, and when I'm 
affected by one, like " Hurrah for Our 
National Game" this time around, I have 
them play it in all sorts of varieties: straight, 
cocktail, symphonic, ragtime, funeral, à la 
the high school band, whatever. Those 
become the music beds. We made at least 
250 versions of "Take Me Out to the Ball-

game." It sounds crazy, but 
I never OD'd on any of 

them. They have to be 
used judiciously, and 
expressed in a variety 
of ways. 

I'm an emotional 
archeologist, inter-

ested in excavating the social mood of a 
period. The best way to do that is by let-
ting the music do the work. Take the seg-
ment when [baseball manager] John 
McGraw sings "Danny Boy"; he's an 
angry and complicated Irishman. If you 

feel the poignancy of McGraw, "Danny 
Boy" is perfect for the scene. 

I don't think you can equate the older 
pieces that I might use and something like 
"Radar Love" or "Theme from Shaft." 
The old stuff is pliable, reusable, it speaks 
to the continuity of the film and the under-
lying feeling of the series. On the other 
hand, at the moment it's used, there's noth-
ing better than " Radar Love." It makes 
Cincinnati's Big Red Machine seem totally 
formidable. Same thing is true about Talk-
ing Heads' "Burning Down the House" 
when Reggie Jackson hits three home runs 
on three consecutive swings of the bat, off 
of three different pitchers in the World 

wag 

• , • ' 

ZAPPA ROCKS 

The International Astronomical 

Union's Minor Planets Center has 

named an asteroid for Frank Zappa. 

The honor was the brainchild of 

Zappa admirer John V. Sciatti, a psy-

chiatrist from Phoenix, who mar-

shalled support on the Internet from 

fans in 17 different countries and 

found a sympathetic ear in Brian 

Marsden, director of the Minor Plan-

ets Center, who had himself once 

prodded his colleagues into naming 



an asteroid after Duke Ellington. 

Frank's piece of the belt—titled 

Zappafrank, so as not to be con-

fused with the asteroid Zappala— 

was discovered in 1980 by 

astronomer L. Brozek of the former 

Czechoslovakia, underscoring 

Zappa's long friendship with Czech 

leader Vaclav Havel. 

Other musicians who have been 

honored include the four individual 

Beatles, Eric Clapton, Mike Oldfield 

and many classical composers 

famous and obscure. (A complete 

listing of the 4000- plus titled aster-

oids can be found in the Dictionary 

of Modern Planet Names by L.D. 

Schnnadel, published by Springer-

Verlag.) Marsden says the Center is 

always open to suggestions, but 

cautions that the board tends to 

favor musical accomplishment over 

pop glamor. In other words, no Jack-

sonJanet? 

"I don't think we'd welcome that," 

Marsden agrees dryly. Or her brother." 

Series. Lester Young does "Tickle Toe," 
which we used for Babe Ruth's called-

shot home run. The sequence is great, 
real quick and powerful: The newsreel 
footage fades to black and we hit the talk-
ing head and the music starts up once 

more. It really rolls. " Play it again!" I'd 
scream at Yaffa, our editor. It's better 
than sex. That's when music has power. 

If you went to my CD changer right 
now you'd find the Stones' Some Girls, 
Basie's Greatest Hits, Gorecki, Pachelbel 

and the Band. I ran a Discount Records 
store when I was 17. I worked for rec-
ords, not for money. The first one I 
earned was London PS 539, Beggars Ban-
quet. They asked me not to go to college, 

to stay and run the place. I sold more of 
Apple SO-383 than anything else. I can't 
get the numbers out of my head. 

I had no idea that The Civil War sound-
track was going to be such a huge seller, but 

I did know that in "Ashokan Farewell" we 

had a great song. When our experts, who 
are ultimately regular citizens like you and 
me, sing "Take Me Out to the Ballgame," a 
commonality is established. Arthur Schle-

singer, Jr. says there's too much pluribus 
and not enough unum in the world, and 

whenever you can get people to sing 

together, you're closer to the unum. 
Ken Burns' nine-part documentary 

Baseball will begin September 18 on PBS. 



Our Men at Lollapalooza 
by the Goats WHA SSUP? It's the Goats, Swayzak, D-Rek and me, 

the MADoubleD—a.k.a. Woodward, Bernstein 

& Curly—here in Detroit to hang with the Beast-

ies, our touring buddies from a recent European go-round, 

and to soak up the vibes of Lollapalooza '94. We've come to 

rock! We've come to thrash! We've come 
to risk injury by moshing in the pavilion's 
assigned wooden seats! 

It's a sunny, perfect day here in the 
sunny, perfect suburbs of Motor City 
U.S.A.—could this be the outskirts of the 
very industrial hellhole that belched up 
Iggy and his Stooges all those years ago? 
The setting is nice, kinda like Disney-
land—ponds, trees and lots of grass, 
interspersed with man-made ponds and 
the occasional fountain. 

Between sets we cruise the general ad-
mission/lawn area, noticing that music 
seems to be beside the point to some of the 
attendees, who mill around during the 
shows with this " I'm SD stoned, where's 
that mist tent" look as they buy tie-dyed 
shirts and love bracelets. Over on the sec-
ond stage, though, a clutch of kids are 
cheering on the likes of Flaming Lips, 
Verve and Luscious Jackson and basking 
in an impromptu appearance by main-
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stagers L7, who filled in drunkenly for a 
last-minute cancellation. They rocked. 
Nick Cave even hits the stage, dispelling 
the " anti -social" stereotype that has 
dogged Lollapalooza's previous British 
acts. He hangs with everyone. Later on, I 
drive Nick's girlfriend to the airport. 
And let's not forget the Tibetan Monks. 

Hanging out backstage in their long, flow-
ing maroon robes, cropped hair and 1930s 
Gregory Peck—type shoes, amid assorted 
fashion victims and a friendly Dave Grohl, 
they were the very essence of cool. But do 
they ever bogart the Beasties' juicer! 

But the real communal spirit of Lolla-
palooza is embodied by the traveling b-
ball game, as the Beasties' crew sets up a 
portable hoop backstage. It's the social 
hub of the festival. At one point you have 
members of the Boredoms, Quest, the 
Beasties, George Clinton's band and as-
sorted Monks all catching wreck on the 
court. Lollapalooza—it's fan-tastic! 
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GUITAR ROOTS 

No, Jimi Hendrix did not invent 

the guitar, tut he was the first 

to lick it. Y0.1 can find out more 

about the cries of the axe at 

"The Gur_ar in American Popu-

lar Music," now at the National 

Museum of American History in 

Washington. Tracing guitar his-

tory in Ameoca from its Span-

ish irtroduction in the 16th 

century to ttie present, the 

exhibit features folk models 

from Ifrigerpicker Libba Cotten, 

's "Yellow Cloud" electric, 

and guitars donated by Les 

Paul, Paul Reed Smith and 

others Now through November 

1994. 

MYSTERY SOLVED 

The birthplace of Orville Gibson 

(1858-1918), founder of the 

Gibson Guitar Company, was 

recently identified near Chateau-

gay, New York. The discovery 

was the culmination of a 15-year 

search by area resident Dick 

Decosse, a Gibson fan and gui-

tarist in a local country-tonk 

band called " Busco Bandits." In 

a celebration in June attended 

by Gibson representatives, 

Decosse also unveiled a marker 

Oil 

IiirInplact al 

oottLE H. Gasp* 

Gut., CO 

BORN 1156 

Chatraugay NY 

Jun4181,94 

on the site of Gibson's home, 

of which the foundations still 

exist. Decosse's findings will be 

chronicled in Gibson: 100 Years 

of an American Icon (General 

Publishing Press), which will be 

released in November. 



Classic Keys-
Analog keyboard 

sounds that fit your 
style and your budget. 

Got your eye on a Vintage Keys, but your hand over 
your wallet? Then the Classic Keys MIDI sound module 

is made for you. Classic Keys features all the great samples 

of our popular Vintage Keys—but at an unbelievably low price. 
Get all of the most popular analog synthesizer and keyboard 

instrument sounds from the 60's, 70's and 80's, including dozens 
of electric pianos, organs and analog synthesizers, at your fingertips. 

No similarly priced moduk holds up to Classic Keys. There are 512 
presets, 32-voice polyphony, 16-part multi-timbral capabilities, and 

the industry's most straightforward, easy-to-use interface, plus 2 built-in 
programmable effects. And like all E-mue products, you can count on the CD-

quality, 16-bit sound that professional musicians around the world depend on. 

What's more—you can build your own sounds using the more than 250 sampled 
instruments as raw material! Classic Keys is so quick and easy to program you may scare 

yourself with the great new sounds you invent. Or lay your hands on collections of new, 
fully-cooked preset sounds for Classic Keys. They're just a downloadable floppy disk away. 

So what are you waiting for? See your E-mu dealer for 
a Classic Keys demo today. Classic Keys—all the vintage 

analog keyboard sounds you need to expand your mind, 
without the price tag to deflate your wallet. 

LASSIC 
Arscalc.g Ke•yboords 

E-mu Systems, Inc. 

RO. Box 660015, Scotts Valley, California 95067-0015 • 408-438-1921 
ILK. E-mu Systems, Ltd., Suite 6, Adam Ferguson House, Eskmills Industrial Park 

Musselburgh, EH21 7P0 • 44-031-653-6566 
,9M E-mu Systems. Inc. E-mu and E-mu Systems are registered trade:nano:, and -.he Emu lugo is a 

trademark d E-mu Systems. Inc. All other trade and product names are p-operty af their reepedive flamers. 



VINCE BELL Texas singer/songwriter Vince Bell has come 

back from the dead to see his debut record issued on the 

Austin-based Watermelon label. 

In January 1983, Bell was in an Austin studio working on 

a demo with Stevie Ray Vaughan and Eric Johnson. Upon 

leaving for the night, his car was broadsided by a drunk at 

65 mph. He suffered broken ribs, liver damage, a severe 

head injury that caused chronic memo-

ry and motor-function loss, and a com-

pletely mangled right arm. He also saw 

his obituary printed in the Austin daily 

newspaper. Bell had to have the arm 

reconstructed and learn to walk, talk 

and play guitar again. It took six years 

of rehab, and a lot of guts, but he did it. 

Phoenix is a record of that struggle. 

Produced by Bob Neuwirth, and featur-

ing a cast of musicians 

that include Victoria 

Williams, Lyle Lovett, 

John Cale, Steve Bru-

ton and Mickey 

Raphael, the disc is a 

haunting, spare set of 

recollections that 

recall Robert Johnson 

in their stark intensity 

and Hank Williams in 

their country simplicity. 

"I was thinking to 

myself that who could 

have come back and 

done this,' an' dog-

gone it, I couldn't 

come up with any-

body," Bell says. 

"It's different. 

There's no synthesizers or drum machines, but there ain't no 

tired Crosby, Stills and Nash harmonies on it either." 

For Bell, this new lease on life isn't being taken for granted. 

"I'm writing at least a song a month; this record's just the first 

of many chapters." 

OASIS " I want to be the best band in the fucking world," 

spews 21-year-old Liam Gallagher, 

vocalist for the band most likely to 

save rock ' n' roll, Manchester, Eng-

land's Oasis. " I want to be up there 

with the Beatles, the Stones, the 

Kinks and the Who." 

While they've only just released 

their third single in England, the 

band has become as well known for 

their instantly classic songs, which 

combine bits of Stones, Beatles, Sex 

Pistols and Happy Mondays, as for 

their drunken hooliganistic behavior. 

Guitarist/songwriter (and Liam's 

older brother) Noel—who produced 

the band's debut Defi-

nitely Maybe—hasn't 

had it so easy. Firstly, 

he can't seem to get 

along with his brother: 

"Great songwriter," 

warns Liam, " but he'll 

bore the ass off you!" 

Then, every time he 

tries to write a simple 

B-side, the label presi-

dent hears it and 

says, " You can't put 

that out on a B-side. That's gonna be your next single." " It's 

happened three times now," sighs Noel. And finally, after hesi-

tating to accept an invitation from Crazy Horse to jam 

onstage, Noel was taunted by the most famous backing band 

in the world. "They kept saying, 'Come on, little man! Come 

on, get onstage!' Then they start calling me Noel Young— 

'Yeah, Noel Young, man!' Finally I got pissed enough and 

decided I owed it to myself to do it." 

B SHARP JAll QUARTET "We give each tune a personality of 

its own," said Herb Graham, Jr., B Sharp's drummer. 

"Whether we play it dirty and bluesy or an electric jazz kind of 

way, each song has to be right." 

The personality of B Sharp's debut release on the MAMA 

Foundation label is straight-ahead acoustic jazz—but played 

with a sense of fun many young lions haven't discovered. 

Founded and nurtured at the World Stage, a performance 

space created by drummer Billy Higgins in L.A., B Sharp 

owes their distinctive sound to Randall Willis's earthy alto 

saxophone, Eliot Douglass's funky piano, Reggie Carson's 



The Nighthawk has been voted "Most Innovative 
Guitar" by Music and Sound Retailer because of it's 
award winning pickup design and lightweight body. 

Play a Nighthawk at your local Dealer and hear 
the Nighthawk deliver 10 innovative sounds today! 
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—S-!'4R RECOADs LA 

ALTERNATIVE 

DISTRIBUTION 

Several years ago, bou-

tique labels began invading 

boutiques. Now the ante 

is being upped by such 

innovations as North 

Star Records' Interac-

tive Digital Listening 

Station. Browsers in 

selected bookstores 

and gift shops can 

sample dozens of 

CDs on head-

phones while 

perusing album graphics on 

an overhead color monitor. 

This month's Rough Mix was written by Billy Altman, Dave 

DiMartino, Andrew Gilbert, Ted Greenwald, Thom Peek, 

Jim Macnie, Ken Micallef, Keith Powers, Mark Rowland 

and Dey Sherlock. 

LARRY ADLER 

If you thought Tony Bennett on MTV was some-

thing, wait'll you hear the George Martin—produced 

The Glory of Gershwin, a collection of Gershwin 

favorites which features octogenarian Larry Adler in 

collaboration with a gallery of rock vocalists includ-

ing Sting, Kate Bush, Elvis Costello and Oleta 

Adams. Adler, who writes in his new autobiography 

Me and My Big Mouth that the chromatic keyboard 
is "easy to master," says that many harmonica 

players he hears are "trying to snow how clever 

they can be; they're not really playing, just showing 

off. The most difficult thing is to sound musical." 

As far as technique goes, Adler says that "there's 

a certain kind of sound I get where I cover four 

holes with my mouth and block the three to the left 

with my tongue, and there's another very vocal 

sound I get by covering just one hole with my 

mouth and using my tongue for the vibrato." 

As most harmonica players know, though, this 

is one instrument where instinct often is the best 

guide. " Honestly," he says, " I can articulate things 

about my playing now, but, in figuring out how to 

play what I could hear in my head, almost all the 

things 1 do mostly came about by accident." 



-erg 'Nab-% 
unusual bass tuning and their many original 

compositions. 

"When I started the band I made a prerequi-

site that everyone who joined had to write 

songs," Graham said. " I wanted a collective 

effort, a place where everyone could grow." 

IVY Not since Paul Mauriat's 1966 hit " Love Is 

Blue" have the French posed any threat to Amer-

ican pop. Ivy hopes to change all that. 

On Realistic, Parisian Dominique Durand and 

New Yorkers Adam Schlesinger and Andy Chase 

work a bittersweet muse. Unabashedly taking 

from Velvet Underground, Love and the Beatles, 

the trio's sophisticated gems are given an atmo-

spheric tilt by Durand's wistful vocals. 

"We always have a contrast between upbeat 

melodies and dark lyrics," says the singer. " Is it 

happy? Is it sad? It's not clear." 

Produced by Kurt Ralske of Ultra Vivid Scene, 

Realistic benefits from concise arrangements 

and quirky instrumentation—such as rubbing a 

pencil eraser over guitar strings. 

"We're always looking for a sound to steer a 

song in a stranger direction," says Adam. "We 

want to keep the music simple as possible, get-

ting rid of what a song doesn't need. It sounds 

silly, but we like short songs and choruses." 

CERTAIN DISTANT SUNS 

RECENT LABEL SIGNINGS 

Certain Distant Suns 

Ch cage-based alternative 

quintet muld be, er, stars 

(Giart) 

Ass Ponys Cindinnati 

indie scenesters undoubt-

edly aware of Patti Smith's 

Hors 9S (A&M) 

Rapin' 4-Tay Rapper 

Amhony Forte takes " Playaz 

Club" b gtime ( EMI) 

Elise Fiorello Former teen 

Prilce-prodigy returns (A&M) 

What they mean when they say, 
"Rocrn Roll will never dier" 

70 years of sound innovation 
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ob Mould, one of the major architects of what is known generally as 

"indie-punk guitar rock," has his doubts about that music's longevity. 

"It's a miracle it's lasted this long, isn't it?" Clad in an ochre T-shirt, plaid shorts, wee soc 

and knobby black work shoes, Mould pauses to take a sip from his second iced coffee. It 

wards off the 100-degree afternoon heat beating down on the woodsy back porch o4 a java 

joint in Austin, Texas, his recently adopted home town. ire('  . • • 

"I don't see it having much of a future beyond the here and now, though." He goes on with 

the intense seriousness that characterizes most of his discourse. "It's been exploited. It's a 

lifestyle now. I mean, it's always been a lifestyle, but it was always a guarded secret, in a 

sense. Now it's Reality Bites, it's Subaru, it's whatever. And so many of the musicians seem to 

be willing accomplices. Everybody's looking for the next spokesman for Generation Whatever. 

It's like, get off of it. Leave it alone." 

Mould's understanding of the push-and-pull between the original punk aesthetic and tie current 

don't? 
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Armed with a healthy punk record collection and a guitar, Mould 
arrived in St. Paul looking for kindred souls. He found them in a pair 
of clerks at two local record stores, Grant Hart and Greg Norton. 

Hart had a drum kit that had belonged to his late brother, and Norton 
had a bass he couldn't play. Thus was horn I-hid/et-1S; 

group played its first gig at Athens' 40 Watt 
Club within two weeks of forming; a couple 
of days after that show, Mould, Barbe and 
Travis were in a studio in Stoughton, Mas-
sachusetts, recording their first two albums. 

"I had a vision built up as to what I wanted 
it to be," Mould says of Sugar's speedy gene-
sis. I didn't know it was going to be realized 
so accurately. That surprised me. But doing it 
didn't surprise me. I can do anything that I 

want." Mould laughs, and this time, his 
laughter reflects the confidence of a man who 
knows what that is. 

that Hüsker Dü music to the AOR people and they were like, 'What 
the fuck is this? We can't do a thing with this stuff.'" 

By the time the band had finished Warehouse: Songs and Stories, its 

second and final album for Warners, Mould says, "the only thing the 
I • 

Oddly—given the absolute ease with 

which Sugar's first two records were com-
pleted, and the deep anxiety and sheer hard 
labor that went into completing its third— 
File Under: Easy Listening, which takes its 
title from the album jacket legends on 
Mould's childhood LPs, sounds unstrained. 
Some elements remain unchanged: 

Mould's glowering aspect, full of the suspi-
cion that even the best of things might turn to 
shit at any moment, is present in numbers 
like "What You Want It to Be," "Can't Help 

You Anymore" and the album-closing, 

he rhythms and melodies of 
Latin America provide the 
musical and spiritual touch-
stones for Jon Anderson's new 
solo adventure. 

Joined by musical 
luminaries of the 
Caribbean and Central 
and South America - 
including Milton 
Nascimento ( Brazil), 
Ruben Rada ( U 
Boca Livre, and 
Conchita Alonso 

(Mexico) - Anderson creates 
music that is true to 
its acoustic cultural 
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Crazy Horse—influenced burner "Explode 
and Make Up." 
"Oh yeah," Mould says, confessing that 

his darkest side will always be on display. 
"That's sort of true about life in general, 
whether it's relationships or vocations or any 
kind of futures—there is no real certainty." 

But there is a new quality in much of the 
work on E U.E. L. Some of the relaxation 
apparent in songs like the mockingly funny 

"Granny Cool" and the blissful "Gee Angel" 
may be the product of Mould's move last 
year to Austin, after four-and-a-half years 
spent in New York. 

"I started to get hermetic, and at that point 
I realized that New York didn't have any-
thing to offer, right now," Mould says. "Stuff 
like Black Sheets and Copper Blue and Beast-
er had a certain edge that was unique to my 
situation at the time. I've calmed down a lot 
since I got down here, which I needed. I 
needed a change of some sort. Change is 
always good." 

Change, or its lack, is the pointed subject 
of the new album's sardonic "Granny Cool," 
a study of a self-absorbed, aging star, which 
Mould implies is based on his observation of 
some music luminaries he declines to name. 
He says, " I've seen a lot of people—and 

California actually tends to breed a lot of 
them—who just hold on too long, and sur-
round themselves with their past, and really 
don't have a momentum anymore. That 
could be me as well as anybody. I've been 
around long enough to fit into that category, 
too. I'm 33, and sometimes I feel like I should 
have been gone a while ago." 

He's been around long enough for a 13-
year, 13-album career to be recycled on such 

packages as Poison Years and The Living 
End. "I have no problem with that, because, 

believe me, most of the people getting most 
of the press right now will never have the 
body of work that size, or that consistent. I'll 
have my day. Whether it's when I'm alive or 
when I'm dead, I'll have my say in all of this 
shit." 

So Bob Mould's day hasn't come yet? 
"Nope. Not yet. Not even close. The best 

is easily yet to come. Yeah, that stuff's impor-
tant, and, yeah, 'Bob Mould, the trend-setter 
for the '90s from the '80s, Hüsker Dü's so far 
ahead of their time and what if it had been five 

years later,' and blah blah blah'... It's really 
nice but that's not enough. That's not enough 
to stop. I don't feel satisfied with my work 
yet. Those things are all good, but it's gotta get 

better than that." 
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• Add MIDI 
fader/mute: control of inputs, 

• AUX returns 

and 

ALT 3/4 
bus. Works 
with dozens 
of popular 

PC Mac and Atari sequencers. 
Installs in any existing CR-1604 
mixer or available built-in. 

• Create a 
32 or 48-ch. : console with our 

Mixer 
Mixer 
active 
coin-

,biner 

• Adjust 
master gain of up to 3 CR-1604s 
with our 100mm remote fader 

b. 

• Instead of 16 cheap 
microphone preamps, the 

CR-1604 has 6 studio-
.... grade, 

dis-
crete low noise, 

high-headroom preamps. If 
you need more, just add our 
XLR10'and get another 10. All 16 
will have incredible specs 
(-129.5 dBm EMI., 0.005% THD, 
.13I0K bandwidth)and perfor-
mance so good that Neumann 
and AKG use CR-1604/XLR10 
combinations to demo their 
most expensive microphones'. 

• Not shown: The 
RotoPod bracket. It rotates the 
CR-1604's jack panel onto the 
same plane as the mixer's 
controls. Cool huh? 

WHY BUY A 16 CH. 
MIXER WHEN YOU CAN 
HAVE A IG/32/48-CH. 
EXPANDABLE AND 

11/11011 AUTOIVIATABLE 
MIXING SYSTEM', 

Six AUX sends per channel, 
3-band E0 at musically useful 
points, stereo solo in-place,- - 
constant power pan pots and 
extra ALT3/4 stereo bus. 
Sealed rotary 
potentiometers 
resist dust 
& liauid.- 

UnityPlus gain 
structure has 2048 
more gain above in;ty for 
set-and-forget headroom and 
better-than-compact-disc 
dynamic range. 

CGNNFL7l769*. Our CordPack 
(the bundles above the 
MixerMixer at left) contains 36 
mono and 3 stereo low-oxygen, 
high fiber cables— everything 
you need to connect three 
CR-1604s 8r a MixerMixer. 
Sect cable value on earth. 

Two CR-1604s give you 20-32 line 
inputs, 12 mic inputs, 8 stereo effects 
returns, 16 direct outs & 2 stereo or 4 
mono submasters. This is 
the set- up that remix 
wizard Bonzai Jim Caruso 
uses to produce top-charted 
dance mixes for Madonna, 
George Michael & many others'. 

Three CR-1604s give you 30-48 
line inputs, 18 mic inputs,12 
stew effects returns, 24 
direct outs & 3 stereo or 
6 mono submasters. A - 
favorite configuration of LA 
"power-user" fain and TV scorers 
(often with OTTO-1604 MIPI autcma-
tion) for incidental and theme music on 
programs such as "The 
Simpsons,""Baywatch"& 
"Days of Our Lives.'" 

eMention indicates use by Friends of Mackie 
endorsee, NCI specific endorsement by the 
artist„orogram, manufacturer or proauction 
compary mentioned. An impressive list 
of famous Mackie users is 
included with your lit 
when you call 
toll- free. 

...»e•••••«`"ea°1"'°.e6-. 
20265 144TH Ave NE • Woodinville • WA • 98072 • 800/898-3211 • FAX 206/487-4337 

Outside the US. call 206/487-4333 • Represented in Canada by S.F Marketing • 800/363-8855 

+12VAC INC la mp connector. 

Solid steel 
main chassis. 

32,CHANIVELS!\ 
Via a 2nd CR-1604 & 

the MixerMixer. 

- 'Optional 
100mm 

Remote Fader 

48 CHANNELS! 
Oa 3 CR-16045 & 

the MixerMixer. 

it 

The CR-1604 ($1099) is the only 
- compact mixer that can grow 
along with ycur budget& recording 

or live performance needs. 

I3uilt-in power 
- - - supply. 

Exclusive multi-
wayphysical 

configuration: Just7 
rack spaces with input/ 

output pod to back; 10 rack 
spaces as shown; 10 rack 
spaces when "Rotopodded." 

• 4 stereo (8 mono) effects returns 
• with plenty of gain (+ 15d8 above 
\ Unity where other mixers stop). 

Individual channel signal metering 
via Solo lets you initially set 
levels via trim controls, then 

Forget 'ern thanks to forgiving 
UnityPlus gain structure. 

While we make a world-class 
8•8us recording console, 

Greg wanted us to point out 
just h 9W nice a match the 

-CR-1604 is with 8-track digital 
recorders. Use Channels1-8 to 
feed your b-track via post-EQ/ 

post-fader Cl- annel Access jacks; 
run the tape outputs into 

Channels 9-16 (split monitoring). 
Works great. Costs less. Expands 

as you get more A PArs or 
DA-88s or Fc stex-s or whatever. 

Suggested retail price. Price is slightly 
higher in Canada. Price anywhere may 

vary by the phase of the moon 
or the price of cattle 
futures. 
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Up 24 floors 
in the Viacom building, 
in the heart of Manhattan's 
Times Square, a select handful 
of the entertainment industry's 
power elite are sitting around a table 
in a private conference room. Two large 
video screens are stationed at opposite ends 

of the table, flashing images of some of the most 

popular, promising, notorious, influential artists in the 

world. Those artists— along with their dirstributors, man-

agers, publicists and other handlers and hangers-on — 

stand to be profoundly affected by the decisions made at 

this meeting. After one clip is switched off, there is throat-

clearing and nervous tittering, then a short debate. One of 

the big bosses is unimpressed. Bravely, a young woman 

raises her voice to challenge him: 

"Come on, the drummer used to be Heather Locklear's 

husband!" 

"There's a rumor that the video has a shorter version," 

pipes up a young man in jeans, emboldened by her com-

plaint. "Of course, they may miss that Mick Mars slide guitar 

solo." The empty stares of Beavis and Butt-Head loom on a 

poster behind him as he argues his case. You cari almost 

hear them: "Heather Locklear's cool. Mick Mars sucks." 

Such soul-searching debates are all ir a day's work at 

h izete FU iroelWer-
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MTV headquarters, where executives who look and dress like college 
students help determine which fledgling musicians will get the oppor-
tunity to become name acts, and which name acts—such as Motley 
Crue, the subject of today's quandary—will be churned into fodder 
for Beavis and Butt-Head jokes. 
The video acquisition meeting is a regular Monday afternoon event 

here. Videos are screened and evaluated for programming potential, 
by a panel mostly comprised of twentysomethings with the casual 
dress, healthy complexions and ethnic diversity of a Benetton ad. 
According to Andy 
Schuon, the baby-
faced senior vice presi-
dent of music pro-
gramming and pro-
gram planning for 
MTV and VH-1, this 
process entails three 
options: 1) accepting a 
video for " general" 
rotation into the sta-
tion's regular broad-
casting schedule; 2) 
"conditional" rota-
tion—that is, inclu-
sion on genre-specific 
programs such as " 120 
Minutes," " Head-
banger's Ball" or "Yo! 
MTV Raps"; or 3) 
simply passing on the 
clip, a course that is 
usually buffered (at 
least in the presence of 
a reporter) by a com-
ment along the lines 
of "We have a lot of 
good stuff still coming up" or "Let's wait a week or two." 
Of course, once a video has been re-submitted one or more times, 

its chances for approval of any sort have diminished considerably. 
Today, several recycled videos are scratched off the list altogether, 
including one for " If '60s Was '90s," a neo-psychedelic, Hendrix-
sampling ditty by an indic act called Beautiful People. " It's getting a 
lot of press," admits v.p. of talent relations Rick Krim, the same fellow 
who cheekily defended Mick Mars earlier. "But I don't think we've 
found a home for it yet." 
Krim and fellow talent v.p. Traci Jordan, the Heather Locklear 

enthusiast, are among the more vocal of the roughly ten MTV 
staffers present at today's meeting. Both work for John Cannelli, 
MTV's senior vice president of music and talent. Cannelli and 
Schuon are the two superiors here—both refer to the meeting as a 
joining together of their respective "teams"—but this afternoon, at 
least, Schuon takes the more active role in the proceedings. It's his 
inclination that almost does in the Crue's "Misunderstood" video 
(eventually he relents, agreeing to give it a shot on " Headbanger's 
Ball"), and most arguments and appeals are directed to him. Cannelli 
wanders out of the room occasionally, a quiet, almost paternal pres-
ence. Clearly Schuon's senior, he looks older than anyone else in 
attendance. 

Indeed, 13 years after MTV's launch, the channel's course is being 
charged largely by upstarts who became acquainted with the network 
as teenaged fans—members of the so-called MTV generation, a.k.a. 
Generation X. "We do try and create an environment that's young, 
one close to our audience," says Cannelli, who like the rest of us has 
grown weary of generational catch-words. He and Schuon prefer to 
describe their viewership as falling broadly between the ages of 12 
and 34, with more on the lower end of that spectrum. "The MTV 
audience is people who live in the pop culture," Schuon offers. "That 

keeps your perspective 
young. Our work here 
keeps us young." 
The general tone of 

today's meeting seems 
to confirm that claim. 
An air of relaxed avidi-
ty prevails. Jokes and 
observations are ex-
changed freely during 
and between viewings, 
and while no one's 
playing air guitar, 
head-bopping and fin-
ger-tapping are en-
couraged. That said, 
collective choices are 
seldom based on blind 
enthusiasm. New en-
tries from super-hot 
bands like Stone Tem-
ple Pilots and Alice In 
Chains are immedi-
ately approved for 
general rotation. Con-
versely, a sharp, stylish 
video by the little-

known R&B group Eternal is deferred with a curiously dismissive 
air. And when the Greenberry Woods, an endearing guitar-pop out-
fit, are presented, someone remarks, "Their last one did nothing, 
right?" 

But hip quotients, or even a proven commercial track record, offer 
no guarantee of success, either. A murkily produced clip of singer-
rapper Me'Shell NdegéOcello performing on one of the final episodes 
of "The Arsenio Hall Show" is rejected, even though NdegéOcello, 
who is signed to Madonna's Maverick Records label, is one of the 
most celebrated new artists around. (Interestingly, the clip was sub-
mitted by Abby Konowitch, Cannelli's predecessor.) And when 
Shanice's "Somewhere" comes up for assessment, Jordan insists to a 
reluctant Schuon, "She always does well for us; she has a history 
here." Schuon considers her point, but isn't convinced. 

"Let's wait a week or two," he says. "Or three or four." 

"We made a decision with MTV 
to focus not on growing older 
with the people who were there 
when it launched originally." 

MANY OF MTV'S TOP BRASS workoutof 
offices that resemble cramped, colorful adult playpens; Cannelli's is 
no exception. While waiting to be interviewed, he and Schuon sink 
into bright red overstuffed chairs. As their visitor surveys the sou-
venirs and promotional gadgets scattered about, they fiddle with the 
tape recorder that's been placed between them. 
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Ricky Lawson, drummer on the Phil (ollins World Tour, know what it takei to be the best — beat the best. That means a Remo 
Mai,tertouch (ustom Shop System kit, with Photo/Logo Quadura " finish. Including 8x8,9xI0,11x12, I3x14, ard 14x15 tom-toms 
and 16xI6 floor tom with ( lear Pinstripe batters and (oated Ambassador bottoms. 18x2C and 18x22 bass drums with 
(lear Pinstripe batters and (ustom Photo/Logo front heads. And a coated Falain on a 5.5x14 mare batter. 

And Phil's no stranger to Remo, either. He uses coated Ambasi,adors on his snare, ( lear Ambassadors on 
his tom batter and smooth white ( S- Black Dot drumheads on bass. So, beat the best. Beat us. 



"We're aware that we have an 
important part in the food chain 
here. But I don't think many 
people say we're heavy-handed.' 

"Testing. Huh huh. Huh huh." 
"Interviews suck. Huh huh." 
Goofy jokes and gaudy tastes in decor 

notwithstanding, Cannelli and Schuon wield 
some serious stick. "We're aware that, you 
know, we have an important part in the food 

chain here," Cannelli admits, when the sub-
ject of MTV's power and pervasiveness is 
raised. " But I don't think you'd find many 
people who would say that we're heavy-
handed in our dealings with the artists or the 
record companies. We always try to be fair 

Award-winning pianist Benny Green is back with his 

most adventurous outing to date. Expanding his 

dazzling style into new realms, complete with solo, duo 

and trio settings ( horns too!), Green convincingly assures 

his loyal following that this is truly THE PLACE TO BE. 

Featuring Christian McBride and Kenny Washington. 

• 

The finest n jazz is available on Blue Note 
Compact Discs and Cassettes. 

To order this or any tole from the Blue Note 
catalog roll Select Music at ( BOO) 490- LINK 

gip BLUE NOTE, 

more 
swingin' 
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and honest and open in our communication. 
We sort of pride ourselves on the fact that if 
you want to know where you stand with 
us—or with the audience, because it's the 
audience that's king here—we'll tell you the 
truth." 
As evidence, Cannelli points to the man-

ner in which he and Schuon field the dozens 
of offers they receive each week, from artists 
and labels, offering to perform live in MTV's 
offices. "We wouldn't want to have someone 
come up here and do that if we don't have a 
prior sense of what our position's going to 
be," Cannelli insists, " because that would 
obviously be a very awkward situation. If 
we're excited about the band, and if we think 
the staff would enjoy seeing them, and if we 
know we're gonna get behind them in some 
way,and if we know they're great live and 
don't mind doing it—sure, we'll have them 
come up and play." 

For Schuon, formerly program director at 
a progressive rock radio station in Los 
Angeles, video exposure should be one com-
ponent of an artist's career plan, "rather than 
the sole means of breaking the artist. I think 
MTV works best when it's used in conjunc-

tion with a whole marketing plan—to help 
push artists to the top, not to carry them 
there." 

Granted, MTV's role isn't always crucial. 
Surely the network had a greater hand in 
Madonna's rise than it did in U2's, say, or 
Pearl Jam's. (In fact, Pearl Jam has thus far 
refused to release any videos in conjunction 
with its current album, a move that Cannelli 
complains is irresponsible to the group's 
fans.) But it would be tough to name a post-
1980 success story that hasn't benefited from 
the added visibility that MTV literally affords 
recording artists. 

Moreover, several musicians who were 
around well before MTV began—the visually 
savvy Peter Gabriel, the videogenic Tina Turn-
er—were able to exploit the medium to advan-
tage in the '80s. More recently, the acoustic-
performance showcase "Unplugged" has 
juiced up the careers of classic rock dinosaurs 
like Eric Clapton and Rod Stewart, both of 
whom parlayed their appearances on the pro-
gram into multi-platinum albums. 
On the other hand, the rock 'n' roll high-

way is littered with the skeletons of former 
MTV faves. Anyone remember Twisted Sis-
ter? How about Cyndi Lauper, once Madon-
na's more vocally gifted rival, now a woman 
relegated to telling Joan Rivers how support-
ive her Japanese fans still are? Or Huey 
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Lewis & the News, formerly MTV's hip 
retro-rocking journeymen, presently the 
objects of its most popular cartoon charac-
ters' ridicule? " Beavis and Butt-Head are 
supposed to be two metalhead kids who 
aren't very smart," Cannelli stresses. " It's 
satire. Have a sense of humor." 

Well, okay. Pop music is fundamentally 
ephemeral, and MTV's clout is dependent on 
changing with the times. In this environ-
ment, loyalty is not a virtue. MTV president 
Judy McGrath elaborates on this defense: 
"We made a decision with MTV—to focus 
not on growing older with the people who 
were there when it launched, but instead 
staying in a place where we can always bring 
in new people. I mean, I don't want us to be 
only about what is happening at this very 
second; we struggle to figure out how to fit in 
some of those meaningful artists who are not 
necessarily the flavors of the minute. But I 
think we've always had a sense of commit-
ment to new music, to music that our audi-
ence tells us matters." 

Still, McGrath allows that MTV's support 
has proven a mixed blessing over the years. 
"The curve of success now reaches a higher 
point faster because of television and video, I 
think. Someone like Cyndi Lauper was able 
to instantly catch peoples imaginations, and 
suddenly you saw her everywhere, on videos 
and shows and contests. And then the dan-
ger, of course, is that it's going to be over as 
quickly as it happened." 

For all that, MTV's current rotation rep-
resents the most eclectic roster in the net-
work's short history. "In the first half of the 
MTV era, it was pretty much a white rock 
network," McGrath admits. " I think alter-
native music has been tremendously rejuve-
nating. The music tends to be more political, 
and visually, you have different imagery for 
that sort of music than you do in those 
bimbo-type videos that I had spent years 
watching. Rap has been another creative 
shot in the arm; the hip-hop community has 

given us extremely influential musicians and 
writers and videos. Those two movements 
added a new dimension, I think, to watching 

MTV; our ratings went up, people became 
more interested and we made the music 
more current. We sort of said, let's pretend 
there's a revolution happening, and maybe it 
will." 
"MTV's format today is like a hybrid of 

many radio formats," says Schuon. "That 
wall between rock and hip-hop is falling 
down, especially with our younger audience. 

We've made a concerted effort to promote 
that diversity. We've created an environment 
where Aerosmith can be programmed right 
next to Snoop [Doggy Dogg], and people 
will accept that. 

"We're actually going against the grain of 
radio, which is always narrowing—you 
know, all-' 80s, all-'90s, all—rock 'n' roll 
oldies. And that makes our job easier. We 
used to have to spend a lot of time thinking, 
well, this video won't go well next to that 

video. Now we just try and put the best 
music on." 
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Obviously, it's a successful formula. In the 

mercurial music business, where top stars 
and executives are dethroned almost daily, 
MTV has proved a durable kingmaker. But 
how does it feel to swing the sword? 

"I don't really look at it in terms of 
power," says Traci Jordan. "I'm fortunate to 
work in a medium that combines two ele-

ments that are very forceful in helping to 
develop artists—music and television. I think 
that everybody that sits around that table is a 
real music person. That's the bottom line. 
That's why MTV works." 131 
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N THE ONE HAND, IT'S A SIMPLE QUESTION. 

On the other, it's a Rorschach test. Pick 

the record—the song on the jukebox, a 

45 single, a double CD—that set you on 

your path to today. We asked this of 57 

musicians from across the spectrum of 

popular music—old folks and young'uns, 

jazzers and twangers, soul crooners and 

punk screamers—and their answers never 

ceased to fascinate and amaze. And while a few mythic types were 

cited more lialiBob Dylan, Stevie Wonder, Igor Stravinsky— 

Aliku.musicians here picked the same favorite record. A ,,izz 

ser named a pop classic, a surf twanger chose a big band 

drummer, a confessional balladeer paid tribute to the godfathers of 

heavy metal. Somehow it all made sense. But far more compelling 

than the simple list of records chosen were the stories—some funny, 

some poignant, all telling—in which our gang of 57 explained how 

and where and why a random song or album happened to enter their 

world and turn it upside down. No doubt a similar epiphany has 

occurred in the life of anybne who has ever been moved by this 
.Z: 

wonderfully elusive spirit we call music. So as you read the following 1. 

true confessions feel free to ask yourself the same question: 

What's the • d your life? 





DAVE ALVIN 1 When I was a little, little kid, I'd say "El Paso" by Marty Rob-
bins. At that age you have no idea why, but it definitely influ-
enced me as far as being a story songwriter. The first thing I 

could operate mechanically was a record player and there was a 
hobby horse next to it, and I rocked on my horse over and over to that 
song. Later, I discovered Anthology of the Blues by Elmore James, on 
the Kent label, which was stuff that had originally come out on labels 
like RPM and Meteor. There was a record store in Downey that was 
run by a guy with real eclectic tastes, and he'd let you open up the 

records and play them for you. 
ELM In the liner notes Elmore was 

described as a shy guy, and I 
was a shy kid, so I could relate 
to him on a personal level, 
which is kind of a big thing 
when you're young. That rec-
ord became my bible for the 
next four years. But where 
those records were major in-
fluences, Tom Waits' HEART 
OF SATURDAY NIGHT was real-
ly life-changing. He came from 
Whittier, which is near Dow-

ney, and this record was my first lesson in really appreciating song-
writing. The imagery was closer to stuff I had seen, and it made me 
want to write poetry; it turned me from just caring about who was the 
best guitar player. (M.R.) 

TORI AMOS 

2
 Zeppelin. All of them. I kind of heard LED ZEPPEUN I, II and 
III all at the same time, because I jumped into them around. 
'73, when I was about eight. When I heard Zeppelin, it was 

like, okay. Now I know why I'm not doing well on my classical 
piano. Because Jimmy Page was the bridge from acoustic to electric 
music. He showed me what I could do. I always felt like they tapped 
into this passion that Mary Magdalene understood, and was the only 
one in the Bible that represented it. Musically, Zeppelin understood 
that goddess energy. 
Then as things progressed a little bit further, Sex Pistols. When I 

heard that, I just dropped my teacup, to be quite honest. Do I cross 
my legs? Do I uncross them? What do I do? And believe it or not, 
Pretty Hate Machine. Nine Inch Nails. When I was writing [Little 
Earthquakes], I began reading the Sandman comics and listening to 
Pretty Hate Machine, going, "Where have I been?" (J. C.) 

CHET ATKINS 

3
 I didn't hear many albums when I was a kid 'cause we didn't 
have a record player. Didn't even have a radio, so I finally built 
myself one. But the first big influence on me was a DJANGO 

REINHARDT album, a reissue on Capitol around 1950. It had "Mystery 
Pacific," "Miss Annabel Lee," "Running Wild." He had this unbe-
lievable energy and confidence in his playing. I had a stepfather that 

drank a lot, and he brought home some blues singles by Lonnie John-
son and I'd steal his licks, too. I loved "Tomorrow Night," which 
Dylan recorded recently. Now Django hardly ever played a blue note, 
and that was just about all Lonnie did. But they both played from the 
heart. (VG.) 
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TONY BENNETT 

4
 Al Hibbler, "TREES." He was Duke Ellington's vocalist. It's 
based on that beautiful poem, and it's very touching because 
of Hibbler being blind. His opening line is " I think that I shall 

never see/A poem lovely as a tree." When you hear a blind man 
singing that on a recording... I was very young when I heard that, I 
was 14 years old, and I think that's one of the reasons I'm still in the 
music business. I just said, what a magic machine recordings are, what 
a form of entertainment it is to people: It allows you to dream, it 
allows you to get moved emotionally and intellectually. It was the sin-
cerity of that record, the message of it, that touched my heart. It gave 
me goosebumps, and led me on a road to singing very sincerely on 
records, you know, not just making a record to make a buck. I just 
think it's a precious record. Even now you hear it, it's timeless. Al 
Hibbler is a wonderful singer, and that's the record that motivated me 
to sing the way I do. (KB.) 

FRANK BLACK 

5
 I decided to go for a recent life-changing record, FLOOD by 
They Might Be Giants. The first time I heard it I didn't even 
like it. But somehow when I'd clean out the car, I'd always feel 

guilty about this tape—maybe because I knew them—and I'd play it, 
and now I've listened to it hundreds if not thousands of times, especial-
ly when I'm driving. I pop it in and go, "Yes!" One aspect of it has to be 
that they opened up my mind as to popular music in general. Before I 
got into it, I maybe had a more purist attitude about rock 'n' roll. 
Maybe my most influential record back then would have been some-
thing by Iggy Pop—who I still love. But They Might Be Giants made 
me realize that rock is only part of popular music, because they incor-
porate a lot of pre—rock 'n' roll and do it well. They really evoke great 
moods. It doesn't matter if it's blues or jazz or a Broadway musical—a 
goosebump is a goosebump. (M.R.) 

EDIE BRICKELL 

ls
Al Green's GREATEST HITS, VOLUME 2. 'Cause I heard it a mil-
lion times growing up, getting ready for school. My mom 
used to listen to "Tired of Being Alone" over and over. I'd be 
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getting ready for school, and she'd go, "Edie, put it back!" I'd run in 
there and grab the arm and put it back to one. Over and over and over, 
till we had to leave the apartment to go. So inevitably, I was singing 

that all day. And that whole album just stuck with me, forever. I 
thought I didn't like it, you know? But when I went away to college, I 
went and I bought that album again, because it just made me feel 
great And I'll always go back and listen to that album when I want to 

feel good, or when I want to sing. I never get sick of it. (J. C.) 

JACKSON BROWNE 

7
 Several Dylan albums come so close together with the blur of 
the times, but BRINGING IT ALL BACK HOME is probably the 
one that laid wide open. It was that transcendental moment 

when he sang "Garden of Eden," " Mr. Tambourine Man," "It's All 
Right Ma (I'm Only Bleeding)"—these really long, magnificently 
crafted literary songs. And then backed it with half an album of songs 
which were just as literary in their references, and probably closest to 
beat poetry—"Maggie's Farm" and "Subterranean Homesick Blues" 
—but backed with that real cacophonous band made up of New 
York smoothies and Chicago blues guys like Mike Bloomfield and 
Harvey Brooks. It was an amazing moment, just as he went electric 
and before he started playing with the Band, the apex of his changes. 
Though he's gone on to write great and greater things, nothing was 

ever quite so powerful for me as that moment where he transformed 
my world, from the one 
where you sang these per-
sonal narrative folk songs to 
the world he was carving 
out, a surrealistic portrait of 
contemporary life. (M.R.) 

Patti Smith Horses 

PETER BUCK (REM.) 

8
 The first record that I just obsessed on 
was EXILE ON MAIN 

STREET. It's an obvious 

choice but, hey, I was 15 and 
was dating a girl who was 17 

and could drive. I was the luckiest guy in town, 'cause she came and 

picked me up and we bought it. I listened to all four sides in a row on 
headphones. It gave me everything I'd ever wanted in a record. First, 
it was mysterious—I still don't know what the songs are exactly 
about on a literal level. And I loved that they were putting all these 
influences in. I was kind of familiar with country and blues, but I 
didn't really know who somebody like Slim Harpo was, for instance. 
It gave me these clues that all that stuff was out there that I had to find, 

and the feeling that there was this mystery and adventure that went 

with it. (VG.) 

LINDSAY BUCKINGHAM 

9
 I would have to go with SMILE by the Beach Boys, rather than 
the more obvious Pet Sounds. Only because it was more out 
there. It was a striking example of someone—Brian Wilson— 

who had followed the commercial path and done what was expected 
to a point, and saw that it was a dead end, for him. He looked for per-
sonal growth outside of that, and with all the politics of it, the deal 

with his family, no one was really supportive of him—they kind of let 
him climb out there and then chopped off the limb. 

So to cut to [Fleetwood Mac's] "Rumours"... When you get to 
that mega-level, you question the quality of your music versus com-
mercial success. And I was already uncomfortable about the 
impending "Rumours 2"—so many forces come into play to 

"recapture the moment," and you never can, because a success like 
that has as much to do with the nerve you touch outside as with the 
substance of the music. To have had this other example to go on gave 
me more courage to stick my own neck out, to find ways to embrace 
a personal growth rather than just a musical rehash. That song led me 
to the conclusions that became Tusk—which is still my favorite 
album. I don't put myself in Brian's class, but I make the connection: 
You've got to take some chances, and if you try to be honest, you'll 

learn some things from it. Otherwise, you're just treading water. 

(M.R.) 

DON BYRON 
1  mbi4weassple5ciIaihlyeathrde 
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Concertino for 12 Instruments." At that time I was 

playing classical clarinet—type stuff, I was just starting to- look at the 
scores of things, studying things that compositionally I found interest-
ing. It was this piece where I acniall‘ understood what was happening. 
The second thing would be DELIGHTFULEE, by Lee Morgan, in 198D. At 

the time I was mostly playing 
in Latin bands, and I hadn't 
made up my mind to be an 
improviser. This was the first 
time I heard Joe Henderson, 
who seemed to bring a certain 
eclecticism to improvising that 
I could relate to better than 
people that seemed to be com-
ing from just one angle. Since 
then I've tried to get every-
thing that Joe Henderson has 
done. I actually stole that rec-
ord from my parents. (KR) 
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J.J. CALE 

11 
I never heard one that changed my life, but I heard a lot of 
records that picked my ears up, alright. Probably "BABY 
LET'S PLAY HOUSE" by Elvis Presley. I was real young— 

and when you're young, that's when you're really into music. That 
was before he was actually popular. Some people had brought that 
record up from Florida and some kids were playing it. I'd never 
heard anything like it. I was 15 or 16, and it was about the first kind 
of rock 'n' roll record that I'd heard. I think it affected a lot of people. 
(D.D.) 

RON CARTER 

1 TH.EtiBACH BdRANOIENBhURtGSti. ExpIo surewas lt4o  reor al hl string-I 
orces en  
first heard it; I was playing with the orchestras around 

Detroit and they were playing this occasionally. I was pleased to hear 
how the bass notes affected the top sounds of the chords; there were 
no flat nines or flat 13s or real jazz chords involved as we know them 
today, just one, three, five, seven. Great suspensions, great use of the 
string bass, great use of the viola and second violin that carried the 
inner harmony, which made the chords do whatever they could do. 
And just the sound, the sonority of 45,50 string players playing this 
music, or even 12 or 14 as they do during the holidays when they have 
a small group. Just phenomenal writing, great sound and wonderful 
basslines. (KB) 

NENEH CHERRY 

13 
There's a few big records that I still go back and listen to. 
Songs in the Key of Life by Stevie Wonder, What's Going 
On by Marvin Gaye. But then there's another record 

that's completely away from that, which was X-Ray Spex's GERM-
FREE ADOLESCENTS, from the punk days. Poly Styrene, who was the 
lead singer in X-Ray Spex, she was like the only black face on the 
punk scene, and she had this voice that I could really relate to. She 
helped me find my voice. I started singing along to her tunes, and it 
just kind of worked and something clicked. I remember sitting 
around with my dad at home, and he was always and forever trying to 
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get me to do things, sing along or whatever, and he started playing that 
song "Nickelodeon," and I can remember singing it with that kind of 
Poly Styrene voice—something clicked, and it was just like, yes. 
(D.D.) 

MARSHALL CRENSHAW 

14 
THE BOP THAT JUST WON'T STOP by Gene Vincent, The 
World Is Still Waiting for the Sunrise by Les Paul & Mary 
Ford, The Sun Collection by Elvis Presley (British 

import). These three albums are a primer for what you can do with 
tape echo. They were released all at the same time in 1974 and really 
captivated me. One of the reasons I was struck by that sound was that 
I was a real enthusiastic smoker of marijuana at the time. The tape 
echo had a hypnotic effect, which might explain why Jamaican dub 
records sound the way they do. 
The day I bought that Gene Vincent record I was on my way to a 

band rehearsal. We were going to rehearse "Yours Is No Disgrace," 
"China Grove" or some other gem from that era. I got there, took it 
out of the bag, and the guys in the band started goofing on it, like I 
was a weirdo for buying it. Shortly thereafter, I quit hanging around 
those guys. It made me realize that if you're in a band, it's best to be 
around people who have similar tastes as you. (R.K) 

STEVE CROPPER 1 I did a little soul-searching, and I would have to say 
%WIRY  YORK" by Bill Doggett. It not only changed 
my life, it probably changed the lives of a lot of young 

guys who wanted to play guitar. Because it was the number one 
song, at least in the South, that guitar players who wanted to get 

into the dance music business 
learned to play. You had to 
know that song. It was incredi-
ble, too. The guy who played 
guitar on it was Billy Butler. It 
carne out in 1956, and I thought, 
hey, this it it—I've got to do this 
one. 

For guitar players the tough 
thing about it was its key. It's 
very difficult to play songs in F, 

because you've got to learn how to stretch that wrist and make that 
first finger the bar—so everybody learned it in the key of E, because it 
had open strings. But we later found out the record was in F—and 
that's where all the horn and organ players wanted to play it. I was 
really fortunate this year to induct Bill Doggett into the Rhythm & 
Blues Hall of Fame Pioneer Awards in New York. I'd never really 
met him or shook his hand. I was kind of on the outside, watching. 
(D.D.) 

CHUCK D. (PUBLIC ENEMY) 

16 
Run-DMC, RAISING HELL It was the album that said rap 
was here for good. It pushed hip-hop into the major 
leagues, where before it was a kids' game, and made me 

see where I could fit in as someone in their mid-20s. Raising Hell was 
also the first hip-hop album with different songs and sounds that 
jelled together. Run-DMC are the most consistent and deeply rooted 
hip-hop group in rap. If it wasn't for them, none of us would be talked 
about now. (N.B.) 
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STRAVINSKY 
THE RITE OF SPRING 

LOPIN MAAZEL 
THE CLEVELAND ORCHESTRA 
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DICK DALE 

17 
The only thing I 
listened to in the 
early days was 

Hank Williams, because he 
sung from the heart. I want-
ed to be a country singer, not 
a guitar player. My first 
instrument was the drums, 
and my great inspiration was 
Gene Krupa, especially his 
drum solo on "SING SING 
SING." I got my whole style 
of playing from listening to 

that beat and applying that rhythm, that thunder, to the guitar. But I 
loved those Hank Williams crying songs. He was the epitome of a 
man in pain, and I try to make sounds on my instrument that's part of 
my crying out. I've written a couple dozen country songs and one day 
I'll make an album of them and no one will recognize it as a Dick Dale 
record. But when my mother hears me sing those songs she sits up in 
bed and says, "That's my Diclçie!" (M.R.) 

DANNY ELFMAN 

18 
Stravinsky's THE RITE OF SPRING. A friend who was a 
trumpet player played it for me when I was 16 or 17 in 
high school. I've no idea what recording it was. Within a 

year I'd thrown away my entire collection of rock albums, so I guess 
you could say it had a big effect. It was a whole new world—it was 
like discovering a whole new planet, one I'd never known. (D.D.) 

MELISSA ETHERIDGE 

19 
I used to listen to TOMMY—but not by the Who. It was 
the record by Pete Townsend with the London Sympho-
ny Orchestra, a double record set. I'd get home from 

school and every day I'd lie there with the big headphones on and be 
transformed. I think that had a lot to do with the intensity of my 
music today, that classical big feel. The French horns that would come 
in on " Pinball Wizard" or the "Acid Queen" sung by Ritchie 
Havens—he was a big influence on my acoustic guitar playing as well. 
Later it was Carole King's Tapestry for songwriting, and Born to Run 
for its intensity—I wanted to be Bruce Springsteen. But Tommy was 
the first record that totally obsessed me. (M.R.) 

PERRY FARRELL 

20 
The Stooges, FUN HOUSE. It's just such an inescapable 
sound. You could tell 
they were being sponta-

neous while being taped—which was 
what made me realize it would be cool 
to make records. I could hear Iggy 
improvising while he was playing, and 
the same with the soloists. It was the 
sound of the record, too. Devastating. 
You followed the guitar as it snaked 
through all this noise, and it really led 
you somewhere. At the same time, it 
was romantic—definitely as wild as 
youth gets. (TM.) 

TOMMY FLANAGAN 

21 
It was a record in the BILLIE HOLIDAY COLLECTION, with 
Teddy Wilson and Lester Young. It was on Columbia. I 
heard it in my home; my older brother was a pianist and 

was taking lessons and I'm glad he was—jazz was becoming very 
popular with young folks at that time. Everybody on this record was 
so great, and to hear them all together at one time; Lester Young 
played so beautifully. I'm not sure what it was titled, but "Easy 
Livin'," "What a Little Moonlight Can Do" and " Miss Brown to 
You" were some of the tunes I remember. (KB.) 

BUDDY GUY 

22 
I would say that B.B. King turned me completely 
around with "THREE O'CLOCK BLUES." Since I know 
him now, and we're the best of friends, he told me he 

couldn't learn to play the slide; neither could I. And that's why he 
came up with the idea of squeezing the strings—that was as close to 
the slide as he could come, and that's good enough for me, man. My 
mama and dad didn't have a radio, no electricity at the time, and when 
I finally heard that record, I 
said I gotta work, I gotta pick 
cotton or whatever, I gotta get a 
radio because I gotta hear him 
sing that and play this guitar. 
That along with Guitar Slim's 
"Things I Used to Do." Before 
that, there was a lot of acoustic 
stuff, but these things have 
made the hair stand on my 
head, man. It got me to the 
point where I couldn't sleep. I 
didn't play as a teenager, I 
didn't have no Sundays taking 
a girl to a movie or long Sunday 
walk. I had to say, I gotta learn to do this. (D.D.) 

KERRIE HANCOCK 

2 tMioannthAeHrecoprel is esofirbsetautifu glwI'msnPyrettysttr: emotionIal saw reac-tion, ea et; 

in a record shop; I remember the original cover and it 
looked the least like a jazz record. I wondered what it would sound 
like. I put it on, and I heard this 19-piece group playing stuff that 
sounded like stuff I'd dreamed—things you don't hear big bands play, 
using instruments that are unlike a big band, playing counterlines... 
my mouth dropped open. 

Here was a big band improvising like a horn player 
might. At one point, a tune builds to a tremendous 
peak and as Miles hits the highest note, the other 
instruments drop out and there's only a tuba on the 
bottom! It sent chills down my spine. The ballads are 
so beautiful. There were concepts that were already 
familiar to me, but there were totally new things that I 
never heard before. I thought, how did he [Gil Evans] 
do that? I learned later on that a lot of things he did 
had horizontal strength; harmonically, you think of 
vertical strength. I learned a lot from that album, and I 
think some of it came through on my album Speak 
Like a Child. Miles Ahead was a mark of perfection 
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that I had never experienced before. Every 
time I hear it, it brings tears to my eyes. 
(KB.) 

PAUL HARTNOLL (ORBITAL) 

24 
Dead Kennedys, FRESH FRUIT 
FOR ROTTING VEGETABLES. 
This album changed my life 

because I listened to it when I was about 13 
and it helped me to realize that most of what 
adults had been telling me all my life was a 
load of old bullshit. I was glad that there 
were some people out there that felt the same 
way too. I never really got over it! I still play 
it to this very day! (D.S.) 

JOHN HIATT 

25 
I was thinking it's probably a 
toss-up between BLONDE ON 
BLONDE and AXIS: BOLD AS 

LOVE. On Axis, you know that opening little 
salvo, where he does that rap and they inter-
view this guy Paul Caruso, and he denies the 
existence of " space people" and then he 
says, " If you'll excuse me, I must be on my 
way," and then all hell breaks loose with his 
guitar? I just kind of went with him, you 
know? [laughs] I never heard anything like 
that—none of us had. What a powerful 
statement—he was just kind of starting to 
suggest what he had to offer in terms of his 
musical vision. " Little Wing," "Up from the 
Skies," incredible. The guy was definitely 
out there. 

Blonde on Blonde came out when I was 
like 13 or 14, and I basically spent those two 
years in my room. I listened to "Visions of 
Johanna" over and over again. I guess it just 
kind of captured the way I was feeling. I 
didn't have any idea of what he was talking 
about, except that I kind of built up my own 
vision of Johanna, if you know what I mean, 
and I was sure that that was what I was miss-
ing in my life, too. (D.D.) 
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r BOB DYLAN HIGHWAY 61 REVISITED 

.:'- . 1 
JOHN LEE HOOKER 

26 
I'd say Muddy Wa-
ters. I wasn't cornin' 
up, I was famous 

then, but that one stuck in my 
mind, the one called "I GOT MY 
MOJO WORKIN'." There's a lot of 
people that say they got their 
mojo workin', but it ain't workin', 
they think they got it workin'. I 
never could get mine to work till 
way later. [laughs] That stuck in 
my mind for a while. He was a 

great influence on my up-and-coming. He was doing it before I was, 
and he stuck in my mind down through the years. (D.D.) 

ALAN JACKSON 

27 
We were pretty poor, so I didn't really listen to the radio, 
then go out and buy records. But John Conlee's "ROSE 
COLORED GLASSES" was the first song I ever sang in pub-

lic. That song built my confidence up, because when I sang it people 
really responded. Even before I had a band in Georgia, I'd go places 
where they'd have a group playing and get up and sing that song. 
The first time Deniece and I went to Nashville to look around and 

see if we should move, we went to the Nashville Palace. I'd heard 
that's where Randy Travis got discovered. Back then, they'd let you 
get up and sing with the house band. So I did. I sang "Rose Colored 
Glasses"—and a couple of the band guys said, "Hey, you're pretty 
good." I figured to them I was just another ole hillbilly trying to get 
up and sing, and they were being nice. But everywhere I went, espe-
cially somewhere new, that was the song I sang. It always made me 
feel like I could do it. (H. G.) 

CAROLE KING 2 srdlclhoose "er, sung bTHEBRE en E. King. 
MYG BABYG" by i LiedbeIr and 

erry  were 
writing together when I heard it the first time. It had the 

guts of R&B and the "head" of classical music; it had the string section 
in a way that was never before used, in my experience anyway, and the 
passion of an R&B singer. And it worked! Gerry and I had a back-
ground in classical as well as other musics, so it gave us a way to do 
that, too. And we did, with "Up on the Roof" and "Will You Still 
Love Me Tomorrow" for the Shirelles. I did the string arrangement 
myself on that one. I realized you didn't have to write these songs the 
way you were taught. (MR.) 

CURT KIRKWOOD (THE MEAT PUPPETS) 

29 
Probably ABBEY ROAD by the Beatles. That's the first 
record I can remember playing over and over. I was 
pretty young, about 10, and there was that rumor that 

Paul was dead, and that added to the mystique. I'd been listening to 
them since the first time I heard "Norwegian Wood" and "Day Trip-
per" but Abbey Road was the first one I bought. The Beatles were odd 
to a child—they were like Martians. Each LP was a thing. I guess they 
were an inspiration to live in my own world. Because children do live 
in their own world, and the Beatles gave credence to that. I mean, they 
were pretty obviously different from the adults I saw around me. 
(M.R.) 

LENNY KRAVITZ 

30 
Probably Stevie Wonder's INNERVISIONS. I heard that 
when I was very young, very small. I had listened to the 
Jackson 5, and all that early Motown stuff blew my 

mind completely. But that was the first album, the first big piece that 
just completely flipped my wig. It felt so intimate, so warm, so natural 
and so spiritual. And every song and every melody was a master-
piece—every instrument, every lick Stevie plays. In fact, he's one of 
my favorite drummers. People don't usually cite him—they talk 
about his piano playing or his singing or his harmonica playing. That 
record did it for me. (D.D.) 

BILL LAS WELL 

31 
The Jimi Hendrix Experience, ARE YOU EXPERIENCED. 
Just because of the age and the time, and because this was 
the first album that had a real sound that one would have 

to attribute to production, as opposed to being just a band and instru-
ments. But even more inspiring to me were some albums that were 
never made: the records Hendrix had a deal with Warner Bros. to 
make with Gil Evans and Miles Davis, and the album Omette Cole-
man made with the Master Musicians of Jajouka but was never 
released. (N.B.) 

DAVID LOWERY (CRACKER) 

32 
I feel kind of funny because it's fairly current, but it's 
the last Vic Chesnutt album, WEST OF ROME. When I 
heard that song "West of Rome," it was right after we 

finished Kerosene Hat, and I remember Johnny and I were driving in 
my truck somewhere in South Carolina. We looked at each other, and 
I took the tape out of the player and I said, "That's it—I quit," and he 
laughed. We listened to it about eight times in a row. I think the reason 
I've listened to it nonstop for the last year is that, in this time of all this 
punk rock, this Lollapalooza Nation, this trendy, angry rock, it's, like, 
really cool. This guy is dealing with this simple, mellow music and 
great words. The way he tells a story is bizarre, and kind of funny— 
but they're serious. (D.D.) 

UT.91-4:.t  E...4=› 1 STEREO 

[1-17ZBEATLES 
¡ The First Album by England's Phenomenal Pop Combo 
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JOHN MELLENCAMP 

33 
That's easy—HIGHWAY 61 RE-
VISITED by Bob Dylan. To this 

day I'd say it's the best record 

ever made. It combined folk and rock, you 
could dance to it but the lyrics were listen-
able and had a kind of intelligence that was 
lacking in pop music. In an era when hit 
songs were like 1:58, "Like a Rolling Stone" 
was six minutes long, broke all the rules and 
crossed the boundaries. I was about 14, I 
guess. I remember riding around in this 

souped-up '65 Valiant with this guy who was 
five years older, and he had a tape of that 
record; we used to blast the shit out of it. 
Later, when I realized what I wanted to do in 
music, it became my standard for excellence. 
I'd finish my records and go, "Nope, didn't 
make it." You always hope you can make a 
record like that, even though you know deep 
inside you never could. (M.R.) 

WILLIE NELSON 3 1 was 10 years old and I heard 
"BACK IN THE SADDLE AGAIN" 

in the movie, I think, of the 
very same name. I learned it right there on 
the spot and started singing it whenever I 
could—"Gots spurs that jingle, jangle, jin-
gle...take me back to my boots and saddle." 
I wanted to be a cowboy singer. I wanted to 

be just like Gene Autry. I started singing that 
song in school during study hall and talent 
contests—and it's still very much a part of 

my music, very much a part of me. The only 
thing is, I'm probably more a singer than a 
cowboy. (H. G.) 

LIZ PHAIR 

35 
I won tu. jcu ind Mary 
Chain's PSYCHOGANDY unfair-
ly because I knew the college 

DJ who was raffling it off. Somebody else 
really won, but I knew they had two copies. 

So I called in and used my freshman-girl 
charm and flattery to get the other one. I lived 
for that album. You know what it was? I 
grew up fascinated by the idea of harmoniz-

ing with household appliances. I would try 
and get my voice to the exact right pitch as 
the fan or refrigerator to make my dog perk 
up his ears and whine. Then I knew I'd really 
hit it. And that's what they were doing with 
the guitar sound on Psychocandy, taking a 
traditional tune and making it marijuana 
slow. It wasn't super raw, it was beautiful 
noise pop. It was a big part of my "alternative 
awakening"—I was being exposed to social 
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and musical realms that I hadn't even fath-
omed were out there. It became my alterna-
tive armor when I went home that summer. 
(VG.) 

0-TIP (A TRIBE CALLED QUEST) 

36 
Run-DMC, I just 
liked it because it was some 
ghetto shit. Grandmaster Flash 

and Sugar Hill Gang were cool, but they 
were on some band-type shit. Run-DMC 
came out wearing Adidas, dressed like me. 
I'm from Queens. I could relate. I think it 

Peter Gabriel 
Secret World Live 
featuring liv , 

Come Talk To Me Steam Red Rain Across the River 

Slow Marimbas Blood of Eden Solsbury Hill Shaking the Tree 

Kiss that Frog Washing of the Water Digging in the Dirt 

Sledgehammer • Secret World Don't Give Up In Your Eyes 

was the first hip-hop album that came out 
that wasn't just a collection of singles. (N. B.) 

BONNIE RAITT 

37 
The record that turned me 
around was BLUES AT NEW-
PORT—'63 on Vanguard. It 

still keeps my taste anchored to the more 
modal and raw Delta blues as opposed to the 
slicker, urban sound. Mississippi John Hurt 
was singing "Candy Man,» John Lee Hooker 
was on there and Dave Van Ronk and John 
Hammond, who were young white blues 
guys. I'd never even imagined that white 
guys could sing the blues authentically—let 
alone white women. At 14, I sat there literally 
till my fingers bled trying to figure out all 
those songs. There was a mournful quality, a 
dark night of the soul, an aching loneliness 
that as a teenager you feel intensely personal-
ly—whether you're not getting along with 
your parents, or feel nobody understands 
you. There was all that, plus humor and bite 
and everything else I love about the Delta 
blues, on that one record. (VG.) 

JOEY RAMONE 

30 
MEET THE BEATLES. I was 
coming home from high 
school one day. I had my tran-

sistor radio—I was a big fan of radio, I used 
to listen to the WMCA Good Guys and 
Murray the K on WABC—and I heard " I 
Wanna Hold Your Hand." First I got the sin-
gle, then I got the album. It was really excit-
ing, something new. They were like nobody 
before them, even though they were so obvi-
ously influenced by '50s music like Buddy 
Holly and Little Richard, which in many 
ways was much more primal. But the Beatles 
were even more individualistic. They were 
colorful, they had great hair, great songs, 
great boots, attitude, energy. They had the 
whole hysteria, the way the girls reacted to 
them—they brought something new to it for 
me. It was a revolution of sorts. It was radi-
cal, man... (S.P) 

JOSHUA REDMAN 

39 
I would choose Stevie Won-
der's SONGS IN THE KEY OF 
UFE, because it kind of affected 

me twice in my life, and in very powerful 
ways. When I was about eight or nine I 
remember just loving the music; it was so 
soulful, so rich and full of spirit. At that time 
I was just becoming conscious of certain 
social issues, of race and class. Also girls-
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40 

not " relationships" at that age or anything, 
but the idea of romance. And Stevie's lyric 

messages were so positive—I don't usually 
pay that much attention to lyrics but the 
music was so soulful it made the messages 
that much more powerful. 
Toward the end of my college years I was 

only listening to jazz. But I remembered 

how I loved those songs so I thought like, 
"Well, let's see if this is really any good." So 
I put it on. And not only did it bring on all 
those warm memories, but it was every bit 
as rich and moving and deep as any jazz. So 
it kind of brought to a close that period, 
which I needed to go through, and opened 
me up again to the world of all music. 
(M.R.) 

JIM REID (JESUS AND 
MARY CHAIN) 

Sex Pistols, NEVER MIND THE 
BOLLOCKS. I was 15 when it 
came out. It brought to my 

attention that being in a successful band was 
possible, that anyone could do it. You didn't 
have to be like Jeff Beck or Eric Clapton— 
you could just pick up a guitar, and within a 
month be playing music. A lot of the, like, 
punk rock manifesto that you were getting 
then from the likes of the NME and Melody 
Maker made perfect sense to a guy like 
me—working-class, just about to leave 
school and sign on the dole. On top of it all 
the Sex Pistols released that record, and that 
was it—the seed was sown. It was only over-
coming my own laziness or lack of confi-
dence that it took so long to get it together. 
But it was the Sex Pistols that got me off my 

ass to even think I could do anything other 
than work in a factory. (D.S.) 

TEDDY RILEY 

41 
I used to go to the Apollo when 
they used to show a movie first, 
like Save the Children, then the 

screen would go up and James Brown or Al 
Green or Gladys Knight & the Pips would 
perform. I was always there for that. Gladys 
Knight & the Pips really caught my eye. 
"NEITHER ONE OF US (WANTS TO BE THE 
FIRST TO SAY GOODBYE'—just seeing them 

perform that at the Apollo. On that song, she 
picked me up and gave me one of her 
bracelets, a silver bracelet. I kept it—I don't 
have it now, I think my mom has it—but 
that's what made me really want to do music, 
her picking me up and holding me in her 
arms. I was five years old. (D.D.) 
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IN ONE PAIR OF HANDS, 

A PIECE OF FINE WOOD 

CAN BECOME A LIVING ROOM 

COFFEE TABLE. 

IN ANOTHER PAIR OF HANDS, 

THAT PIECE OF WOOD 

CAN BECOME THE SWEETEST-

SOUNDING GUITAR. 

THIS IS FOR EVERYONE 

WHO HAS NO DESIRE TO PLAY 

THE COFFEE TABLE. 

Some trees become pencils. Some trees become paper that becomes guitar magazines. Some trees become shoe trees. Some trees become 



Taylor guitars. Some trees have all the luck. Write us: 1940 Gillespie Way, El Cajon, CA 92020. 
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IF GUITARS GREW ON 
trees like apples or coconuts, 
guitarists might remain oblivi-
ous to the destruction of the 
tropical rain forests, where 

some of the best guitar woods 

come from. But they don't 
grow on trees. If you want to 

make a guitar, you have to cut 
down a tree. And now so 

many of these trees have been 
cut, for musical instruments 
and other products, that few 
remain. The music world is on 
the brink of an unprecedented crisis, and the trouble has 
already started. 

Take the case of Brazilian rosewood (Dalbergia nigra). 

This wood, which ranges in color from dark brown to violet 
with black lines, and which has long been a favorite for 

acoustic guitars, grows exclusively in the Atlantic- coast rain 
forest of Brazil. That rain forest once covered an area of 

approximately 470,000 square miles. Less than 15,000 square 
miles exist today. (These figures are oat universally agreed 
upon, but according to most estimates, three to five percent 
of the original forest area is all that remains.) Of what's left, 

only about one and a half square miles are protected by the 
government. Hardly any of this remaining forest can sup-
port rosewood, and of the trees that do grow, most aren't 
suitable for guitars because of natural variability. A D. nigra 
specimen with the right tonal properties has always been 

CrUITA.11.1ESTS 

rare; that's why it's so valued b 
guitar makers. 
By and large, the world's 

musicians have remained non-. 
chalant about the perilot s sta 
of our great woodlands, most 
likely because the environmen 

tal crisis still hasn't affecte 
their choice of instrument. That 

is about to change. Tiopic 
hardwoods prized by guita 

makers for their looks, worka— 
bility and resonance are beco 
ing extinct at alarming speed. 

The sale of Brazilian rosewood has been banned by an int 
national treaty, with several other species sure to follow. Th 
next few years will bring higher prices for both old and ne 
guitars that use traditional woods. More instruments ma 

of lesser-known woods or synthetic substitutes like fiber-
glass and graphite will hit the market. There will be risi 

concern about how manufacturers procure their m aerial 
and musicians will have more difficulty bringing vintag. 
instruments over national borders. Ecological con ectne 
will enter every player's conscience. It will be the law. 

So far, the guitar industry hasn't been a shining exr mple 
eco-consciousness. In order to make guitars that sound, fe-
and look terrific, luthiers have hoarded woods that are now 
among the most endangered on the planet. Because the-

woods often are obtained through a tangled network of sup-, 
pliers (whose business is to make money, not save tF e earth); 
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UNDREDS OF TREES MAY BE LEVELED IN ORDER TO GET ONE DESIRABLE ROSEWOOD 

lut n't always been aware of the environmental effects of 
their craft. But as their livelihood is increasingly threatened, many are 
changing their ways. They're getting involved in efforts to save what's 
left of the world's forests, joining organizations like the Woodwork-
ers Alliance for Rainforest Protection (WARP), and experimenting 
with alternative materials for their instruments. 
How much responsibility should the guitar trade, with its long-

standing demand for Brazilian rosewood, bear for the destruction of 
the rain forest? One could argue that, because so little of the rose-
wood population is used for guitar-making (compared to, say, the fur-
niture industry), guilt should be minimal. But John Curtis, a partner 
in the instrument supply company Luthier's Mercantile and a WARP 
advisory board member, likens this argument to "saying you're a little 
bit pregnant. Everybody's responsible for what happens in the forest, 
whether you're making toothpicks or houses." 

In truth, hundreds of trees may be leveled in order to get to one 
desirable rosewood tree. Many of those trees are far less valuable than 
the land they're on, so they're simply burned by itinerant farmers. 
Thus, the guitar trade's quest for rosewood has encouraged clear-cut-
ting on a wide scale and endangered a lot more than just one species of 
wood. 
The international community responded to the deforestation in 

Brazil with an addition to the treaty known as CITES, the Conven-
tion on International Trade in Endangered Species. Agreed to by 
nearly 120 countries including the U.S., CITES now bans the interna-
tional sale in any form (including "derivative" forms such as guitars) 

of D. nigra cut after June 11, 1992. Items containing Brazilian rose-
wood cut before that date must have documentation to that effect 
before they can legally be sold across national borders; at least one 
special permit is also required. Guitars with Brazilian rosewood parts 
but without the proper paperwork can be confiscated at customs sta-
tions. Depending on which country you're dealing with, this can 
apply not only to dealers but to travelers carrying instruments they 
have no intention of selling (see CITES sidebar below). 

For guitar makers and vintage dealers with an international clien-
tele, CITES is a real headache. Richard Bruné, a luthier based in 
Evanston, Illinois, was among a group of guitar makers and dealers 
who pushed for an exemption from CITES, to no avail. "The musical 
instrument market is a peculiar case," he says, "because there are so 
many old instruments in circulation. If the treaty's enforced, it could 
make those instruments containing banned materials—about 85 to 90 
percent, I'd say—commercially worthless." 
Wait—wouldn't CITES naturally cause a rise in the value of exist-

ing Brazilian rosewood instruments? George Gruhn of Nashville's 
Grulm Guitars, one of America's premier vintage guitar dealers, says 
it hasn't. "The price of rosewood has gone through the roof, but that 
mainly affects makers of new guitars who have managed to stockpile 
some pre-CITES Brazilian. Their instruments will be in increasingly 
high demand. The rise in price of instruments containing Brazilian 
rosewood on the vintage market since the CITES ban has been mini-
mal." Linda Manzer, a Toronto luthier who's built acoustic guitars for 
Bruce Cockburn, Pat Metheny and Carlos Santana, doesn't believe 

law-kaiak,* (ozwirmsivirtma.ri.ffl.t.,€» -3z-c»u. 
The CITES treaty contains two lists of endangered species. 
Species on Appendix I are banned from international trade; 
Brazilian rosewood is the most common guitar material, but 
other materials regularly found on vintage guitars, like ivory and 
tortoise-shell, are also listed. Appendix II species are not banned, 
but their sale is limited; bigleaf mahogany is scheduled to join 
this list soon. For a complete list of CITES species, write to the 
Department of the Interior's Fish and Wildlife Service, Office of 
Management Authority, 4401 North Fairfax Drive, Room 432, 
Arlington, VA 22203, or call (703)358-2281. 

If you buy a guitar containing Appendix I or II materials in 
the U.S. and keep it within national borders, CITES does not 
apply to you. If you're traveling to another country with that 
guitar and don't intend to sell it while abroad, it shouldn't apply 
to you. The U.S. recognizes an exemption for personal effects, 
which means you don't need a special permit for your guitar on 
an overseas vacation. 

Unfortunately, the U.S. exemption doesn't apply to the coun-
try you're entering. Each of the nearly 120 nations that signed 
the treaty interprets and enforces it differently. Most turn a blind 
eye to the importation of instruments with CITES materials, 
mainly because they don't have enough customs officers trained 
to detect them. But a few are extra-vigilant, notably Japan and 

Canada. Meet a well-informed official there, and your guitar 
might be confiscated if you can't verify that it was built pre-
CITES. To avoid such problems, the U.S. Customs Service sug-
gests that you register your instrument with them upon depar-
ture from the U.S. Make sure you've got proof of your guitar's 
age, whether it's a serial number card or a bill of sale. 

If you buy a guitar containing Brazilian rosewood or any 
other CITES material in the country you're visiting and want to 
bring it home, things can get trickier. Technically, you'll need a 
pre-CITES certificate from the appropriate authority. It is possi-
ble for a seller's pre-CITES certificate to be used by a buyer. 
However, using a seller's certificate means that title does not pass 
to you until the instrument has left the country, which can have 
tricky legal ramifications. If the person selling you the guitar 
doesn't have some form of pre-CITES certificate, don't waste 
your time. 
Need more specifics about CITES or on endangered woods? 

Contact the Woodworkers Alliance for Rainforest Protection. 
Founded in 1990, WARP'S purpose is to educate woodworkers 
and consumers about the dire state of tropical woods and to help 
find ways of improving the situation. Their newsletter; Under-
story, is an excellent source of information from the front lines. 
WARP'S address is 1 Cottage St., Easthampton, MA 01C27. 
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The great Scheffs of the wo 
recommend GHS 

Father and son bass 
players Jerry and Jason 

Scheff, always "cook" 
with GHS strings. Jerry, 
currently touring with 

Sam Phillips, learned to 
sizzle with the likes of 
Elvis Presley and Elvis 

Costello. Jason, raised 
on the taste of good 

music, now serves hot 
bass as a member of 

"Chicago"'. 

Photo by Shoop Doopsoy 

Jason Sclieff Jerry Schell 

‘S.' stag" y 
lie String Specialists 

f/ / string 
by G H S. Corp 2813 Wilber Ave 
Battle Creek, MI 49015 USA 



AHOGANIES AND EBONIES HAVE BEEN JUST AS HEAVILY EXPLOITED AS ROSEWOOD 

"Vintige dealers have always made a pile off Brazilian rosewood 

instruments," she says, "and they're doing so now more than ever 
because it's so scarce." 

The rarity of Brazilian rosewood, even in the best of times, has 
meant that it's never been a first option 

for luthiers. Now that it's been banned, 
many guitar makers are turning more 

intently toward another old favorite: 
East Indian rosewood (Dalbergia lati-
folia). This wood, normally light to 
dark purple with red and brown 

streaks, is more stable and thus easier to 
work than Brazilian rosewood. It's also 

subject to strict governmental control. 

"Indian rosewood trees can't be cut 
down anymore," explains Robert Lar-
son of Vikwood, a wood supplier for 

manufacturers like Guild and Fender. 

"But if a tree is felled naturally—by 
lightning or disease—the government 
buys it and auctions it off. Then the 
wood has to be processed for specific 
purposes in India before being shipped. 

Wood meant for guitar parts is cut to a certain thickness, and it's des-
ignated for guitar use." 

Larson also mentions a more domesticated and sustainable source 

of East Indian rosewood: tea plantations. "Rosewood trees are used in 

TAIFEICIWIM› ZzILMfflX:efalobTSzIEllzi...ITY" 

As the health of the world's forests approaches critical condition, environmental responsi-

bilityis increasingly demanded of guitar builders. The seven companies listed here make a 
point of using either non-endangered woods or alternative materials such as :'iberglass and 

graphite in their acoustic guitars. This is by no means a complete list, but it represents the 
vanguard of eco-friendly guitar manufacture. 

I. MARTIN 510 Sycamore St., P.O. lox 329. Nazareth, PA 18064; voice 4800) 345-3103, f 
(215) 759-5757. 

I OVATION WO KAMAN P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, cr 36002; voice,. (203) 243-7941, f 
(203) 243-7102. 

I H.G. LEACH Box _ 315, Cedar Ridge„CA 95924; voice (916) 477-293g. 

MANZER Box S24, Stn. P.. Toronto, Ontario, Canada MSS 2Z2. 

I PIMENTEL & SONS, 3316 Lafayette NE, Albuquerque., NM 87107; voice and fax (505: 
884-1669. 

I DAVE MAIZE, 999 Holton Rd., Talent, OR9754-0; voice (503) 535-9051, fax 003)535-301 

NOVEMBER IS INTERNATIONAL DRUM MONTH 

Discover the Exciting World 
of Drums and Percussion Instruments! 

Drums are fun, easy to learn and 
inexpensive - especially during International 
Drum Month! Visit your local music store 
in November for special sales and exciting 
events. Many dealers are offering free drum 
lessons and clinics, talent contests and 
drawings for free merchandise. 

And if you need another reason to 
become a drummer, just remember that a 
drum solo always gets the most applause! 

Chad Smith, 
Red Hot Chili Peppers: 
"To be able to travel around 
the world, making people 
happy with our music, is the 
greatest gift in the world. I'm 
the luckiest person I know." 

Matt Sorum, 
Guns & Roses: 
"Rock & Roll and drums are 
my life, period .." 

WE SALUTE THE 

NATIONAL MUSIC STANDARDS 
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ECENT SATELLITE PHOTOGRAPHS SHOW MUCH MORE CUTTING THAN IS REPORTED 

tions for shade. Once they've 
grown to a certain height, after about 40 
years, they're no longer useful for that pur-
pose, so they're cut down. New trees are 
planted every 20 years to replace the old 
ones. We get a lot of our wood from those 
managed plantations." This type of wood, 
however, is different from the wild variety, 
with less density and lighter color and grain. 

Despite the regulations, not everyone is 

optimistic about the state of D. latifolia. 
According to Richard Bruné, "Recent satel-
lite photos are showing cutting that's much 
greater than what's been reported. The Indi-
an government's underreporting their cut of 
rosewood by as much as 800 percent." Also, 
it's not unknown for dealers to label Indone-
sian plantation rosewood (known locally as 
sonokeling) as wild East Indian rosewood, 
which can lead some to think the supply in 

PA  for the 

Ask yourself how long it takes to 
set up or tear down for a gig... 1 hour, 
2 hours, more? What sort of vehicle do 
you need to transport your PA... a mini 
van, full size van, small truck? Why not 
let Yorkville simplify your life and save 
you money? 

Check out the Yorkville equipment 
pictured above. The 20 channel 
Audiopro stereo mixer includes 1200 
Watts of power, graphic EO's, digital 
effects and speaker processing all built 
right in, so you can leave the loaded 
rack case behind. The Pulse PW sub-
woofer contains its own 600W power 
amp, crossover and internal processor. 

Air 
Yorkville 

IN U.S.A. 
Yorkville Sound Inc., 
4625 Warner Industrial Estate 
Niagara Falls, N.Y. 14305 

IN CANADA 
Yorkville Sound Ltd., 
550 Granite Court 
Pickering, Ont. L1W 3Y8 

41/ 

Yorkville 

The Pulse 283 3-way cabinets and 
Pulse 12M 12" 2-way monitors 
complete the system with clear, 
smooth mids and highs. 

Despite its size, this compact PA will 
cover a small to medium size venue 
with killer sound...at a price that 
won't kill you. 

Now about that vehicie...we packed all 
of the above gear into the back of a 
subcompact hatchback, with room to 
spare! So Yorkville helps you to save 
gas too! 

India is better than it actually is. Keep in 
mind that because of severe competition 
between suppliers in India, the price of Indi-
an rosewood is artificially low. " It's going to 
rise eventually," John Curtis says, "and when 
it does, you'll probably see some shady oper-
ators passing other wood off as Indian rose-
wood, soaking it in coffee or wine to get the 
right color." 
Rosewood isn't the only acoustic guitar 

wood in trouble, according to Nick Von 
Robison, staff editor at American Lutherie, 
the official journal of the Guild of American 
Luthiers. "Mahoganies and ebonies have 
been just as heavily exploited. I'd say most of 
them will be CITES woods by the end of the 
century." Central American bigleaf mahoga-
ny (often called Honduran mahogany), a 
deep red wood used for guitar necks, backs 
and sides, is in the process of being added to 
CITES now. 

Clearly, these problems can't be solved by 
trade bans alone. Sustainable management— 
cutting that allows the forest to regenerate 
itself—may be one answer. WARP has 
helped to investigate different methods of 
harvesting, like those employed at the Yane-
sha Cooperative in Peru, where trees are 
clear-cut in small, non-adjacent areas and all 
the resulting wood is processed for sale. But, 
as Curtis points out, "Intelligent forest man-
agement plans cost money. And while the 
buying public is crying for sustainably har-
vested woods, it's not yet willing to pay the 
price for people to tiptoe through the forest, 
take out one-third as many trees and work 
twice as hard." 

Another increasingly popular option is the 
use of non-traditional woods. John Curtis, a 
proponent of this approach, says, " Guitar 
makers swear the woods they use have 
unique tonal properties. But I can't com-
pletely believe that. People use the same 
woods out of habit, and also because they'll 
help sell guitars. And they make up excuses 
to justify that, when there are so many other 
woods out there that can work." 
Dave Maize, maker of the Earthtone 

acoustic bass guitar, has built instruments for 
Pearl Jam's Jeff Ament and Jefferson Air-
plane's Jack Casady using black walnut from 
dead trees in Oregon, redwood salvaged 
from a sawmill, and ziricote from a sustain-
able source in the Yucatan. " 1 look for two 
elements in woods," he says, "environmental 
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$10 REBATES 
ON THE WORLD'S 
MOST POPULAR MICS: 
THE SM58 AND THE SM57. 
FROM SEPTEMBER 1st THROUGH OCTOBER 31sh  

Great job everyone! Take five. Or better yet... take 
ten. Dollars that is. Back from the purchase of every 
SM58 and SM57 microphone. 

You've helped make the SM58 and SM57 the world's 
#1 selling mies once again and we're rewarding you by 
giving you a ten dollar "break" on every one you buy. 

But hurry. "Breaktime" ends soon. 

Shure's 'TAKE TEN" Rebates: 
To receive your rebate send: I. A copy of your dated sales 
receipt (non-returnable) indicating model number(s) and name 
of store where mic(s) were purchased, 2. The actual silver 
model number label (no substitutions) from the end of each 
outer carton, and 3. This completed coupon to: Shure 'TAKE 
7KA'" Rebate Offer; 222 Hanrey Ave., Evanston, IL 60202-3696 

Name  

Address  

City State Zip  

Phone /  

Qty purchased: SM58 SM57  

Age Occupation  

$10 Mete apples to Models SI.158-LC, Sk158,CN, SIAS8S, 9.457- LC and SAIS7-UN only Rebates are orated to a teal of 
so per customer, household. or organzabon Offer vale only on consumer purchases made at retal between September 
1 19.4 and October 31 1994 Rebate darn forms must be postmarked no later than November 30.1994 Iles Is a mol-
ar.: (end user) offer only. Shure mecrophone deMbutors. retadora or thee employees are not elkible for rebates. nor may 
Shun rrocmphone deMbutors, relates or thee employees claim rebates on behalf of consumers lend users) Rebate 
retests not IncludIng proper documentahon (decal coupon, eve model number label hem end of car ton. and dated sales 
receipt we realees name) we be returned as Incomplete Shure Is not responsale for late, lost, or medrected 
...zed or cer heed mal Is recommended Offer 
pose only on purchases tradeIn he USA. and suuatiE e  
opter to US 'students only VW where taxed or 
pnharted by law, Allow 6 to 8 weeks for delver y of 
e,ete check Coupe, face value 1/44 

PX4 test ett s. del mwd _teth r 8- -4-kst The Sound of the Professionals®...Worldwide. 
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NOTHER INCREASINGLY POPULAR OPTION IS THE USE OF NON-TRADITIONAL WOODS 

limes, and I don't com-
promise when it comes to either." Linda 
Manzer also keeps an eye out for salvaged 
woods. "Some of the guitar tops I've made 
came from a hunk of cedar that I found 
washed up on a beach on Vancouver Island. 
I've gotten about 18 guitars out of that." 
Harvey Leach, a luthier based in Cedar 
Ridge, California, makes a point of using 

"non-endangered" woods in his guitars, such 
as maple. "You can say that every wood's 
endangered, more or less. I'm not that strict 
an environmentalist, but I try to be as smart 
as I can about what I use." 

Independent luthiers aren't the only ones 
looking at non-traditional woods. A major 
manufacturer, Martin, is getting involved, 
thanks in part to the efforts of advertising 

MAKE AIIP LESS 0-14111TÉ R 0 

UNA tr FAG E N 
uential songwriters in American popular 

es is powe ut arrangements. 

onald Fawn', reveals the musical thinking behind some typical Steely 
an songs (penned with partner Walter Becker), as well as two of his 

own solo works. In a fascinating 
musical exchange with jazz pianist 
Warren Bernhardt, he breaks 
down sophisticated jazz/rock 
compositions that evolved from 
familiar 12-bar blues. He analyzes 
Chain Lightning, Peg, Josie, On 
The Dunes and Teahouse On 
The Tracks, teaching each song's 
structure, harmonic and rhyth-
mic characteristics, intro and 
riff ideas, and other devices. 

All musicians will gain powerful 
tools to enhance their own play-
ing, writing and arranging! 

• •IG 
a 

PUN VIS. 

CONCEPTS FOR al 

JAZZ/ROCK PIANQI 

PLAYING, WRITING 
AND ARRANGING 
taught by DONALD FAGEN 

70- MIN. VIDEO $49.95 + $4.50 P&H 
VISA/MASTERCARD/DISCOVER 
NYS ADD 7 Y.% SALES TAX 

CALL 1-800-33-TAPES 
914-246-2550 FAX # 914-246-5282 

OR WRITE: HOMESPUN VIDEO 
BOX 694MU, WOODSTOCK, NY 12498 

A HOMESPUN VIDEO EXCLUSIVE 

director Dick Boak, a WARP advisor. The 
company's put out a number of limited edi-
tions using woods such as ash and walnut. 
"Those two were especially successful, and 
they got a good response from players." 

Richard Bruné believes one of the next 
major trends in the guitar trade will be recy-
cling. "The oldest guitar in existence was 
made in Lisbon in 1581. It's still playable, and 
it has the same back and sides it had when it 
was made. Recycling guitars is completely 
viable. It's just a question of whether players 
will accept it." 

Synthetic materials in place of wood are 
also being explored, with Ovation's fiberglass 
bowl design at the forefront. "Experimenta-
tion has always been in our nature," says Ova-
tions Don Johnson, another WARP member. 
"We've played around with alternate neck and 
top woods for years; I've been pleasantly sur-
prised by North American cherry." 

Massachusetts-based luthier William 
Cumpiano has been working on guitar tops 
made of a carbon-fiber composite. "It's the 
same material that you see in most tennis 
rackets today," he explains. " I think you'll 
see it more and more in industries that have 
normally used wood, for products that are 
under stress and also must meet acoustic 
standards." Then there's the first all-graphite 
acoustic guitar, the Kuau RainSong. Rick 
Pimentel of Pimentel & Sons in Albuquerque 
helped design the instrument: "We wanted a 
guitar that was environmentally responsible, 
that wouldn't be affected by weather 
changes, and that would sound great." 

These developments are encouraging, but 
are they enough? That depends on us. Until 
now, few of us have been aware of the prob-
lems we help to create simply by picking up a 
guitar. Today, in the wake of the destruction 
of the tropical forests, this innocence is com-
ing to an end, as it must. No longer can we 
afford to ignore the environmental impact of 
the decisions we make as players and con-
sumers. The days of buying a guitar for its 
look, feel and tone, without regard for its 
materials or origin, are over. 

Scott Landis offers this advice: "However 
small the amount of wood that's used for gui-
tars, it's still part of the business. With use 
comes responsibility. These are complicated 
issues, and there's no easy fix. But fix it we 
have to do, or live with the consequences." V 
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Simply the best headset mics available. And to 
prove it, we'll give you one to try risk free. 
"We went through every head mic we 
could get ou- hands on. The CM-311 
solved a lot of our problems by keeping 
the drums and monitors out of the 
vocals It's the most natural sounding 
headset mic we've ever used." 
Day.d Faker, Monitor Engineer 
Res.les heart 

C 1 1 

Our headset mics are making an 
impression on audio pros and per-
formers worldwide. And now, we're 
giving you the opportunity to try 
them yourself—risk free! 

The CM-311 is simply the best mic 
you'll hear for gain-before-feedback 
and rejection—it virtually eliminates 
bleed-through from on-stage instru-

The klaptapack belt pack lets you access an 
intern-49-volt bAttery or external phantom power. 

"The 311 gave use as good a 
performance as a regular hand 
mic for sound quality and 
rejection. They're reliable, 
comfortable and sound great." 

Patrick Hamp, Sales Engineer 

Systems Wireles, 
herdon, Vimir la 

CM-3-2 

ments and hot stage monitors. It's rug-
ged too—to handle life on the road— 
yet lightweight and comfortable enough 
for hours of use. And, the small profile 
lets you put your best face forward. 

The new CM-312 provides out-
standing performance with an even 
less obtrusive profile and lighter weight, 
making it perfect for aerobics, sports 
broadcasting and live entertainment. 

And now, with our Loan for Trial 
program, your Crown dealer will give 
you a CM mic to actually hear for 
yourself how well it performs in your 
situation. After the trial period, if you 

"I've tested every headset mic on 
the market, and by far, Crown was 
the winner. They offer the best 
mic, the best value, and without 
question, the best customer 
service I've ever experienced." 
Mark K. Bennett, Percussionist 
Tennessee Gold Touring Band k 

‘'‘ 

don't agree that it's the best headset 
mic you've heard, simply return it. 
No questions. No hassles. 

All Crown microphones are 
manufactured in Elkhart, Indiana 
and backed by our full, three year 
unconditional warranty. 

For complete information, see 
your Crown dealer or call us toll-free 
at 1-800-342-6939 ext. 51. 

ci crown. 
Guaranteed Excellence 

P 0. F•04 1C00 • Elkhart, IN 46515 • (219) 294-820G • Fax (219) 294-8329 
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GUILD 
BRIAN MA 

Brian May's distinctiVe aY GUITARxe—constructed by 

May himself and heard in Queen's been reproduced by 

has 
Guild in three mode's: 

the Brian May Standard ($999), Special 
($1499) and proStan-

tom

dard's body and top are mahogany 
with an ebony fretboard. Three CUS-

Seymour Duncans are modeled 
after the original Old English pick-

LIPS, and Schaller has reproduced 

May's frictionless tremolo systern. 
• Guild c/0 U.S. Music Com., 2885 

S. James Dr., New Berlin, 1M 53151; 

voice (4/4) 784-8388, fax (414) 

784-9258. 

NADY 
101XL & 201XL 
WIRELESS 

As wireless technology migrates from the arena to 

the club, more affordable models are coaxing gui-

tarists and vocalists to leave their cables in the practice 

room. Upgrading the 101 and 201 VHF models, Nady's 

101XL (one channel, from $279) and 201XL (true diversi-

ty, from $399) are housed in metal cases with black 

anodized antennas. Battery life has been increased to 

up to 20 hours per single 9V cell, and operating 

range extends as far as 1500 feet. Companding 

circuitry yields 120dB of dynamic range. 

• Nady, 6701 Bay St., Emeryville, CA 

94608: voice ( 510) 652-2411, fax 

(510) 652-5075. 



SWR 
WORKINGMAN'S 12 

BASS COMBO 
The Workingman's 12 ($499) from SWR is 

intended as both a cost-effective rig for neo-

phyte bass players and a roadworthy workhorse 

for pros. Packed into a 47-lb. cabinet, 100 

Watts of solid state power drive a 12" Celestion 

woofer and piezo tweeter, protected by an auto-

matic compressor/limiter. Sends for recording, 

tuner and headphones are included, plus an 

effect loop with blend control and " aural 

enhancer" circuitry. • SWR, 12823 Foothill 

Blvd., Unit B, Sylmar, CA 91342; voice 

(818) 898-3355, fax (818) 

898-3365. 

E- M U 
ULTRAPROTEUS 
SOUND WODULE 

The UltraProteus ($1795) tops E-mus Proteus line, 

collecting 16 megs of sample memory from earlier 

Proteus models as well as new sounds. Proprietary 32-

band Z-Plane filters are included for " audio morphing" 

effects as well as EQ. phasing and the like. The unit 

boasts 32-voice polyphony, 16-part multitimbral capabil-

ity, six audio outputs. two effects processors, 384 pre-

\t sets and a ROM/RAM card slot. Intonation can be 

edited for nonstandard -Linings. • E-mu, 1600 

Green Hills Rd., Box 660015, Scotts Valley, 

CA 95067; voice (408) 438-1921, fax 

N. (408) 438-8612. 
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FOR WARD 

NEW TOYS & NEW TOOLS 
GUITARS & BASSES 
• ovation debuts a number of new instruments. 
The Roundback Mandolin comes complete with 

built-in pickup and preamp. The Viper guitar, with 

a cavitized body of mahogany, resists feedback, and 

the extra long-scale DS768, designed to be tuned a 

full step lower than usual, offers a range of new 

tone options. Ovation's custom doubleneck can be 

ordered in various configurations of six and 12 

strings. Also, the new Acoustic Bass comes in both 

four- and five-string versions. • A limited 75-unit 

run of Washburn's Nuno Bettencort Signature 

model is made of African korina wood. Each guitar 

comes with a custom case, numbered brass name 

plate and silk shroud as well as a certificate of 

authenticity, letter signed by Bettencort and Bet-

tencort portrait photo. Also, Washburn introduces 

the Chevy Vettefest, a candy-blue Mercury solid-

body decorated with both the '50s-vintage 

Chevrolet Corvette insignia and the official logo of 

Chicago's semiannual Vettefest. • The S series of 

guitars and basses from Schecter, which feature 

swamp ash bodies and rock maple or maple/rose-

wood necks, now includes PT-style basses and Tra-

ditional-style guitars. Also, Schecter announces the 

opening of the Sunset Custom Shop, offering 

repair, modification and related services. • The 

AX-800 Chromatic Guitar-Mount AutoTuner 

from Sabine mounts directly onto electric or 

acoustic guitars and uses a contact microphone so 

that it hears only the guitar, not the surrounding 

environment. Pitch is indicated by colored LEDs 

that flash yellow for flat, red for sharp and green 

for proper intonation. • The Fiber Optic Neck 

Illuminator from BIM places an unobtrusive bat-

tery-powered light source at the nut, illuminating 

position markers. It fits any standard-size neck up 

to 24 frets, and installation requires no modifica-

tions of the guitar. • Rustler offers three electric 

guitars: the 4020 Original Rustler, semi-hollow 

4022 Rustler TL and 4024 Outlaw. All models fea-

ture a figured maple top with alder back and sides 

covered with tooled leather, and come with a 

matching leather strap and tweed hard case. A 

selection of fingerboard woods is available. 

• Actodyne introduces the Don Lace series of Sen-

sor pickups, including the S-100 single-coil, N-100 

single-coil "with a nostalgic look" and D-100 

humbucker-sized model. • Seymour Duncan 

offers nine models of SoundSpot surface-mount 

piezo crystal pickups for both stringed and non-

stringed instruments. Also, the new Duckbucker is 

a vintage-voiced, single-sized humbucker based on 

the Vintage Rails design. • D'Addario introduces a 

new guitar polish, called Guitar Polish. 

KEYBOARDS & MIDI 
• Kurzweil has upgraded the operating software of 

the Mark 10, Mark 150 and Young Chang DG 150 

digital pianos to version 2.0. The revision refines 

tuning and adds a new Warm Grand Piano sound. 

Songs can be chained for playback, and auto-

accompaniment and MIDI implementation have 

been enhanced. A new 90-disk library of musical 

arrangements and 35 new auto-accompaniment 

styles are available for the same instruments. 

AMPS & SPEAKERS 
• Crest's CA series of rackmount stereo power 
amps (CA 6, 600W/channel into 4 Ohms; CA 9, 

900 W/channel; CA 12, 1200 W/channel) are 

designed to operate efficiently under difficult load 

and power conditions with twin-tunnel cooling, 

variable-speed fans and clip limiting. • The Thun-

derchief from Matchless is a 200-Watt, tube-driv-

en bass head designed to be carried easily by one 

person. Features include active low and mid boost 

and passive high rolloff. The Superchief, a single-

channel head for guitars, delivers 120W with an 

effect loop, active low and mid boost and passive 

high rolloff. • Community introduces the CSX-52 

line of speaker cabinets for musical instrument 

applications, including 11 models that range from a 

two-way enclosure to full-range systems and sub-

woofers. All models are equipped with overload 

and thermal protection circuitry. • The Perfor-

mance Series 4 from ROW is a general-purpose 

power amp that fits into two rack spaces, delivering 

600W/channel with speaker protection. Their 

Model 2200 self-powered subwoofer, designed in 

collaboration with McCauley, comprises four 15' 

drivers, a 1000W/channel stereo amplifier and 

high- and low-pass filters. Anti-clipping circuitry 

protects the speakers. 

SOFTWARE & HARDWARE 
• Digidesign offers an optional audio interface for 

their Session 8 hard-disk recorder, the 882 I/O, that 

lowers the price of an entry-level system. In addi-

tion, operating software for the IBM version has 

been updated to version 2.0, adding new features, 

and an interface is available for transferring tracks 

between Session 8 PC and Alesis ADAT. Four 

software sequencer manufacturers have announced 

support for the Mac version of the system: Bugle, 

MOTU, Steinberg 111,1 Opcode. • The 4PLEX from 

Plextor is a quad-speed internal CD-ROM drive. 

Data transfer rate is 600kb/sec, with 220 ms. ran-

dom-access speed and 1 meg buffer. 

MIKES & MIXERS 
• Ramsa introduces the Wireless Microphone Sys-

tem, including the WX-RP110 and WX-RP158 

hand-held mikes, WX-RP300 belt pack UHF 

transmitter, WX-RP810 and WX-RP820 true-

diversity receivers, WX-RP921 UHF booster 

antenna and WX-RP9C0 distributor. 

SIGNAL PROCESSORS 
• The RIM 362NR combines "sonic maximizer" 

technology with single-ended noise reduction in a 

rackmount unit. • Sabines FBX-901 Feedback 

Exterminator replaces the FBX-900, and the FBX-

1802 provides two-channel operation. Both mod-

els include upgraded circuitry and algorithms. Fil-

ter settings can now be locked, and the total 

number of filters can be limited; the 1802's filter 

width is selectable and audio resolution is 18-bit. 

DRUMS & PERCUSSION 
• The 50-H Ball Bearing Hinge Assembly is avail-

able as an option on DW's 5000-series double bass 

drum pedals for increased strength and reduced 

friction. Also, DW offers two new finishes, clear 

Satin Oil and colored Diamond Lacquer, designed 

for minimum interference with the drum's reso-

nant characteristics. • Commemorating the Eagles 

reunion tour, Pro-Mark offers the Don Henley sig-

nature stick, limited to 500 pairs. All proceeds ben-

efit the non-profit Walden Woods Project. • Regal 

Tip introduces Regal Grips, reusable rubber sleeves 

that slip over drum sticks to absorb shock and 

increase gripability. • All Evans snare and tom 

heads between 6" and 16" now come equipped 

with the new 190 collar, designed to increase drum 

head resonance and tuning range. 

RECORDING & PLAY3ACK 
• The SV-4100 is Panasonic's new pro DAT 

recorder with instant-start capability, digital I/O 

and five programmable cue points. The unit syncs 

to external video or word clock. • Sony's CDP-

CX151 CD changer holds 1C0 CDs, making them 

immediately accessible for listening or sampling 

purposes. • Apogee now offers DAT tape that 

boasts error-free operation for 30 years. 



LOUDSPEAKER 
SYSTEMS 

Eleven exciting systems with attractive pelf 
metal grilles and stackable corner caps— 

Musical, Accurate, Loud & Built To Last! 

Everything You Expect—Plus the Power of Community! 
Call today ftr the Community Dealer nearest you! 

FERROFLUID-COOLED W OOFERS 

Very few loudspeaker systems 
offer the combination of 
concussive low frequency output 
and night-after-night reliability 
that is found in Community 
CSX-S2 systems. The secret lies 
in the Ferrofluid-cooled gap in 
which the low and mid-range 

loudspeaker coil operates. Precise matching of fluid type 
to LF loudspeaker results in superior low frequency 
performance for the CSX-S2 user. 

POWERSENSE' DYNAMIC 
DRIVER PROTECTION 

When you overload a CSX-S2 
speaker system PowerSense 
protection circuitry swings into 
action, dropping the volume of 
the system 6-1DdB. A protection 

lamp, visible from the front of the speaker cabinet, 
provides a visible signal to the operator that 

the system is receiving power 
beyond its rated capacity. 

TRANSFERABLE 
FIVEYEAR 
W ARRANTY 

Community's limited transferable 
five year warranty offers worry-free 
operation. Every CSX-S2 product 
is backed by this comprehensive 
plan. See your Community 
dealer for a full explanation of 
this valuable bonus 

[Community_ 
PROFESSIONAL LOUDSPEAKERS 

333 EAST FIFTH STREET CHESTER, PA, USA 19013-4511 

610-876-3400 FAX 610-874-0190 



MIFORWARD 

ACOUSTIC/ELECTRIC 
HEAVEN 
M OST DAYS, I'm surrounded by enough stuff to serve my 

technical needs. Practically none of it serves my soul. All of 
this changed one fine Thursday morning when Jim, my kindly UPS 
delivery man, dropped off the first of six acoustic/electric guitars. 

Now, after several weeks of living with these gorgeous instruments, I 
may not be in heaven, but I sure hear the angels' strings. 

All of them are six-strings in the $1700-to-$2300 range, equipped 

with active piezo pickup systems and cutaway bodies of more or less 
"grand concert" size (at least, smaller than a large-waisted dread-

nought). Our sampling includes a Guild F65CE, Taylor 612C, Lar-
rivée C-05, Ovation 1994 Collector's Series, Takamine PSF-94 Santa 
Fe Limited Edition and Yamaha APX20D. 

O GUILD F65CE ($1899, deluxe case $175; available in amber or sun-
burst with maple top, or blonde or sunburst with spruce top): Guild 
promotes their F-series instruments as having a "natural, acoustic 
sound—plugged or unplugged." But when you consider that their 
bodies are just over three inches deep, it's obvious that even the top-

of-the-line F65CE isn't going 
to conjure a full-blooded acoustic 
tone. No matter. Over time, its 

unique charms and strengths be-
come clear. 
The U.S.-built F65CE would 

look at home in a 1930s supper-club 
orchestra. Its beautifully figured 
blonde maple body is matched with 

a glossy lacquered spruce or maple 
top. The somewhat rounded maple 
neck is comfortable and fast. Adornments are few but tasty: The 
ebony fingerboard is position-marked with large mother-of-pearl 
rectangles, each containing an abalone triangle. The body is bound 
with white ivoroid and, along with the elliptical soundhole, is 

trimmed by thin back and white stripes that also race down both sides 
of the fingerboard. A stylish mother-of-pearl "G" sits pretty atop 

Guild's trademark scalloped headstock. 
The F65CE's thin, quiet acoustic sound is no surprise 

(though it does record quite well using microphones). But to 
reveal its true beauty, you need to use the under-saddle 
pickup. It's made by Fishman, as is the onboard 
preamp/controller, which offers gain, four bands of 

EQ plus a set-it-and-forget-it sub-bass control. 
Amplified, the instrument's range is 

impressive: an exceptionally natural 
"acoustic" sound, a credible jazz tone and 
the brightness needed to cut through a 
band. There's also a phase reversal switch; 
throwing it reduces feedback immediate-
ly—but unlike a notch filter, you may 
have to throw it again if you move in rela-
tionship to your amp or P.A. speakers. 

The unwound B and E strings do have a 
percussive "snap" when played hard (as is 
common with piezo pickups), but that's a 
minor flaw compared with the high quali-

ty of the F65CE's overall sound. 

The secret to happiness with this guitar 
is to keep it electrified. 

miejlugged 

and 
unplugged 

with six 

mighty 

fine 

acoustic/ 
electric 
cutaway 
guitars 

BY BRENT HURTIG 

O TAKAMINE PSF-94 SANTA FE LIMITED 

EDITION ($1849, hardshell case $139): 
Inspired by Pueblo Indian designs, a flock 
of mother-of-pearl eagles soar across the 
fingerboard of Takamine's latest Santa Fe 
guitar doing double duty as position 
markers. Inlaid pairs of eagle heads grace 
the perimeter of the soundhole, made of 
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How To Get Great Feedback 
On Your Performance, Not Your Guitar 
We have spent the last 160 years 

perfecting the famous 
"Martin sound." A pure, 

natural acoustic tone 
that is perfectly 
balanced. Free of 
overtones. Powerful 

in projection, yet delicate 
in voice. Which is precisely 

why we've developed our own line of acoustic 
pickups. Each is designed to 
virtually eliminate feedback, 
amplifying the Martin 
sound without coloring or 
altering it. 

Our Second Generation 
Martin Thinline 332 fits compactly 
beneath the guitar saddle, preserving 
the structural integrity and beauty 
of the instrument. Transducer, end 
pin and instructions are included 

for simple and easy 
installation. 

The Martin 
Gold+Plus® 

Acoustic 
Pickup 

utilizes a 
unique "uni 

vibration sensing film that delivers 
greater dynamic range and 
frequency response than 
traditional under-saddle piezo 
designs. A miniature active 
electronics package which 
mounts on the end pin jack, 
eliminating any substantial 
alteration of the instrument 
during installation. 

The MEQ-932® is an 
acoustic onboard system, 

with all controls, cable 
inputs and electronics 

completely self-contained 
within the guitar. 
Both flat or totally "EQ'd" 
response is possible via two 
signal outputs. Bass, treble, color and 
wave slider controls (as well as 6 pre-set 
EQ modes) give 
optimum sound 
flexibility. 

We also offer 
the very popular 

Fishman AGP-2 Pre-
Con* onboard active pre-
amplification system which 

provides a master volume 
with a stacked bass and 
treble controls. 

For those who require 
minimum alteration of 
their instrument, we offer 

two outboard units. 
The MEQ® In A Box 

and the Martin Porta-Con®. So no 
matter which style or brand of 
acoustic guitar you own, we have 
the ideal pickup system for it. 

One that will give you 
great feedback from your audience. 
Not your guitar. 

• 

Martin Guitars 
America's Guitar. 

For More Information Call Us Toll Free:148(X)633-2060. 
©1994 C. F. Martin & Co., Inc., Nazareth, PA. 



FORWARD 
ebony, maple and padauk. A black/green/ 
black stripe follows the white binding of the 
satin-finished cedar top and the relatively 
deep, beautiful koa body. 

The PSF-94's Japanese craftsmanship is 
the cleanest of all six guitars: Fretwork is 
impeccable, joints are even, interior work is 

marvelous. The two-piece angled split saddle 
actually does improve intonation for the G 
and B strings. Finished with a rosewood fin-
gerboard and brown pearlescent tuning but-

tons, the PSF-94 looks striking and feels very 
nice to boot. 

Does its acoustic sound match its crafts-
manship? Unplugged, the PSF-94 sounds 
reasonably balanced, but surprisingly thin 
for a full-depth guitar. Like the Guild, it 
works well with mikes: There's no boomi-
ness, and chords project the right tonal bal-
ance to cut through a mix. 

The onboard pickup/preamp system 
makes up for the guitar's acoustical short-
comings. If that full Luka Bloom-like bot-

tom end is what moves you, then crank the 
PSF-94's bass slider and stand back! Ampli-
fied or recorded direct, there's enough kick in 

this beast to help you digest your lunch. The 
treble slider imparts more than enough high 
end. The sweepable midrange control can be 
used to cut an offending feedback frequency 
or shape the instrument's basic tone into a 
reasonably natural sound. One precaution: 
The midrange control covers a broad range 
for such a short fader. It's difficult to get a set-
ting back once you've changed it. 

Although it looks lovely, the PSF-94 needs 

juice to come alive. If Southwest references 
are in order, then with the Santa Fe think 
Georgia O'Keeffe for unplugged and jala-
peño for plugged in. 

O LARRIVÉE C-05 ($1875 with Fishman 
Acoustic , tlatrix pickup; includes deluxe case): 
Can a relatively small luthier compete with 
the big-name manufacturers? This Canadi-
an-built guitar has "yes" all over it. The Lar-
rivée C-05 is not ornate, but its Zen-like 
simplicity is a sight to behold. The ivoroid-

bound ebony fretboard is solid black, free of 
inlay, and feels like home to me (though 
barre-chord players may have trouble with 
its near-flatness). The auburn, moderately 
deep mahogany body is bound neatly with 

dark rosewood. A clear pickguard, nearly 

invisible, protects the Sitka spruce top. The 
wood rosette is tidy, if somewhat dated-

looking. A scooping cutaway slashes these 

calm features to a sharp edge. 
Which is to say nothing of this instru-

ment's glorious sound. One strum unleashes 
the Larrivée's substantial low-end oomph; a 
second reveals it to be a notch above the Tay-

lor, a jump up from the Ovation (see below) 
and a league above every other guitar tested 
in terms of overall body and clarity It doesn't 

quite have the perfect note-to-note balance 

of the Taylor and, if pressed, I'd wish for 
slightly deeper tone from the high strings. 
Still, the C-05 is something special. 

• Guild do U.S. Music, 2885 South James 

Dr., New Berlin, WI 53151; voice (414) 784-

8388, fax (414) 784-9258. • Larrivée, 1896 

Victoria Diversion, Vancouver, BC, Canada 

V5N 2K4; voice (604) 879-8111, fax (604) 

879-5440. • Ovation c/o Kaman, P.O. Box 

507, Bloomfield, CT 06002; voice (203) 243-

7941, fax (203) 243-7102. • Takamine do 

Kaman, P.O. Box 507, Bloomfield, CT 

06002; voice (203) 243-7941, fax (203) 243-

7102. • Taylor, 1940 Gillespie Way, El 

Cajon, CA 92020; voice (619) 258-1207, fax 

(619) 258-1623. • Yamaha, P.O. Box 6600, 

Buena Park, CA 90622-6600; voice (714) 

522-9011, fax (714) 522-9832. 

For solo work, it mikes beautifully. In a 
full-band mix you may want to roll off some 

bass to avoid muddiness. The model I played 
came factory-equipped with an optional 

Fishman Acoustic Matrix Natural pickup, 
sans controls (onboard Fishman controls, 

identical with the Guild's, are also available), 

but avec trouble: a hum and no response 
from the low-E string, both of which indicate 

uneven pressure on the pickup. After loosen-
ing the strings, reseating the saddle and 
retuning, the guitar delivered a well-balanced 
plugged-in tone both through an amp and 
direct to digital. To see what one could expect 
if this guitar came with onboard controls, we 

connected Fishman's $ 169 Pro-EQ (which 
offers the same controls as the Guild 
F65CE). I was able to tweak up some very 

believable "acoustic" tones. 
While it happens to record and amplify 

nicely, the Larrivée was built first to be a liv-
ing, breathing, full-sounding acoustic guitar. 
It succeeds beautifully. 

O TAYLOR 612C "S2273 with Fishman 
Acoustic Matrix pickup, deluxe case $225): 

Taylor's popularity is on the rise and the 
612C shows why. From the amber-stained 
flamed maple body to the gentle curves, from 

the simple abalone rosette to the petal-like 

fingerboard inlays, the 612C is unusually 
pretty. (I'd remove the faux-tortoise shell 
pickguard, though; the pickguard-free 912C 
looks so much cleaner.) 
For all of its good looks, the U.S.-built 

612C is made to be played. It boasts a deli-
cious, slender low-action neck—in fact, I've 
never felt a more comfortable neck, even on 
an electric. Given its lightweight, mid-depth 

maple body, it isn't very loud, and the tone is 
a bit bass-shy. Which is not to say that it's 

thin-sounding. What marks this instru-
ment's tone is the incredibly consistent bal-
ance from note to note and its timbral com-
plexity, in a wide range of styles. Positioning 

mikes is a cinch; place them almost anywhere 
and you'll get the goods, without boom or 
brittleness. 

Like the Larrivée, the Taylor I saw came 
with an optional Fishman Acoustic Matrix 
Natural pickup (onboard Fishman controls 
are available), which faithfully captures the 

instrument's balance. Digitally recorded or 
through an amp, the sound is natural, espe-
cially in the low-end, though with some 
characteristic " piezo snap." Plugging into 
Fishman's outboard Pro-EQ provides a 
spectrum of sonic possibilities. 

True, this guitar is the most expensive of 
the bunch, but you do in fact get what you 
pay for. The 612C is a player's axe and a 

recording engineer's dream. 

O OVATION 1994 COLLECTOR'S SERIES 
($1695, deluxe case $150): If the name Ova-

tion brings to mind multicolored, raised 
rosettes and fancy epaulets, you might be as 
surprised as I was when I opened the case of 
the U.S.-built Ovation 1994 Collector's 
model. Inside I found an eloquence of under-

statement: a light spruce top embellished by a 
simple mauve and white binding, and an ele-

gant rosette of ash, maple and ebony with 
tiny mother-of-pearl diamonds. The 1994's 
jumbo-fretted ebony fingerboard, decorated 
with a " 1994» inlay at the 12th fret, is com-
plemented by ebony tuning buttons and a 
subtle black/purple/black inlay racing 
through the mahogany headstock and neck. 

It's nicely put together (despite some glue 
oozes in the interior), and the fingerboard 
feels comfy 
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102 4/87 Robert Cray, Los Lobos, Simply Red 

104 6/87 Springsteen, The Blasters, Keith Jarrett 

112 2/88 McCartney, Stanley Clarke, Buster Poindexter 

113 3/88 Robert Plant, 1NXS, Wynton Marsalis 

115 5/88 Stevie Wonder, Sonny Rollins, Joni Mitzhell, Johnny Cash 

116 6/88 Sinead O'Connor, Neil Young, Tracy Calaprnan 

118 8/88 Pink Floyd, New Order, Smithereens 

119 9/88 ZZ Top, Carlos Santana,Wayne Shone, Vernon Reid 

120 10/88 Keith Richards, Crowded House, Depecie Mode 

121 11/88 Prince, Steve Winwood, Randy Newman 

122 12/88 Guns N' Roses, Midnight Oil, Glyn Johns 

123 1/89 Year in Music '88, Metallica, Jack Bruce, Fishbone 

125 3/89 Elvis Costello, Jeff Hea'ey, Sonic Youth 

126 4/89 Lou Reed, John Cale, Joe Satriani 

128 6/89 Peter Gabriel, Charles Mingus, Husker D.A 

129 7/89 The Who, The Cure, Ziogy Marley 

131 9/89 Jeff Beck, Laura Nyro, Billy Sheehan 

133 11/89 The '80s, Daniel Lanois, Syd Straw 

135 1/90 Aerosmith, NRBQ, Ricnard Thompson 

137 3/90 George rlarrison, The Kinks, Abdullah Ibrahim 

138 4/90 Tom Petty, Lenny Kravitz, RLsh, The Silas 

139 5/90 Paul McCartney, Cecil Taylor, Kronos Quartet 

140 6/93 Robert Plant, Suzanne Vega, Soul II Soul, Drums 

143 9/90 Steve Vai, Michael Stipe, MalmsteervMftaughlin 

144 10/90 INXS, Neville Bros., Lou ReedNaclav Ffave' 

146 12/90 Slash, Replacements, Waterboys, Pikes 

147 1/91 Robert Johnson, Bruce Hornsby, SoJI A:.ylum 

148 2/91 Pink Floyd, Neil Youni, Art Blakey, Black Crowes 

149 3/91 Jerry Garcia/Elvis Costello, NWA, Rink Floyd 

150 4/91 R.E.M., Top Manager.' Rot-ndtable, AC/DC 

151 5/91 Eddie Van Halen, Fiebone, Byrcs, Chris Isaak 

152 6/91 Stevie Ray Vaughan, Morrissey, Drum Special 

153 7/91 Bonnie Raitt, Tim Bui kley, Sonny Railirs 

154 8/9/ 15th Anniversary Issue, Sting, Stevie Wonder 

155 9/9: Paul McCartney, Axl Rose, David Ecervir 

156 10/91 Dire Straits, Jesus Jones, McCartney Part 2 

157 11/91 Jimi Hendrix, Frank Zappa, Primus, Eddy/Fogerty 

158 12/91 Miles Davis, Robbie Robertson, Mas:,ive: Attack 

159 1/92 Megadeals!, Nirvana, Earl Palmer 

160 2/92 Fear of Rap, Eric Clapton 

162 4/92 Def Leppard, k.d. lang, Live 

163 5/92 Drugs, Booze & Creativity, Lyle Lovett, Mikes 

164 6/92 Guns N' Roses, Metallica, Genesis 

165 7/92 Led Zeppelin, Faith No More, T-Bone Burnett/Sam Pnillios 

166 8/92 David Gilmour, Robert Wyatt/Bill Nelson 

167 9/92 U2, Big Guitar Spedal, George Harrison 

168 10/92 Playing with Elvis Presley, Producer's Special 

170 12/92 Roger Waters, Prince, Bob Weir 

171 1/93 Best of '92: Extreme, Chili Pepoers, Bobby Brown, Tom Wafts 

172 2/93 100 Greatest Guitarists, Paul Sir:on, Roboen Forc 

173 3/93 Mick Jagger, Hothoise Flowers, Annie Lennox 

174 4/93 Neil Young/Peter Buck, Henry Roans, StMg 

175 5/93 World Party, Stevie Ray Vaughan, PJ Ha:vey 

176 6/93 Speech/Curtis Mayfield, Soul Asy.urn, Chris Isaak 

177 7/93 Pete Townshend, Getting Signed, Primus 

178 8/93 Guitar Special, Steve Vai, Bono, Waterboys 

179 9/93 Steely Dan, Belly/Breeders, Daniel Lanai:. 

180 10/93 Nirvana, Jeff Beck, Depeche Mode, Verve 

181 11/93 Pearl Jam, Counting Crows, Liz Phair, Producer':. Special 

182 12/93 End of the Music Business, Lemontleads, The Band 

183 1194 Flea, Bill Graham, Max Roach 

184 2/94 Zappa, Jeff Buckley, Slash, DAT 

185 3/94 Nine Inch Nails, Elvis Costello, Kate Bush 

186 4/94 Lyle Lovett, Soundgarden, AAA Rad'o, Afghan Whigs 

187 5/94 Counting Crows, Rickie Lee Jonesleo Kottke, Biork 

188 6/94 Dec.ine of English Rock, James, Perry Farrell 

189 7/94 Jazz Special, Branford Marsa is, Smashing Purnakins 

SP1 Best of the Beatles and qollinj Stones 

• poolo-cm GS 
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FORWARD 
FREDDIE 

KING 
VIDEOS 

"He taught me just 
about everything I 

4 needed to know...when 
and when not to make a 
stand...when and when 
not to show your 
hand...and most im 

lid portant of all...how to 
make love to a guitar." 

• ERIC ELAPTON 

FREDDIE KING: THEMBEAT 1966 
A 60 minute video featuring 14 complete perfor-

mances from the legendary 1966 TV show The!!!!Beat. 
Plus a bonus 3 songs from Sweden, recorded in 1973. 

From The!!!!Beal: Have You Ever Loved A Woman. 
I'm Tore Down. Hide Away. I Love The Woman. Papa's 
Got A Brand New Bag, See See Baby, Sitting On The 
Boatdock, Shuffle. She Put The Whammy On Me, San-
Ho-lay & Funny Bone • From Sweden: Have You Ever 
Loved A Woman, Blues Band Shuffle & Big Leg Woman. 

VESTAPOL 13014 $24.95 

FREDDIE KING IN CONCERT 
A 58 minute video featuring various performances 

filmed between 1970 and 1975 in Europe and the LISA. 
Titles include: Ghetto Woman, Sweet Home Chicago. 

Woman Across The Riven Have You Ever Loved A Woman, 
Look Over Yonder's Wall. Ain't Nobody's Business If I Do, 
Whole Lotta Lovin', Woke Up This Morning & Things That 
I Used To Do VESMPOL 13010 $24.95 

STEFAN GROSSMAN'S GUITAR WORKSHOP 
P.O.Box 802. SPARTA, NJ 07871 

TEL: 201/729 5544 FAX: 201/726 0568 

MAGNETIC PICKUPS 

FOR ACOUSTIC GUITAR 

Exciting and unique 
SH 470 

Triple Play Sound System 
The whole new world of acoustic sounds. 
• active magnetic pickup 
• integrated condenser microphone 
• connection for piezo pickup 
• master volume control 
• balance for magnetic-piezo sound 
• volume for microphone 
• integrated battery holder 1:1 
• professional endpin cable connection 

with battery on/off switch 

Until now you could have a magnetic 4 , 
pickup, piezo pickup, or use a /4"r 
microphone but there was 
Ilt, unit available 
offering all in 

Shadow 
makes 

it all. 

Shadow - —  

PIA 
• 

Electronics of America, Inc. 
2850 S.E. Market Place • Stuart/Florida 34997 USA 

TEST CONDITIONS 
All guitars were restrung with D'Addario Phos-

phor Bronze Light strings. Live acoustic/electric 
performance was evaluated using a fine-sounding 
Guild Timberline Aspen acoustic guitar amp and a 
Roland Cube 60 combo. Guitars were milted in a 
variety of positions using two AKG C391B Blue 
Line cardioid condenser microphones and a low-

noise dbx 760X mike preamp; direct signals were 
routed through a Mackie 1604 mixer. All signals 
were recorded using a Digidesign Pro Tools digital 
audio workstation, allowing for random-access 

and automated A/B comparisons of milted tracks 
and direct recordings of each instrument's active 
pickup. 

The tone was my second surprise. Aside 

from the Larrivée, it has the warmest, deepest 
acoustic sound of any of these instruments. 
But it lacks sustain. The sound of a strong 
strum decays faster on the Ovation than the 

others, almost as if an invisible compressor 
were at work. 

In front of the microphones, however, the 
1994's tight sound actually works well for 

fingerstyle and lead playing, keeping each 
note distinct. The six-piece piezo bridge 
pickup fares just as well both on tape and 
through an amp, providing a solid acoustic 
tone. The coup de grâce, though, is the instru-

ment's Optima preamp. In addition to gain 
control and four-band EQ, there's a very 
effective feedback-killing notch filter. The e 
output jack is accompanied by an XLR jack 
(no direct box needed), via which a mixer's 
phantom power can be used to run the 
preamp (instead of the battery). And in the 

"why didn't they come up with this before?" 
department, the preamp includes a built-in, 
easy-to-see chromatic tuner! 

All in all, very impressive. If you're look-

ing for a combination of sophisticated on-
board controls, roadworthiness, warm 
acoustic tone and value, this is the ticket. 

O YAMAHA APX2OD ($1999, deluxe case $50; 

available in antique stain sunburst or cream 

white): With 24 fat frets, sunburst finish and 
raised rosette—lopsided over an elliptical 
soundhole—the APX2OD looks like it 
should be connected to a Marshall stack. This 
axe's aggressive demeanor is tempered only 
by generous amounts of abalone inlay and 
ivoroid binding. 

The APX2OD is a comfortable 
guitar, though a bit heavy, with a 
rounded, moderately thick neck, 
nearly four inches of depth and a 

nice arch in its sycamore back. 
While its Taiwanese workmanship 

is otherwise excellent, our review 
model had disconcerting problems: 
small gaps in the binding, a loose-

fitting battery holder that rattled in 
sympathy with the low strings, a 
tangled mess of internal wiring and 

wood shavings left inside. For two 
grand you expect better. 

Unplugged, like the Takamine, 

the APX2OD doesn't quite live up 
to the promise of its looks. 

There's just not much presence 
(though it does have more bottom). As for 

the loose battery holder, a piece of tape 
stopped the rattle, after which I miked it and 

got decent results, particularly with flat-
picked leads and chords. 

But give it a cable (or two), and the 
APX20D's personality shines, thanks to a 
stereo piezo pickup under the saddle and two 
piezos under the top. Using just the bridge 
pickup, odd-numbered strings can be 
switched to the right output and even-num-
bered strings to the left. A very cool sound! 
Alternately, you can split strings 1, 2 and 3 
right, 4, 5 and 6 left, or go mono. A mix con-

trol lets you blend the "woodier"-sounding 
under-top pickup with the bridge pickup. 
The APX20D's electronics convey a remark-

ably acoustic tone, though they could be 

more versatile. Even with the bass cranked 
there's not much bottom, midrange control is 
absent, and there's no notch filter or phase 
switch to combat feedback. 

All in all, Yamaha's APX2OD is a hot-

looking, fine-feeling guitar that deserves bet-
ter quality control. Acoustically, it leaves 

something to be desired, but it comes on 
quite strong once it's plugged in. 

Naturally, I can't evaluate certain traits of 
these high-end acoustic/electrics, including 
how they'll feel in your hands, how you'll 

like their looks and to some degree how 
they'll sound to you. It seems certain, 
though, that anyone in the market for an 
instrument with these features and in this 
price range ought to shop around, and spend 
as much time as possible with each guitar. 
The options are very rich indeed. 
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Make Money Making Music! 
57 ALBUMS 

[coned from page 50] speaking about some-
thing that meant something to them. (D.D.) 

WHITE 

5 
BARRY WH\f,ufisic.chantg,ed mhy liIfef at l t.hel age 

ove 
with music, through my moth-

er's influences. The song that impressed me 
most was "I ONLY HAVE EYES FOR YOU" by 

the Flamingos. Their sound was incredible. I'd 
heard other songs they had made—"Love 
Walked In" and " Lovers Never Say Good-
bye." But " I Only Have Eyes for You" blew 
us away, man. I'll never forget it. And when I 
hear it today, I think about 1959. (D.D.) 

VICTORIA WILLIAMS 

54 
Simon & Garfunkel's SOUNDS 

OF SILENCE -there were so 
many great songs on that rec-

ord. It had " April Comes She Will," "Some-
where They Can't Find Me," " I Am a Rock." 

Oh gosh. I would say that one really influ-
enced me—the whole concept: I am a rock, I 
am an island. That one was really cool. [sings] 
"And a rock feels no pain, and an island 
never cries." I loved that whole Simon & 
Garfunkel thing. I loved the lyrics to that, 
they were really deep and beautiful. (D.D.) 

TAMMY WYNETTE 

55 
I'd have to say "' TIL I CAN 
MAKE IT ON MY OWN," be-

cause it was released right after 

George Jones and I broke up. Even now, 28 
years later, it's hard to sing because of how 

powerful those emotions were. We cut it at 
the Old Quonset Hut, which was known as 
Columbia Studio B, and I remember it being 
played back in the session and no one really 
said anything. They all knew my private life, 

" most everybody knew, so they all knew the 
song was about Jones. But I hoped it would 
help other people cope with that kind of 
pain. (H.G.) 

ADAM YAUCH 
(THE BEASTIE BOYS) 5 BAD BRA.INPS, ah.k.a.s"the  Rone fOtIhR 

cassette. 
most powerful records ever 

made. 1 would say that they were the seed that 
led to all speed-metal and hardcore band, 
because they started out as a jazz fusion band 
and then they started listening to punk 
records and came out faster and tighter than 

any punk band had ever dreamed of playing 
before. Daryl's bass playing has influenced me 
more than any other bass player. (N.B.) 

DWIGHT YOAKUM 5 Fori me ji t 'sI nkniny dc of ha,,msuesNicGasl 

tTrHinAT MADE HIM FAMOUS, Roy 

Orbison's " Candyman" and the Rolling 
Stones' Get Yer Ya-Yas Out. Johnny Cash 
initiated an acute awareness in me that hillbil-
ly music could have an aggressive, hip edge to 
it. " Candyman" was the B-side to a reissue 
single of " Pretty Woman" and just hearing 
that decadently carnal harmonica solo that 
opens the song, and the way the background 
singers would chant, "Candyman, candy-
man...," in that moment my imagination was 
forever captured. 
I heard Ya-Yas in junior high. For me that 

album was an extension of Orbison and 
Cash. I realized that a hillbilly kid could still 
communicate in a very contemporary fash-

ion without being ashamed of the cultural 
influences that were so overtly a part of my 
musical wardrobe. (M.R.) 

TomKat Productions series of videotapes are 
the perfect instructional complement to your 
musical talent. You have the desire! You have 
the talent! What you need are the secrets 
to success in the music industry. 

Put Your Show on the Road is the 
perfect beginners tape for the new 
band trying to get out of the 
garage and start getting paid! 

How to Get a Record Deal has tips 
from superstars like Michael Bolton 
and Phil Collins on how they made 
it big in the record business. 

Guide to Home Recording will 
show you how to make 
professional sounding tapes at 
home. Three different volumes 
are available for the beginner to 

advanced home recordists. 

Get these videos today to jump start your 
music career. Each video is now availab-, 

for only $29 .95 (01,5 93 shippeo S handIngl 

(800)580-0857 
Money-back Gunrn-f.. 

TomKot 
PiHDUCTIOR S 

Houston, Texas 

Take Music. 
Seriously 
If you want to attend the college where careers in 

contemporary music begin; if you want to study where some 

of the finest musicians you know have developed their talent; 

if you're ready to take music as seriously as we do, apply to 

Berldee. Office of Admissions, Dept. 8748, 1140 Boylston 

Street, Boston, MA 02215. 1-800-421-0084, ext. 8748. 

Berk lee 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

It's where you go. 

0 Bolder College of Music, 1994 
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POP SENSATION Sophie B. Hawkins gets her grooves 

straight from the source: She spent her teenage years studying 

with Nigerian master percussionist Olatunji, the foremost 

popularizer of West African drumming. Today, in a lower-

Manhattan apartment overlooking the Hudson River, she 

spins heartfelt synth-pop vignettes that trace a fine line 

between Madonna and Tori Amos. Virtually all of the tracks 

for her second Columbia album, Whaler, were recorded here 

at what she affectionately calls " Sophie's Tugboat Palace." 

Songwriting is usually a three-day process. Hawkins 

spends the first day wandering across the keyboard of an Otto 

Altenburg upright piano in search of material. By the end of 

Day 2 she has words and music on paper, and Day 3 is devot-

ed to producing a demo. " I'll give myself as much time as I 

need to write a song," she explains, "but when I'm recording, 

I do it as fast as I can. There's a purity that comes out." 

Hawkins' approach to production is decidedly stripped-

down: no sequencing, no sync-to-tape, no tweaking. After 

working up a groove with her Mud MPC6011 drum machine/ 

sampler/sequencer 0, she records parts, one at a time, to an 

Alesis ADAT O. "It's only eight tracks," she says, "so I bounce 
,inci bounce and bounce." Electronic sound sources include a 

Roland Juno 60 (" I love analog"), Korg M1 O. Roland JD-880 

, Roland S-770 sampler 0, Roland MKS-70 0 and 0 er-

heim Matrix-1000 0, all controlled by a Roland A-80 master 

keyboard 0 and Digital Music Corp. MX-8 MIDI patch bay 

0, and submixed through a Roland M-160 line mixer G. She 

plays a Yamaha C6-130 acoustic guitar 'sand an ESP Tradi-

tional electric 0 (amplified by a Gallien-Krueger 200MV 

practice amp), and of course her beloved Nigerian djembe ®. 
. . Monitoring through AKG K240 headphones 0, she records 

- lead and background vocals via an Audio-Technica AT4033 

mike 0 and dbx 160XT compressor O. 
Combined with reverb from two Lexicon LXP is gandan 

LXP 15 0, ADAT tracks are routed to a Mackie Gill 604 

for mixdown. The Mackie's output is captured by a Sony DAT 

Walkman and Tascam 102 cassette deck 0, then pumped by 

m Ashly FET-1000M power amp e to a pair of Yamaha NS-
10M monitors e Hawkins routes audio signals through a 
ProGo PM148 patch bay 0 and power for the entire rig is 

conditioned by three Furman units: two PL-8s (0 and 61) and 

an AR-117 0. 
Mixing and sweetening the demos with producer Stephen 

Lipson at the Aquarium in London gave Hawkins a new per-

spective on her artistic goals. " I thought I was going to learn 

about polishing," she muses. "But what I learned is to clarify 

and simplify. I learned to strip everything away and put 

myself out in front." 



'The Jazz Passengers haie put together ale of the most :-
vibrant musical hybrids of the last decade' 

" This sextet humorously End skillfullypingatas pro igh 
a playçraund of styles." 

"Full of delightful surpris Option 

• 

az 
The Jazz Passengers debut album on High Street Records pushes 

the boundaries of what is normally considered jazz and 

experimental music. Jazz Passengers II! Love captures 13 original 

and memorable performances featuring a diverse group of guest 

singers including: Debbie Harry, Jimmy Scott, Mavis Staples, 

Jeff Buckley, Freedy Johnston. and many more. 

lost 

THIS FALL WI DEBBIE HARRY 

in ove 

From all of the attention and acclaim given to Lost Tribe's 

debut, it's hard to believe that this is only their second record. 

What's not hard to believe is the storming approach that 

Lost Tribe takes, going on the offensive from note one. The 

result is ot,lfish, a seamless collection of 11 new tracks 

featuring their own brand of hardcore-hip hop-jazz-chromatic-

dance music. 

"This is a tough-mindec two-guitar assault unit with a sense 
of humor and big ears a grippirg, real slammin" bard sound" 

"A strange brew that fuses equal pals Omette Coleman, 
James Brown, Led Zepplin Public Enemy, anc Henry 
Threadgill" 

©1994 High Street Records   



REVIEWS 

When the 
LIZ PHAIR 

Whip-Smart 

(MATADOR) 

I F EXILE IN GUYVILLE WAS LIZ PHAIR'S RESPONSE 

to Exile on Main Street, Whip-Smart may well be her 

answer to Smelt the Glove. As if it matters. The male, 
white college crowd that seems to have instantly adopted 

Phair (who looked, in concert, with her neat bangs and 

kilt, as if she'd just been eucused from parochial school 

prior to showtime) as the girl most likely to turn them 

blue, will undoubtedly claim the chant and pump of 

"Supernova" as the "We Are the Champions" of their 

generation, rather than the "Big Bottom," which is what it 

really sounds like. But where Exile seemed liberating and 

came off like personal confessions, Whip-Smart comes off 

largely like professional shtick. 

With the gratuitous fucks that dominate side one, Phair 
seems to be determinedly pandering to the dick-line-
lovers who gave her head-of-the-alternative-class status 

last year. Then again, after more than 30 years of stupid 

songs about stupider girls, is it terribly surprising that the 

first thing a woman does in order to prove her ckverness 

is give boys a dose of their own medicine? And smart— 

particularly when it comes to women in rock—is proba-
blY a much greater taboo than sex. But given that what 

was most impressive about Phair was her musicianship 

(even though as both a sweet-voiced singer and clean-

strumming guitarist, she probably had far more it com-

mon with the average folkie than with Keith Richards) as 
well as her skewed observations, what's most shocking 

about Whip-Smart is that she takes so few risks—whether 

in terms of expanding her musical palette (other than lift-

ing rather directly front"Chopsticks" for the opening cut 

and "Pass the Dutchie" for the title track) or searching for 

something other than cheap laughs. Even the title—which 
might be read for both its vaguely titillating hint of Seel' 

and an assessment of the quite capable Phair's intellect—is 

something of a hedged bet. 
There are funny bits here—descriptions of a guy with a 

37-year-old guitar, imagining a son who wallet his hair 

down like Rapunzel. But one can't help noting that this 

media-savvy wœrian„ who might almost be described as 

the thinking man's Madonna, who kicked off her pre-

album publicity with an Out magazine interview, addresses 
her songs somewhat pointedly to men, an éffect that often 
makes her sound more reactionary than Chrissie Hyinde. 

And few of the funny bits add up to anything more sus-

tained, much less sincere, than just that—funny bits. But 

maybe Pkir's current conflicts stem as much from having 

exhausted her bedroom studio technique as much as her 

backlog of one-nightstands. It's possible that dis some-

PHOTOGRAPH BY Toni El & DAY 

labyrinthine structures and the grad-school har-

monies, it was Becker who found the endearing 

little melodies and the wry, puzzling images to 

make them stick, and it was Becker who or-

ganized the rhythm tracks so that the most con-

voluted form breezed along like a pop song. 

lip C4r.ene own 

fie *4 

MUSIL:IAN 

known as a symbol, but is rather an album by the 

artist known as Prince. His Royal Purpleness, as 

prolific as he is enigmatic, professes to have so 

many completed works sitting around the house 

waiting for release that he has apparently decid-

ed, in the interest of full disclosure, that anything 

MUSICIAN 

1 

75 

pop first—atter all, we've nex er had a song 

named after an animal hormone before). There 

are the usual Princely nods towards funk 'n' roll 
("Loose" sounds like a musical tutorial for 

Lenny Kravitz) and big-time R&11 ("Dark" 
sports some neatly retro horns and keyboard), 
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EVIEWS 
as well as an anti—child abuse song ("Race"), 

both of which are welcome, though utterly out 

of place in the moisture-obsessed context of 
this, er, head-y album. 

Besides, everything after cut one is just so 
much musical foreplay leading up to the 

album's, urn, climactic final track, " Orgasm," 

about which all one can say is that it sure is 

appropriately titled. Actually, those who have 

found Prince's rather masturbatory policy of 
recording virtually all of his music and vocals 

alone (you know Woody Allen's classic line 

about masturbation: "Sex with someone you 

love") will be happy to find out that, even 

though he's got a great falsetto, he did not 
attempt to play both parts of the beast with 

two backs on this track. (Though, judging 

from the man-woman symbol, he may well 

have thought about it.) As noted on the album 

credits—"Partner on `Orgasm': She knows." 

Hey, I've heard of mirrors on the ceiling, but 

this is ridiculous. —Billy Altman 

SINÉAD O'CONNOR 

Universal Mother 

(CHRYSALIS) 

ITH UNIVERSAL MOTHER ALL OF SINÉAD 

O'Connor's worst tendencies come to 

SIN ÉAD O 'CONNOR 

what dull-sounding album—in which Phair and 

her distinctively talented drummer Brad Wood 

have not quite figured out how to integrate her 

low keys and their spare rhythmic concepts into 

the context of a genuinely compelling band—is 

merely the transition between Phair's art hob-
4..11 

VIDEO 
JORMA KAUKONEN 

The Acoustic Guitar of Jorma Kaukonen 

Video One: Blues, Rags and Originals; Video Two 
IHOMESPUN TAPES) 

THE FIRST video in this series is so engrossing that I pulled out my guitar, star'te 

along, and found myself talking to the TV set as if Jorma were in the room. Kaukonen, a 

member of the Jefferson Airplane who went on to form Hot Tuna with Jack Casady, is a 

guru to graduates from the granola guitar school. He is also a great teacher. 

In a series of precise and insightful demonstrations, Kaukonen breaks down a number 

of traditional and original blues tunes, including Blind Blake's "West Coast Blues" and 

"Hesitation Blues," into dozens of eloquent mini-lessons on classic right- and left-hand 

fingerpicking. Pointing out ways to work cool licks and reusable blues phraseology into 

standard arrangements, Kaukonen preaches the importance of maintaining "the groove" 

as the key to an effective performance. In his own composition, "Crystal City," a swampy 

blues in open E tuning, Jorma suggests exaggerated vibrato, glissando and alter 

right-hand rhythms as a way to add drama to slide technique. 

This video works particularly well for those who have a bit of a background in blues or 

ragtime. Be aware, however, that for some reason, Video Two, the folkier followup, is 

much more elementary. Newcomers to fingerstyle will value this measure-oy-measure tour 

through basic chord shapes, rhythm accompaniment ideas, string bending and simple 

bass runs. (Box 694, Woodstock, NY 12498, (800) 33-TAPES)—Steph Paynes 

full flower—internalizing the woeful weight 

of the world, precious fragility and defensive 

piss-offedness, bathos and a generally mud-

dled view of things. Musically, she's taken an 

interesting tack—restraint. Except for one 

song at the beginning—"Fire on Babylon," a 

vague civilization-as-dysfunctional-family 

thing—and one near the end—"Famine," a 

rap about Ireland as a formerly abused child 

suffering from repressed-memory syn-

drome—the music here is sparse: piano, or 

piano and acoustic guitar, or even, on two 

occasions, a cappella voice. This has the effect 

of putting the lyric content up-front, which is 

unfortunate. 

The album's title should serve as warning 

enough; motherhood and attendant reflections 

on family relations have given her an all-

encompassing metaphor, as suggested in the 

thumbnail sketches above. Combine this with 

her keen sense of the diluted spiritual condi-

tion of the modern epoch and you have a 

theme running through the album—Ireland 

continues to stumble away from its Edenic ori-

gin because it has lost touch with the God 

mother; babies cry (on "All Babies") because 

they've been newly separated from God and 

have entered our horrid world of trivialized 

religion; love is a respite from our ongoing 
pain, but one destined to end badly (original 

sin is the subtext—"Thank You for Hearing 
Me"). It's understandable that O'Connor 

would feel that the fact that God-the-concept 
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It a time when most early 
work of Elvis Costello 
albums like ALMOS 
out even more sharpl , 
them again ( for the fi 

Also a‘ailahle: 

2 1/2 YEARS • MY AI 1S Ti  
THIS YEARS MODEL • ARMED I-
GET HAPPY!!! • TRUST' 

1,(i's musk has 
tinues to shine wi 

LIJE (originally relea 
than they did originally.-7 
time). 

In stores now, or order 1-free at 1-800 

\\trite for free cacalogiie. RYK(1)1M1l. USA Pick, 
RY1:01/1•44 . 
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.igotten or repackaged as new wave no 
lunrivaled luster. Viewed in the light 

41981) and IMPERIAL BEDROOM (1 
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ALMOST BLUE 
RCD/R.AC 20277 

• ELEVEN added tracks! 
Deluxe artwork 
II 

• Liner notes by Elvis 

•  

• Digitally remastered 

IMPERIAL BEDROOM 
RcotRAC 2‘1 

• NINE added tracks! 
• Deluxe artwork 

• Liner notes by Elvis 
• Digitally remastered 
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has grown relatively dim and distant for many 

reflects a lack in humankind—though personal-

ly I would place the burden on God-the-

concept. But one feels less sympathetic towards 

the enormous egotism which turns personal 

pain into universal malaise—especially when 

the transference is presented to us so plainly, 

almost naively and certainly with a minimum of 

imagination. 

What O'Connor does have going for her is 

her theatrical sense of herself and her voice. 

The former serves her well on "Red Football" 

as she moves from a dubious vulnerability to a 

solid ferocity, but then scuttles the fine intent of 

"Scorn Not His Simplicity," a request for com-

passion toward a retarded child—the tremor in 

her voice fatally gilds the lily. As for that 

famous riveting voice, for much of the album 

she whispers and coos softly, signaling sensitiv-

ity. As music, quite apart from whatever she 

night actually feel, all this soft-spoken delicate 

stuff comes across as both bogus and boring. 
She's much more convincing when she sounds 

like she's on the verge of delivering a swift kick 

to the crotch. 

—Richard C. Walls 

his film music has transported you 

to other places and times. 

his songs will propel you 

to another state of mind. 

k 
ryuichi saa moon 

sweet revenge 

the new album, featuring moving on. on elektra compact discs and on.... cassettes ;- 

STAN TRACEY OCTET 

Portraits Plus 

(BLUE NOTE) 

B
RITISH PIANIST, COMPOSER AND AR-

ranger Stan Tracey's career has spanned a 

lifetime (he's in his late 60s) and seen numerous 

changes—from entertaining the troops to 

working with dance bands to a seven-year stint 

as the house pianist at Ronnie Scott's in the 

1960s. Previously, much of Tracey's work was 

documented on his own Steam label; now Blue 

Note plans to reissue several releases, including 

Under Milk Wood, a suite Tracey based on 

Dylan Thomas's work. 

Portraits Plus, Tracey's Blue Note debut, 

showcases his compositions for octet, four of 

which are tributes to some of Tracey's musical 
heroes: Sonny Rollins, Thelonious Monk, Gil 

Evans, Duke Ellington. A trumpet, trombone, 

alto and two tenors are heard. (Guy Barker, 

Malcolm Griffiths, Peter King, Don Weller and 

Art Themen, respectively; occasionally, The-

men plays soprano.) The arrangements are 
solid, some of the tunes are punchy, the band is 

tight, the soloists get plenty of room—and hav-
ing said all that, I cannot recommend that you 

buy this CD unless your tastes in sound are 

strikingly different from mine. 

Tracey's style, which has been described as 

"angular" and "Monkish," has a slash-and-burn 

choppiness about it that makes it kind of dis-

tinctive ("Newk's Fluke" demonstrates this 

amply), but block chords do not a Thelonious 

make. (As a matter of fact, the only pianist 

whose style I found genuinely Monkish was the 

late, great Walter Davis Jr.) The piano here is so 

upfront in the mix that even when Tracey is 

comping the horns, his signature becomes more 

than underwriting. That's not so bad, but com-

bined with the other irritant factors on this CD, 
it gets overbearing. 

If you like sax solos chockfull of feverish 

glissandos and slurred notes, you'll be happy as 

a clam. If you like your intonation well on the 

sharp side, the same holds true. The tenor solo 

on "Rocky Mount" epitomizes a style of sax 

playing that makes me crazy, in the pejorative 

sense. It has its American proponents but it's 

not fair to name them—and anyway, as they say 

in the biz, " you'll hear it." The bass player 

(Dave Green) has chops galore, but most of the 

time he's just too busy for words, walking, skip-

ping, walking, skipping. The drummer is 

Tracey's son Clark, who, in a phrase I once 

heard Ahmad Jamal use to describe someone 

else, "plays the drums from the top down 

instead of the bottom up." And that's what's 

missing throughout this compilation—warmth, 
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Al Di Meol 
orange and blue 

AL DI MEULA guitars, piano, 
synthesizers, percussion, drums 

PETER ERSKINE — drums 

MANU KATCHIÉ — drums 

STEVE GADD drums 

MARC JOHNSON acoustic bass 

PINO PALLADINO electric 
fretless bass 

MARIO PARMISANO piano, 
synthesizers 

HERNÁN ROMERO vocals and 
miscellaneous instruments 

GEORGE DALARAS vocals 

NOA vocals 

SIMON SHAHEEN violin 

GUMBI ORTIZ percussi 

Fall ' 94 Tour Dates 

September 27 - Indianapolis, IN 
September 28 - Peoria, IL 
September 29 - Milwaukee, WI 
Septen-ber 30 - Kalarnanio, MI 
October 1 - Chicago, IL 
October 4 - Minneapolis, MN 
October 5 - Omaha, NE 
October 6 - Kansas City, MO 
October 7 - S. Louis, MO 
October 8 - Carbondale, IL 
October 9 - Louisville, KY 
October If) - Cincinnati3OH 
October 12 - Washington, D.C. 
October 13 - Philadelphia, PA 
October 14 - Boston, MA 
October 15 - Pmvidence, RI 
October 16 - Burlington, VT 
October 19 - New Britain, CT 
October 21 - New Yerk City, NY 
October 22 - Huntington, NY 

•8 • t•994 The Mur VFW, Ltd Wt.!! and 'marketed by eurrneon ley veer.. a Ihy, 

I he de( iric follow-up to AI'. 
winning Kiss My Axe, from Gait 
magazine's only recipient of 14 
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A LITTLE ON THE CD SIDE 

1 I i rJ i 

JI] _biLL'AL J1 
Don't waste time playing catch-up. Get all the e4EW MUSIC you 
need right now. VOLUME 15 is the latest from Musician's 
NEW MUSIC SAMPLER series, and it highlights all the best of 
the upcoming fall releases. 

15 TRACKS FOR $ 3.00 
Send me   copies of A LITTLE Of THE CD SIDE Volume 14. Enclosed is S3.00 per disc for shipping and han-

dling ( S5.00 for foreign orders—US Funds only). Please include appropriate sales tax in CA, DC. IL, MA, NJ, TN. 

PA. VA, OH CAN. OR SUBSCRIBE TO CD SICE and hear a minimum of 75 new releases a year! Receive the next 5 

CD samplers ( a new volume every 3 months) for mere S15. 

_ Sign me up, Enclosed is S15 for each CD Side subscription ( S25 for foreign subs—US Funds only). Please 

start my subscription with  Vol 13  Vol 14  Vol 15 

Note: it thc volume you ,equested is sold out, your subscription will begin with the next available volume 

Send checklmoney order ( US Funds Only) to: MUSICIAN CD SIDE, PO Box 99100. Collingswood, NJ 08108. 

Name 

Address    City  State  Zip   

Please allow 4-6 weeks for delivery. 
.LSO AVAILABLE 

la Volume 4, featuring Paul Weller, Zap Mama, Jah Wobble Ali Farka loure & Ry Cooder, Luka Bloom, Boingo, 

Everette Harp, Dixie Dregs and 8 more. 

Send me copies of Volume 14 at S3 each ( S5 foreign—US Funds Only). 

• Volume featuring the Cranberries, Meat Puppets, John Scotield/Pat Metheny, The Band, Jack Bruce, Chris 

Rea, Booker T & the Ws. Al Kooper, Young Dubliners and 9 more!. 

Send me  copies of Volume 13 at S3 each ( S5 foreign—US Funds Only). 

ALL NEW 
RR imAsEs 
FEATURING: 

Big Head Todd 
Jeff Buckley 
Orbital 
Lyle Lovett 
Canned Heat 
Walter Becker 
Killing Joke 

USIC SAMPLE 
Dream Theatre 
Dag 
Newsboys 
John Tavener 
Jason & Alison 
Denny Brown 
Sordid Humor 
Andreu Donald - 
The Who 
Martin Page 



depth, resonance. Even a ballad might help. 

And some breathing space, in which no notes 

are heard. —Karen Bennett 

NEIL YOUNG 

& CRAZY HORSE 

Sleeps wIth Angels 

(REPRISE) 

I T'S A LITTLE LIKE SAN FRANCISCO WEATH-

I er: If you don't care for Neil Young's musical 

style at any given moment, wait a while and it'll 

change. Generally a new album with Crazy 

Horse has meant a hardroll outing, but 

Sleeps with Angels might be the closee thing we 

get, this side of Decade 11, to the best of all the 
various "Neils" together or one package. As 

Young once said of Ragged Glory, but which 
applies more here, " It's heavy and light." It's 

also great. 
Beginning with 1975's Tonight's the Night, 

each NY&CH album can be viewed as a state-

ment on the condition of rock 'n' roll culture— 
or at least hippie romanticism in the face of 

ridiculous odds. Since this one carne together in 

reaction to the death of Kurt Cobain (who 
quoted Young in his  suicide• note), you just 

know this has to be good. He's even written a 

train song this time around, and all the other 
fave themes are here, too—the randomness of 

mortality (" Driveby"), the car as American 

metaphor ("Trans Am"), environmentalism 

ece of Crap"), spiritual decay ("Safeway 

Cart"), a weird American nationalism ("West-
ern Hero") and the world as a moral vacuum... 

Real fun, eh? But considering that the title 

track was written specifically with Cobain in 

mind (one wonders what Ms. Love will think 

of the lyrics, although they could also be about 
a fan—that's the beauty of it), half the fun here 

is wondering if the intro riff to " Skeps with 

Angels" is consciously suppoed to sound like 
T. Rex's " Bang-a-Gong." Or why he quotes 

(musically) Si the Eagles (a favorite inter-

view target for Young) and Iggy Pop (lyrically) 
on " Safeway Cart." Or if the beginning of 

ece of Crap" is supposed to make you think 

of the Stones. 
Of course, 555yo 5uld—he could—simply 

say this is reading  much into it. That divine-
ly inspired genius guitar-playing is what really 

makes this album great, even if it's relatively 
subdued compared to that of Ragged Glcny (it 
takes six tracks before he really kicks in, and on 

a fairly soothing tune at that—the haunting 

"Change Your Mind"). Nevertheless, Sleeps 

with Angels captures that simplistic primal 

beauty (read: r'n'r) that Eagle Glenn Frey once 

described as Neil Young's "demo tapes." Along 

with his crazy-but-he-knows-it demeanor, it's 

that quality that most allows Young to remain a 
spokesperson for all rock roll generations. 

Kurt Cobain got away with writing a song 

called "Dumb," but only Young can write a 

song called " Piece of Crap" and have it really 

mean something. Holdship 

JOI 

The Pendulum Vibe 
(EMI/ERG) 

A S SOMEONE WITH AN ABIDING LOVE FOR 
I4 the Afro-American tradition, I must confess 

that, despite a wealth of technical gifts and pro-

duction savvy, much of today's R&B strikes me 

as smarmy to the max. " I Want to Sex You Up," 

"I Like the Crotch on You." Wow, like roll over 
Cole Porter. I mean, any music that can make sex 
seem unappealing is just inherently evil, man. 

Well, there stands Joi on the cover of her 

debut recording, The Pendulum Vibe, a god-

dess of soul: beautiful yet distant, encircled by 

b-boys in earnest supplication, ready for a lay-

ing on of the hands—ah, but who among you is 
worthy? Joi revels in her own sexuality, without 

necessarily being defined by it, and faces down 

MUSICIAN 

FQur years of thought. 
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World Cafe con be heard on 72 stations, including: 
91.5 KUSC, Los Angeles 

90.7 WFUV, New York City 

100.1 WRLT, Nashville 

91.3 WLTR, Columbia, SC 

90.1 KOPN, Columbia, MO 

90.5 KCSU, Ft. Collins, CO 

88.5 WXPN, Philadelphia 

103.3 KUMD, Duluth 

89.3 KPRG, Guam 

89.7 WNKU, Cincinnati 

91.9 WUMB, Boston 

CONTACT YOUR LOCAL 

RADIO STATION FOR AIR TIMES 

OR CALL 215.898.6677 

IYAlleOral 

ET CETERA 
ANDY PARTRIDGE AND 

HAROLD BUDD 

Through the Hill 
1CARLINEI 

DUETS ARE in and, apparently, the more 

unlikely the better. Which is one reason why 

this collaboration between minimalist com-

poser-pianist Harold Budd and XTC's Andy 

Partridge merits some interest. The title cut 

introduces the dreamy soundscapes that 

have become Budd's calling card, and Par-

tridge's influence surfaces sporadically, 

most notably on " Missing Pieces to the 

Game of Salt and Onyx." An expansive, stark 

piece with a dissonant, 510-mo guitar, it's 

one of the few cuts that bears the fruits of a 

real collaboration. The disc has its share of 

worthwhile moments, but if you're a fan of 

Budd's minimalism, pick up the far superior 

She Is a Phantom (New Albion), a live record-

ing with zeitgeist. 

—Michael Lipton 

HERBIE MANN 

The Evolution of Mann— 

The Herbie Mann 

Anthology 

A JAZZ flute player whose records include 
pianist Antonio Carlos Jobim's first studio 

performance and guitarist Duane Allman's 

last, whose bands introduced an unsuspect-

ing western world to the likes of Olatunji, 

Sergio Mendes and Sonny Sharrock, whose 

professed influences contain Miles Davis 

and Machito. Herbie Mann brings more to 

the turntable than your average musical nav-

igator. This twofer deftly chronicles three 

decades of surprise and delight, in the pro-

cess revealing Mann as an up-to-date hip-

ster whose way with a melody is matched, 

even surpassed, by his taste in musical col-

laborators and his feel for the cool groove. 

Be the first on your block to rediscover a bril-

liant career. 

—Mark Rowland 

ARTHUR RUSSELL 

Another Thought 
POINT BLANK) 

SINGER/SONGWRITER RUSSELL died of AIDS in 
early 92 and this new release has been 

culled from over 800 reels of tape he left 

behind. Though Russell had made his mark 

on the avant-dance scene, his background 

and influences are varied: the most striking 

thing about this disc is how he's turned an 

amalgam of musics into a personal style. 

Often accompanying himself on cello, he 

crafts melodies that tend to be discursive. 

but with a poppish propulsion and hypnotic 

pulse. His voice is reminiscent of John Mar-

tyn. but with a bit more grace and range. 

Though there's a melancholy tug to the 

voice/cello texture (even when surrounded 

by a variety of arrangemental felicities), the 

lyrics, with their rush of words, are more 

nearly euphoric—expression, even of loss, 

becomes an occasion for wonderment. 

—Richard C. Walls 

PETER LAUGHNER 

& FRIENDS 

Take the Guitar Player 

for a Ride 
(TIM I(ERW, 

THE MISTAKEN 

Santa Fe 
IRIPLI N 

SUPPOSEDLY ROCK critics are failed 

musicians, but if these releases are any 

indication, it just ain't so. Both Laughner 

and the Mistaken's Gregg Turner were 

Creem mag scribes who played pivotal roles 

in their local scenes ( Pere Ubu, Cleve-

land—Angry Samoans. So. Cal. respective-

ly). Laughner expressed teenage angst, 

while Turner turned a sarcastic cheek. 

Laughner died: Turner teaches math at the 

College of Santa Fe. Guitar Player is a two-

record set ( or one 75-minute CD omitting 

two Dylan covers and "What Love Is") culled 

from many hours of amateur work tapes 

and live recordings. The sound is rough 

(though cleaner than bootleg tapes). but 

Laughner's songwriting couldn't sound 

more true. " Baudelaire," " Amphetamine," 

"Cinderella Backstreet," " Ain't It Fun" ,.. all 

make a convincing case for Laughner as 

one of the most accomplished of the 

pre/post punk movement. Naturally, Santa 

Fe is smaller in scale, as it's merely anoth-

er chapter in Turner's absurd and ongoing 

rock ' n' roll diary, offering unpretentious 

garage band workouts. 

—Rob O'Connor 
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most of the contradic-

tions of contemporary 

R&B without totally 

rejecting it. 

Because Joi wants to 

create a space where she 

can celebrate R&B's 

past and explore its 

future. A strong con-

temporary black wom-

an, Joi is a voice in 

search of a vibe all her 

own, a musical setting 

that allows her to draw 

upon a wide spectrum 

of styles and emo-

tions—and not neces-

sarily what is expected of a black diva. "Freedom 

to sing what I want," she wails, her voice a blur of 

angry distortion over a hip-hop rhythm track, 

blaring through an amplifier like an incarcerated 

ghost of R&B gone—long gone. Yet just a 

moment before she was celebrating the black 

female voice as it came up through the church and 

the spirituals, à la Sweet Honey in the Rock, and as 

a prelude to The Pendulum Vibe's most sensual 

event, she intones "Te Adore Christus" with a 

plainsong grace that is pure spirit. 

In co-conspirator Dallas Austin, Joi has found 

a renegade R&B producer more interested in 

street grit than slick romanticism. On moody 

feminist anthems like "Sunshine & the Rain" and 

"I've Found My Niche," Austin and Joi create a 

new kind of urban dub; " Find Me" employs 

jazzy flutes and a collage of very untraditional 

funk sounds to mirror the singer's search for self, 

and "Memories" finds her reveling in the Minnie 

Ripperton-like sweetness of her instrument. On 

"Fatal Lovesick Journey" her voice takes on a 

bluesy patina to match the brassy, Memphis 

underground soul of Austin's chart, hut with 

"Narcissa Cutie Pie" Joi throws sensuality a 

curveball with a tale of sexual ambivalence and 

attraction, as a jazzy trumpet offers muted 

responses to Joi's feline cooing and wooing. 

All in all, Joi is a fantastic talent with the nerve 

to be original in the face of numbing commercial 

conformity. The Pendulum Vibe portrays a new 

kind of urban diva, who dares to ask for respect 

upfront, and offers the promise of consciousness, 

adventure and, yes, romance. The Pendulum 

Vibe is the face of soul to come. —Chip Stern 
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SHUDDER TO THINK 
Pony Express Record 

(EPIC) 

T HIS POST-MODERN ROCK THING IS 

really turning into a regular Name-That-

Tune Pepsi Challenge: With that last Pavement 

album, I immediately caught lifted riffs from 

Bad Company, Buddy Holly, Aretha Franklin 

and Def Leppard during the first cut alone. So 

pardon me for getting a little pissy when this 

Shudder to Think album doesn't allow me the 

pleasure of showing the world how much I 

know about pop music. It needs a warning 

sticker to let potential buyers know an ad-

vanced knowledge of rock and pop is required 

to figure out the reference points. I practically 

went to school for this shit—and the only direct 

cops I can lamely suggest are Gentle Giant and 

the Jesus Lizard, though I still come up short 

when actually trying to name a specific appro-

priated riff. 

Either this album is a mess or I am. It comes 

at you in seven different directions and is either 

a complete work of genius five years ahead of 

its time, or a pretentious piece of stitchwork 

completely missing the boat. The rhythms con-

stantly shift, guitars alternate between ap-

pallingly dissonant chord structures and single 

notes that never go where you'd expect, and the 

singer doesn't seem to know whether he's 

joined Iron Maiden, Iron Butterfly or, for that 

matter, Iron Prostate. None of which would 

mean squat...except that my insides tell me that 

somewhere here lies a great record. But 
damned if I can find it. 

Songs like " Hit Liquor," "Gang of $" and 

"No Rm. 9, Kentucky" all have perceivable 

charms, whether a solid hook or a multi-tracked 

pop vocal. The instrumentation remains the 

same—the standard guitar, bass and drums of 

punk rock. But like preening jazzbos who 

know too many chords, Shudder seem inclined 

to defeat every cliché by altering it with a higher 

musicianship, which while leading to some 

unexpected stuff, doesn't necessarily catch the 

pocket. Progressive-punk? —Rob O'Connor 

CONTEMPORARY 

CREOLE MUSIC FROM 

ONE OF LOUISIANA'S 

FAVORITE SONS 

Includes the classic song 
"Hey Baby" 

andl 
"Man With The Blues" 
(a new duet with Willie Nelson) 

Plus special guests 

Produced by Steve Berlin 
(Los Lobos) 

o 
ISLAND 

Buckwheat Zydeco on tour 

now and always! 

1994 Island Records, Inc. 
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INDIE 
nfiARKE-I-PLACE 

Music that melts 
in your mind. 

David Garfield 
John Pena 

Steve Lukother 
Simon Phillips 

Candynan is the newest release from 
The Lobotomys, a group of supremely 

talented musicians playing manic, dark, high-
ly evolved and completely unpredictable 

rock, so join the partytime and 

"Be enlightened—be lobotomyzed." 

VICEROY MUSIC 
547 W. 27th Street 
New York, NY 10001 

(212) 465-2357 MUSIC 
EXCLUSIVELY DISTRIBUTED BY ABC MUSIC DISTRIBUTION 

INDUE 
LABELS 

YOUR 
A D 
HERE 

CALL 

ANDY MYERS 

212 + 536 + 5209 

STEVE SWALLOW 

The Real Book 

(ECM) 

F
OR MUSICIANS INTENT ON LEARNING 

the correct path through the standard reper-

toire—from Charlie Parker's bebop to Jobim's 

romanticism to the question-and-answer 

melodies of Wayne Shorter—The Real Book 

has been an invaluable tool, the jazz bible for 

over 30 years. Usually bought clandestinely 

from other musicians, this thick looseleaf book 

contains accurate transcriptions of songs that 

are often not available commercially. Dog-eared 

copies are always present when serious musi-

cians gather to test their wits or to simply find 

the right chords to a Miles tune. 

Bringing together some of today's most 

formidable players, Steve Swallow's Real Book 

captures the intimate feeling of a thousand 

sweaty basement jams, with all the ease, energy 

and risk-taking that scenario implies. Swallow 

(who began as an acoustic bassist in the '60s with 

Paul Bley and Jimmy Giuffre, then, as a vital 

member of groups led by Gary Burton and Carla 

Bley in the '70s, went electric) penned the ten 

compositions here to the mood of a typical late-

SHORT TAKES 

BY J.D. CONSIDINE 

BAD RELIGION 

Stranger Than Fiction 
AT 

ON A stylistic level, Bad Religion are punk 

fundamentalists, refusing to accept that 

there's any more to rock than the cranked 

guitars and double-time drums described in 

the Book of Ramones. Yet these guys are vir-

tual Unitarians when it comes to songwriting, 

opting for easily accessible pop melodies 

and even the occasional cushion of harmony 

vocals. Taken together, that may not add up 

I
as coherent theology, but it makes for a won-

derfully bracing album—particularly when 

-the band's tuneful roar is chained to words 

. as smart and funny as these (sample lyric: 

. " Life is the crummiest book I ever read"). 

Listen, and believe. 

DA BRAT 

Funkdafied 

(SOSO DEUCHAOSjCOLUMBIA1 

THOUGH THE rap community complains that 

Jermaine Dupri ripped off and watered down 

Snoop Doggy Dogg's sound for this pop-rap 

crossover, the real gripe against Da Brat is 

the way she plays gangsta attitude and 

behavior as mere teen fashion. That ain't 

def—it's dumb. 

EDDIE READER 

Eddie Reader 
(REPRISE/BLANCO Y NEGRO) 

Don't let the calming beauty of her singing 

lull you into thinking Reader is just another 

pretty voice. Even as the artfully understated 

arrangements seem to ease the way for 

Reader's lustrous voice, the heartbreak and 

hard choices described in her songs lend a 

power and resonance to these songs tha 

keep them from ever seeming like " easy" li 

tening. But it's precisely the fact that it 

walks the line between raw emotion and 

carefully crafted artistry that makes Eddi 

Reader worth taking to heart. 

SWING OUT SISTER 

The Living Return 
(MERCURY) 

ALTHOUGH THEIR earlier efforts clearly owed 

more than a little to ' 70s soul. S.O.S. has 

never been as blatant about its indebted' 

ness as it is here. Between the wah-wah gu' 

tar and analog synth flavoring " Better Mak 

It Better" and the straight-up cover of " La L 

Means I Love You," it's almost as if th 

group is playing musical dress-ups—an 

having a grand old time in the process. True 

there's little here that would actually make 

Sounds of the ' 70s compilation had it actua 

ly been released back then, but that hardi 

diminishes the post-ironic pleasures to b 

had here. 

HOODOO GURUS 

Crank 
(PRAXIS/ZOO) 

CRANKED WOULD probably be coser 
given the ease with which their window-rat-

tling guitars flesh out the tuneful likes oil 

"Less Than a Feeling" and "The Right Time." 

But to their credit, the Gurus are just as con-

vincing on the quiet numbers, filling " Fading 

Slow" with enough tenderness to suggest 

that there's more than a touch of sentimen-

tality beneath the ear-bruising bravado. 

MN' 



night rehearsal menu of bebop, blues and ballads. 

Jack DeJohnette (who takes center stage 

throughout) introduces the atonal hyper-bop of 

"Bite Your Grandmother" with a tumbling 

drum assault, matched by a brief, crunchy solo 

from tenor saxophonist Joe Lovano. «Second 

Handy Motion," a languid blues, provides a 

short breather before « Outfits," an edgy 

mambo with a spacious, elevating melody stated 

by Lovano and flugelhornist Tom Harrell. Late-

ly paired together often, their lovely ensemble 

work and soloing consistently brighten Real 

Book's chewy compositions. Methodical yet 

wonderfully melodious, Swallow's solos are 

mercilessly brief on Real Book. "Ponytail," a 

Strayhorn-ish melody played at medium swing 

tempo, closes, as all good sessions do, in a 

relaxed, nocturnal fashion. 

Real Book's cover duplicates the '70s op-art 

lettering and coffee stains of the original, and 

the CD booklet includes full lead sheets for 

each track. Elaborating on a time-tested idea 

(perhaps « Bite Your Grandmother" will be in 

the next edition of The Real Book), Steve Swal-

low has made one of the more vibrant and inter-

esting jazz recordings of 1994. Anyone for 

breakfast? — Ken Micallef 
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7941  2 
Peavey-711 A St., Meridian, MS 39301 (601) 483-5365...23 
Remo-12804 Roymer St., North Hollywood, CA 91605 
(818) 983-2600 31 
Roland-7200 Dominion Circle, Los Angeles, CA 90040 
(213)685-5141  41, 43, 45 
Shadow Electronics-2850 SE Market Place, Stuart, FL 
34997 (407) 221-8177 70 
Shure Brothers Inc.-222 Harney Ave., Evanston, IL 60202 
(708) 866-2200 59 
SWR Engineering- 12823 Foothill Blvd., Unit B, Sylmar, CA 
91342 (818) 898-3355 48 
Tascan,--7733 Telegraph Rd., Montebello, CA 90640 (213) 
726-0303 39 
Taylor Guitars- 1940 Gillespie Way, El Cajon, CA 92020 
(800) 833-6(44 46-47 
Tom Kat Productions-2537 So. Gessner, Suite 114, 
Houston, TX 70723 71 
Yamaha-6600 Orangethorpe Ave., Bueno Park, CA 90620 
(71 4) 522-9011  92 
Yorkville Sound Inc.-4625 Wrtmer Industrial Estate, Niagara 
Falls, NY 14305 (716) 297-2920 58 

IN DI E MARKETPLACE 

"Lee Rocker and Big Blue are a fire-
breathing hillbilly ' n' blues hybrid hot 
enough to melt a Sun Session 45!" 

—Guitar World 

The charismatic, virtuoso stand up bassist 
for the Stray Cats, Lee Rocker, struts with 
his new trio, BIG BLUE, in this sparkling 
debut on Black Top Records. With special 
guests Scotty Moore, In McLogon and 
the Memphis Horns. 

1-800-833-9872 

TON OF BRICKS 
KEEP UP 
the debut disc 

from one of 

San Francisco's 

most talked about 

ricker2.... and the glom, of tE,,,,-;0eEnne, d Loan 

straight- ahead effort.-

mellow fusion joins e  10  
forces in this solid. 

-rnetermixing ,,,Peeineetes 'Ay'.l«iiitteke'Haeiesena.n,ss 

new groups.- ,,.. "A'<•, th 

.nut and 

Street Ztt'Ei,1'.1,e7"0d4771 "sib,  u aU.. :401 r 

k"l'n'ard -vast array of "popping ha" and 
• 

, E guitaz•••• ::::itrdeirlisetS: 
with a pop 

HEAD Nee Re" of 

-->:•::::a"nrai:o•Cs.14131•111g1140M542 

distributed by: 
Dutch East India Trading 

Mixed on a Mackie, a demo CD from one of the 

leading makers of affordable console mixers, 

features 21 cuts from the winners of the Mixed 

on a Mackie contest. The cuts, some new age, 

some blues, and some actual commercials, 

were all mixed on Mackie boards that cost less 

than $ 1100—proving that CD-quality mixing 

can be done outside the recording studio. For a 

copy send $7.93 (cheek or m.o.) to Mackie, 

20205 144th Ave. NE, Woodinvale, WA 98072. 

SHADOWS IN TIM 

ROGER VARIAN 

\ lelt :1111.1 lyrical illustrations blend with pure vocal I la, 

monies and heartfelt instrumental a:vompanitnent to paint 

.1 colorful inti;ical canvas rich with eihotional texture. 

Iklnit aim textures lo iwiginal songs wills stellar backup 

perforriances by major recording artiM> in a style that 

merges adult auernative. motet), and fi ilk-rock genres. 

i niter dins' ( Cluck Visa MC/ SIS CD, • 11 ( 
• S2 P&I I •21a-l• item I I AINI Reconls I I - 

u1/4 9.II)2-1 ( Jr call: 

tiliel thIltIrerl111411frieS 

NEWSBOYS "Going Public" 
"Ike Newsboys are Going Public! From the 

aggressive rhythms of "Lights Out" to the reflective 

"Be Still," this bold new release is pure Newsboys. 

With their cutting-edge sound and unending Aussie 

energy, Going Public takes 

you where their Grammy-

nominated album Not 

Ashamed only hinted at. 

Available wherever you 

buy great music. 

Star Song 
COMMUMICAllOMS 

Shift into Blue. 
PAUL KURZWEIL blueshift 

The new CD release 
now available on 
BIM Records. 

CD $15 Postage Paid. 

Met credit cards 
accepted. Call 

1-800-9313054 
or send check or 

money order to: 

Blum Records 
4901 NW 17th Way 

Suite 606 
FL Lauderdale, FL 

33309 

ri readeonbac:d escl.t.ww tam 

bluxo 
" • ° ° • US oh. a's a Bluso". 

Yes Manse there lu another kurzwett 
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musiann 
CLASSIFI€D 
NOTL111£ lak 
800-z23-75th 
Need an ad fast? 
Call Jeff Serrette. 

In NY State (212) 536-5174 

Outside NY St. (800) 223-7524 

HOW TO ORDER AN AD 
REGULAR CLASSIFIED (ads without borders): 
20 word minimum. $2.90 per word, minimum 
$59 per insertion. 
CLASSIFIED DISPLAY (all ads with borders): 

141" $163 per, 6x/1" $152 per, 1241" $142 per. 
BOLD FACE CAPS: First line, additional $20. 
MUSICIAN BOX NUMBER: Add $4 per insertion 
for handling. 
PAYMENT MUST BE ENCLOSED with your ad. 
Send to Musician Classified, Jeff Serrette, 
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 10036. 
DEADLINE: Two months prior to date of 
publication. 
ALL AD CANCELLATIONS MUST BE IN WRITING 
AND MAILED TO THE MUSICIAN CLASSIFIED 
DEPARTMENT. 

FAX YOUR AD TODAY (212)536-5055 

CATEGORIES: Please mark category desired. 
U Accessories J Books/Publications U Computers 
U Employment U For Sale U Instruction U Instruments 
U Miscellaneous J Musicians J Records & Tapes 

Services U Software J Songwriters J Talent J Video 

Your Name 

Company 

Address 

City State Zip 

Telephone 

Please fill in the information below if you want to charge the 
cost of your classified advertising. 

U American Express LI Visa •-1 MasterCard 

Credit Card it 

Exp. Date Bank 

Your Signature 

Publisher has the right to refuse all mail order retailer ads that might conflict with Musician dealers 

ACC ESSORIES 

• VOCALS! ' 
nlimited Backgrounds'" 

From Standard Records F. CD's with the 
ornpson Vocal Eliminator'. Call or Free 

atalog C. Demo Record. 
hone: (404)402-4189 Eon 20 
Singer's Supp, Dept WEI 
7982 Hightower Trail 
Lithonia, GA 30058 

4 Hour Demo/Into Request 
ne (4041482-2485 Est 20 

1000 %WITS. 13 POUNIIIS 

More room in your rack and less pain in your back. Eydr,mel) 

compact and lightweight, 3.5" high,19" wide, 7.5" deep andonly 

13 pounds. Model 800-$14. 4 power amplifier offers 275 watts 

/CH into 8 ohm speakers and 500 watts / CH into 4 ohm speakers. 

Tomorrow's Digital Technology Today: In 2 or 3 years you 

won't feel that our amp is obsolete because of its size and weight. 
90% operating efficiency makes it small and light. AFFORD-

ABLE, RELIABLE, HIGH QUALITY DIGITAL POWER, SAT-

ISFACEION GUARANTEED. Sale: $595.00 List: $ 1095.00 

Since : 1986 Call or write for more 
ELECTRO FORCE CORP. details & specs. sheets: 
727 OAKSTONE WAY (714)774-3666 
ANAHEIM, CA 92806 (800)227-4445 

BASS PLAYERS 
WANTED! 

A renowned international manufacturer 
of sound amplification equipment is 

introducing electric bass strings in the U.S. 

Are you interested in joining our 
test market evaluation panel and 
playing these advanced strings? 
Act now, participation is limited! Send a card 
or letter with your name, address, age, no. of 
years playing bass, brand of strings used most, 

and brand name of bass and amp. 
Specify stainless steel or nickel, gauge 

and number of strings in set. 
Mail to: MU-2 Strings, 

P.O. Box 162, Emerson, NJ 07630 

REMOVE VOCALS from music—Tanco Voice Decoder— 
$79.95. Fully guaranteed. Call (813) 847-9319 for prerecorded 
demo/ordering information. 

ACCESSORIES 

COMPLETELY REMOVE LEAD VOCALS FROM 
RECORDS, CDS AND TAPE. Use backgrounds for your own singing. 
Call ( 718) 507-0800 for quality &nu: And tit, Or write Singer's 
Best Friend, Inc.,46-16 65th Pla,, 

BOOKS/PUBLICATIONS 

FOR BOOKS ON MUSIC, 
COME TO THE SOURCE. 

For over 5,000 titles on nearly every 
music subject, don't waste time. 
Call for your free catalog today. 

(800) 670-0023 
We're the musician's bookstore. 

Berklee 
COLLEGE OF MUSIC 

BOOKSTORE 

FREE CATALOG—Instruments sd, Martin, 
Dupont, PRS, Collings, Gibson Special Editions, imaler Custom Shop, 
more. Also effects, strings, straps, pickups, accessories. ELDERLY 
INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, FOB 142 I0-DNS, Lansing 
MI 48901 (517)372-7890. 

VINTAGE INSTRUMENT CATALOG: send SASE for tri-
weekly list of about 1,000 vintage, used and new instruments. Accurate 
descriptions, sensible prices. New Martins, Gibsons, and Guilds. We 
buy, sell, trade, appraise, and ship worldwide. Grubs Guitars, 400 
Broadway, Nashville TN 37203 (615) 256-2033. 

ROCK, POP & SOUL DESKTOP CALENDAR. Debut 
edition! Indispensable. Great gift! For info, write 3H Publishing, 2867 
Bancroft Rd., Fairlawn OH 44333-3570. 

EMPLOYMENT 

GIGS AVAILABLE—ALL INSTRUMENTS. To receive a 
list of all major cruise ship contacts, send 515 payable to:Gig/L. Music, 

) IIs 27.7. \ ladison TN 37116-2007. 

FOR SALE 

ACOUSTIC FOAM 
Improves the sound ol any room! You HOW you need it! Call Us! 
Prices from just SO 99 a sheet. Use what the pro's use! 
Clients Iditel, Warner Bros Kodak, US Goy t, [tennis IleYoung MIN 
the World's Best Absorption Al Rock Bottom Prices from USAtoaml 

KIT! 1- 800- 95-WEDGE 
INSTRUCTION 

FREE CATALOG! Take private music lessons with your 
favorite artists. We have hundreds of video and audio instruction tapes 
for the widest variety of musical instruments. All styles and levels. 
Homespun Tapes, Box 694-MUC, Woodstock NY 12498. 1-800-33-
TAPES. The best in the business since 1967. 

INSTRUCTION 

Making the Major Deal & 
Starting Your Own Label 
Reaching Coast To Coast 
• Information • Guidelines • One-Day Workshops 

AMERICAN MUSIC INSTITUTE 
1-800-207-7777 

BE RECORDING ENGINEER 
TRAIN AT FIGIVIE t:1 

Easy Home- tudy practical training in 
Multi- track R cording. Join our successful 
working grain, tes or build ylur own studio. 

Diplom . Job Placemt nt. n More. 

gle:Y .41 IIIIII'' ietien 
ludi. 1 :8 if( leilf.O.R.A14.AWIN. 

2758.8 Union 1. Suite H. San Fiancisco Cl 94173 
fece 

Study sight-singing and musicianship 
with Helen Jordan. 

They did. 

Tony Bennett Melissa Manchester Ben Vereen 
Paul Simon Bette Midler Leslie Gore 

With the right method, you can leam to sight sing. 
You can also leam to be a precise musician at the 

keyboard or away from it. 

SPECIAL INTRODUCTION: 
3 ONE-HOUR LESSONS, $40 EACH. 

(212) 757-3689 

JEWELRY FOR SALE 

REPLICA SWISS WATCHES! MKT GOLDPLATED! 
Lowest Prices! 2yr Warranty! Heavy Wright! Waterproof! Sapphire Crys-

tal!Submarins, Daytonas, others! (404)682-0609, FX: (404) 682-1710. 

MUSICIANS 

MUSICIANS NATIONAL REFERRAL— Professional 
musicians seeking bands—bands seeking professional musicians. 

Bands register free. Call now for information. I (800)366-4447. 

WORLD CLASS LEAD GUITAR AND DRUMMER 
NEEDED FOR HEAVY-DUTY (WITH ALTERNATIVE/ 
FUNK FLAVOR) ROCK AND ROLL BAND. PUSHING 
10-SONG CD ORIGINALS AND HAVE ENTER-
TAINMENT ATTORNEY REPRESENTATION IN 
NEW YORK. SEND DEMO, BIO AND PICTURE TO: 
6140 PEMBRIDGE DRIVE, TOLEDO, OHIO 43615 

BB Os 1-051 R 1994 MUSICIAN 



MUSICIANS SERVICES SERVICES 

XI 
Entertm'nt co. seeking quality demos 

to use in movies /TV /records & 

working acts for mgmt. 
Send tapes and info to: 1325 El Hito Circle 

Pacific Palisades, CA 90272 

NEI MUSIC WANTS YOU 

INSTRUMENTS 

°"¡Y $2,590 

• FREE Graphic Design • Ready In 3 Weeks 
• Major Label Quality • Money Back Guarantee 

DISC MAKERS 
1-800-468-9353 

Call today for our FREE ,b's 
full color catalog 2.3b 

f2/5/ 232.0 I ao • I7' 5 \ 

SUBSCRIBE NOW w our monthly used and vintage 11,1411111CM 

list with hundreds of quality instruments at down-to-earth prices. 
57.50/year ($ 15.00 overseas). Current issue free on reqtest. 
ELDERLY INSTRUMENTS, 1100 N. Washington, POB 14110-

DNS, Lansing M148901 (517)372-7890.  

Nirvana at the Flick of a Switch... 
with the NEW TL-40 

-Raga Master!!! 
Sitar & Tomboura Sounds for 
Acoustic or Electric Guitars! 

No 
Alterahons 
Necessary 
All Models 
Under... 

595-00 

Fretless at the Flick of a Switch 

NEw TL.39 FRETLESS WizRoo!!! 
Biaxe Retrofits P.O Box 15426 Stamford, CT 0690 (9126 

516-487-1902 
We accept Visa/MasterCard 

RECORDS TAPES, CD'S 

TOP DOLLAR PAID FOR CI) & 1.1' (101.1.1 C I IONS 
Rock, Classical, Jazz, More. 130,000 titles in stock. PRINCETON 
RECORD EXCHANGE, 20 ' Unlace St., Princeton, NJ 08542 (60)) 

921-0881. 

SERVICES 

FOR COMPLETE COMPACT DISC, 
CASSETTE & RECORD MANUFACTURING 

QCO (800) 859-8401 
OCA, INC. • 2832 SPRING GROVE AVE. • CINCINNATI, OH 45225 

(513) 681-8400 • FAX (5131681-3777 

Ouchor—T-Callon 

Lowest Prices 

CD & Cassette Manufacturing 

1-800-375-2060 

THE LEADING MANUFACTURING SERVICE 
FROM THE UK NOW IN THE UNITED STATES 
THE ONLY NUMBER YOU NEED FOR MANUFACTURING 

(212) 346-0653 

SUMMER SPECIAL OFFERS 
FOR CD'S AND CASSETTES 

1000 CD Albums • Glassmaster • 2 color on 
body print • 4 page booklet and tray card 4 x 

1 color • jewel box • shrinkwrap 

$1800 
(from CD ready master and composite printers film) 

1000 Cassettes • Running master 
• Label plate • 1 color print on cassette • 

Inserts • Norelco box • Shrinkwrap 

$940 
(from DAT or tape and composite films) 

• Full typesetting and design service • 
• All editing & packaging requirements • 

AtoZ Music Services Inc. 
105 Duane Street, Suite 52B, Tribeca 

Tower, New York NY 10007 
Telephone: ( 212) 346-0653/73 

Fax: ( 212) 346-0679 

1000 CD's $ 1750 

"e=4 

,,,kcles UNLIMITED ALL reamers, 1 or 2 
cob, an CD punting lewd box shrink wràp 

SHIPP .NG, 

Allen Hotus Mace Mad 

20 hour FAX ium. 801-562-0535 

Wasatch Digital Services 

1-800-817-171 

TIE BEST CD MIMS— 
Custom-designed hardware 8. software by Chief Engineer Bob 
Katz. 128x Oversampling 20-131t A to D. Unique Digital Processors. 
liard Disk Editing. Tube and Solid State Analog Recorders, 
CD Mastering is an art. Levels, lades, equalization, 
spacing... everything is important to you and to us. 

CD RIEPUCA11011... 
1000 CDs at $1.55w/Jewel Box, Shrink Wrap, Inserbon. 
2500 at $ 1.50. Glass Mastering Free with 2500+ CDs. 

CD DOOKIET 
1000 4-Panel Booklets at $0.35 
Full-Color Outside, B&W Inside, Full-Color Tray Card. 
Let ourGraphicArttst give your presentation the same 
attention you give your music. 

...COSTS LESS! 

Wific 

Dehe rm Audio for the Golden Ear... 
e» New York, NY (212)369-2932 

1 Co CI,Cr C CC.. es 

722.. 

1 — 83 Clr — 3 .5 — 1 305 2. 

' • " 

MASTERING 
REPLICATION 

PRINTING 
TOTAL PACKAGING 

GRAPHIC DESIGN STUDIO 
  POSTERS 
PERSONALIZED EXPERT SERVICE 

Cr COMPLETE CD AND CASSETTE 

1,41 
The Power 

of Excellence 

212 - 333 - 5953 

330 WEST 58TH ST NEW YORK, NY 10019 

NGWR IsER PRL3i31.5CTS, I 1.3 htI,S, NECESSITIES! 
Contracts, Co?yrigFu, Books, Critiques, Bi., Photos, Short Cassettes, 
Printed Labels, MUM-Track Sheets, Duplicazion! FREE CATALOG! 
345 Spruceweed Rd.. MU, Lake Mary FL 32746-59171(800)487-SPIN. 

MUSICIANS, PROMOTE YOURSELVES! Pre-printed 
address trailing Iabnfie collège radio stations, clubs R&R press, etc. Ready 
to stick and send! S.AS.E.• Labels, Box 641403, I.A. CA 90064. 

SONGWRITERS 

SONGWRITERS—Fiod out if your material is competitive in 
today's market. Houest, insightful critique from our safe, confidential ser-
vice. Response in2 weeks. Send cassette, lyrics, SASE plus $7 per song. 

Music Critique. Pl.). Box22, Vienna VA 221834122. 

TALENT 

NATIONWIDE TALENT SEARCH '94 

* All types of original musk considered. 
* FREE Promotion & exposure if you qualify. 
* NOT o contest! This is a coreer-lounching opportunity. 

Sind a cassette of your music with none, 
address, phone & besttime to caeoct to: 

' RODELL RECORDS 
P.O. Bin 934514d • Holy-wood, CA 90093 

TAPES 

SHORT CUTS 
SO MUCH MUSIC—SO LITTLE TIME 

length in minutes 

• MAXELL MS CASSETTES 20 30 60 90'S 
• SHAPE MARK 10 PRO 10 30 60 90'S 
• MK StiA CASSETTES 10 20 30 60'S 
• DAT TAPE—ALL BRANDS! 10 15 20 3CrS 
• MAXELL XLII BULK CUSTOM LOADED 2-100 MIN 
• SUPPLIES: J-CARDS, LAEELS, BOXES, etc 
• CALL OR WRITE FOR FREE CATALOG! 
Ask about cur 

TELEPHONE ORDER SPECIALS! 
Recording Supplies for the ENTERTAINMENT Industry! 

SOLD NATIONALLY BY... 

(F_J SONOCRAFT 
520 MAIN STREET, BOONTON, NJ 07005 

Fax (201) 335-4562 ask for Ed Stern (800) 274-7666 

WANTED TO BUY 

WAN'11 10 BUY/SELL: GUITARS, BANJOS, Man-

dolins: t.,,bson, C F Martin, Gretsch, D'Angclico, D'Aquisto, 

Strombcrg, Dabro. National, older Fender, Rickenbacker, Gibson, 

B&D, frphone, Paramount, Vega, Fairbanks, Stewart MANDOLIN 

BROS., 629 FOREST, AMU, STATEN ISLAND, NY 10310, FREE 

CATALOG. 718-901-3226. 

MUSICIAN On TOO) R 199 4 89 





SR SERIES II, THINK OF 
AS FREEDOM OF CHOICE. 

There's a little somethingfor 
everyone in SR Series IT From 
small combo vocal reinforcement to 
large club systems, from mobile DJ 
and recorded music reproduction to 
stage monitoring, front fills and 
main PA stacks in concert 
applications. SR Series 11 has 
embed to be the first choice of 
musicians and sound engineers 
vio rid wide. Here's what this 
evolution has produced. 

MORE MODELS 

You have a greater number of 
configurations from which ta 
choose. With more systems 
containing large format 
compression drivers plus a dual 18-
inch suinvoofer system, SR Series 11 
is sure to have the loudspeaker 
systems to fit jour needs. 

OPTIMIZED 
APERTURE ' 
TECHNOIAM 

Our newest horn 
technology, available 
in five models, yields 

outstanding pattern control 
(90°X 50°) and exhibits the lowest 
midband distortion we bave ever 
achieved in kirgeformat systems. 
Equally important, the 2447J 
compression driver extends high 
frequency response well above 
18 kHz, virtually eliminating the 
need for a separate tweeter 

INNOVATIVE COMPONENT 
DESIGNS 

Many of the models incorporate 
recent breakthroughs in component 
design. The 211911 bas been 
engineered forextra output power 
capability in dedicated midrange 
applications. Our 241711 small 
format compression driver 
incorporates the lightest diaphragm 

we bare ever 
made, 
resulting in 
exceptional 
transient 
response, 
enhanced 
high 
frequency 

clarity and 
crisp, clear 

vocals. 

ROADWORI'llY CONNECTORS 
& CROSSOVER NETWORKS 

You now have the choice ofSpeak-
On® connectors or phone jacks. 
Speak-On's permit the use of multi-
conductor cabkfirr quick and 
reliable 
set-ups. 
Or you 
can choose 
the 
simplicity 
and 
convenience of 
1/4-inch phone jacks. 
The input terminal cup is made of 
heavy gauge steel to endure years of 
wad use and abuse. A heavy-duty 
rotary switch makes selecting 
Passive or Bi-amp operational 
modes quick, easy and reliable. 
Crossover networks have been re-
engineered to survive years of road 
work and offer outstanding acoustic 

UBL 

performance. Highest quality close 
tolerance capacitors, high power 
resistors and low insertion-loss 
inductors assure the smoothest 
possible acoustic response. 
Regardless of your application, large 
or small, you can turn to SR Series 11 

for the most 
reliable sound 
reinforcement 
solutions. 
For complete 
technical 
information 

via fax, call the 
FIrshFax number 

below. Better yet, stop by your local 
JBL Professional dealer for a 
personal demonstration. 

JBL Professional 
8500 Balboa Boulevard, Northridge, CA 91329 
(818) 893-8411 Ilashinf: (818) 895-8190, Reference 512 

H A Harman International Company 
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ABOUT MIXING 

ou know Yamaha 

is some of the best 

tound reinforcement 

:Os. Not to mention some 

best digital mixers. 

mil our expertise in signal 

ssing is second to none. 

'hat's why we strongly suggest you take a 

hard look at the latest member of the farnik 

exceptional Prorvlix 017 

,verything we know has gone into 

nixer. Beneath its compact, rugged 

lot: lies the most irresistible 

tination of digital technology ever 

:nbled. 

i'or the cost of a low-priced 

ig mixer, you can now get 

ital one that has instant 

.1 of all console settings. 

>roMix 01 also has 

- 

  • • V•• 

ele"".... le 

e e 
". And when it comes 

to complex mixes, fader 

grouping lets you control 

multiple channel levels fro 

single fader. There also happe 

to be a stereo " pair" function tha 

allows changes in the left channel 

(such as EQ and gain) to be automatieii 

mirrored in the right channel. 

Sound pretty good? 

Act tialx: it sounds pretty great. Pro\ 

boast s more than 100d8 of dynami( 

m 

ns 

I ix 01 

range. All made possible by the latest 

20-bit AD/DA converters. Which 

virtually eliminate all noise. 

distortion and crosstalk. 

The system also feature 

0110 CONDENSED IT. audio transfers to R-DN 

and other digital mediut 

motorized faders and is capable of dynamic 

automation. 

That way. entire mixes can be recorded and 

played back with any outboard MIDI sequencer. 

tia\ ing creative energy. Not to mention a lot of time. 

As if that wasn't enough, ProNlix also has two 

internal digital effect processors. Three assignable 

stereo compressors. Superb three-hand parametric 

HO it 11 each channel. 

1', \ ell dll 1,1DIdf \\ here you Cd11 

store all your favorite settings. 

digital output for flawless 

us. 

And has a large backlit LCD screen to help 

see all your mix parameters at a glance. 

As you can see, ProMix 01 has plenty of things 

going for it,. With its memory, automation capabili-

ties and onboard digital effects, it completely 

justifies spending $20.000. 

Of course. that price would buy you 10 of them. 

For a demonstration of the remarkable ProMix 

01. cheek your nearest Yamaha (lea le 
_ 

YAMAHA 
Program:4'1M. I _800_9:37_7171 . 1,m . 370. 
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